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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents a study of three linguistic
areas--morpho1ogy,

syntax

and

semantics--of

what

have

traditionally been called auxiliaries or auxiliary verbs in
Thai,

but what

I

call

temporal verbs.

My morphological

analysis offers answers to long-term questions: What is the
grammtical category of temporal verbs? What is the structure
of sequences of these elements? And how are their syntactic
discontinuities tp be handled?
My syntactic analysis investigates all possible positions
of temporal verbs in both Subject-Verb-(Complement) and VerbSubject-(Complement) sentences (Sookgasem 1989). Using HeadDriven Phrase structure Grammar (Pollard & Sag 1987) for my
analysis,

I

focus

on three

interesting points:

First,

a

problem with the Head Feature Principle when describing a
temporal verb in a sentence. Second, a problem with the linear
order of the VP constituent in the Verb-Subject(Complement)
constructions of temporal verbs. And third, a position of some
temporal verbs in relation to part of its VP complement.
For the semantic analysis of temporal verbs, I focus on
the temporal interpretation of the Future and Aspect verbs.
I argue that Thai is a tense language. To support this, I
analyse Aspect in Thai and examine tense interpretation in
simple sentences and all types of complex sentences. Based on

14

the evidence, I propose a tense system in Thai. I provide
definitions of Reference Time and Tensedness. I propose a
Tense Assigner Hierarchy, a relation named Overlap, a semantic
model for tense interpretation, and the truth conditions for
tensed sentences and clauses. To porvide an accurate account
of tense interpretatior. in Thai, I analyse eventualities which
include Activities, Accomplishments, Achievements and states.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is a study of the morphology,
syntax and semantics of what have traditionally been called
"auxiliaries" or "auxiliary verbs" in Thai, which is one of
the notorious subjects for a

linguistic analysis of this

isolating language. Some linguists have worked on morphology
and/or syntax of these elements

(Noss 1964; Kullavanijaya

1968; Kanchanawan 1978; Sriphen 1982; Sereechareonsatit 1984;
Thepkanjana 1986; Savetamalya 1988), but few have worked on
semantics (Kanchanawan 1978).
The terms "auxiliaries" or "auxiliary verbs" used for
describing the elements in Thai are rather confusing. While
some call these elements "auxiliaries",

others call them

"auxiliary verbs", and some use both terms interchangably;
these elements have also been called "main verbs",

"modal

verbs", "aspectual verbs" and "helping verbs". Some use the
terms "auxiliary verbs" or "helping verbs" interchangebly.
The reader is referred to Sriphen 1982, Sereechreonsatit 1986
and savetamalya 1988 for this discussion.
songwi tthaya

(1977)

Songwitthaya

&

use the term "words which help a main

verb". Confusion resulting from such variable terminology has
made previous analyses of these elements unclear.
Chomsky (1957) and steele et al. (1981) use the term "AUX"
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for a grammatical category which neither includes VP nor is
part of VP. In my analysis, I argue (in chapters 3, 4, and 6)
that such grammatical elements are verbs of the type "temporal
verbs", the term I use hereafter to refer to these elements.
syntactically they behave like verbs, while semantically they
provide temporal meanings in addition to their intrinsic
modal, mood, future, aspectual functions.
Let us have a look at some examples of temporal elements
appearing in bold face in the examples below.

In

(1)

the

;:.

element kamlanq occurs before verb w1nq "run". The sentence
has the present progressive meaninq only.
A

Dxng kamlanq
wing]
Dang Progressive run
"Dang is runninq"
*"Dang was running"
A

*[s Dxng wing kamlanq]

-

~
In (2) the element yuu occurs after verb w1nq
"run", and

the sentenca has the present perfect-progressive meaning.
(2) [s Dxng
Dang

-=-

w~ng

run

-

yuu]
perfect-progressive

"Dang has been running"
*"Dang had been running"

-

*[s Dxng yuu

-:w~ng]

-

Example (3) shows that the elements kamlanq and yuu may
cooccur in the same sentence. The sentence has the present
perfect-proqressive meaning.
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(3)

'-'
[5 Dxng kamlang
wl.ng
Dang Progressive run

yuU]
Perfect-Progressive

"Dang has been running"
*"Dang had been running"

-

-:* [5 Dxng kamlang yuu wl.ng]

-

'-'
*[5 Dxng wl.ng
kam1ang yuu]

In

(4)

~

the element ja precedes the verb w1ng "run",

whereas the element dal follows the same verb. The sentence
has the future meaning.
.'
'.\
(4) [5 Dxng J&
wl.ng
Dang Future run

da!

Ability

'"
lEE]
yes/no question

"will Dang be able to run?"
*[5 Dxng ja dal

wtng lEE] (with the same gloss as (4»

However, example

(5)

shows that ja can also occur after

~
the verb w1ng
"run", and the sentence has the future meaning,

which is the same as sentence (4).
(5)

~

[5 Dxng wl.ng
Dang run

ja

d'l

Future Ability

--

lEE]
yes/no question

"Will Dang be able to run?"
Chapter

two

presents

the

previous

studies

of

"auxiliaries" or "auxiliary verbs" in Thai. My focus is on
the works by Kanchanawan (1978) and

Savetamalya (1988).

Chapter three presents my morphological analysis on
temporal verbs in Thai. This analysis assumes the theory
advanced in the following works: Pollard and Sag's (1987)
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), Hoeksema's (1984)
Serial Compounding, and Steele'S (1981) an analysis
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of second-position particles in Luiseno. Based on such theory
and empirical

evidence I propose that temporal verbs have

both a single and compound form, and provide both a definition
of

"Compound"

and a Compounding Rule.

I

show that this

analysis provides an empirically adequate account of: (1) the
grammatical category of temporal verbs; (2) the structure of
sequences

of

temporal

verbs;

(3)

the

treatment

of

discontinuities of temporal verbs.
In Chapter four I investigate all possible positions of
temporal verbs in both SV(Complement)

and VS (C)

sentences

(Sookgasem 1989). Following HPSG and Head Wrapping operation
of Pollard (1984) and Bach (1984), I provide a discussion of
both lexical and phrasal discontinuities of temporal verbs;
mechanisms for handling them, and syntactic rules to capture
the positions of these verbs.
Chapter five deals with an analysis of eventualities in
Thai: Activities, Accomplishments, Achievements and states.
The purpose of this study is to provide an accurate account
of tense interpretation, which is discussed in Chapter six.
My analysis is based on the works of Vendler (1967), Smith
(1972, 1988), Bach (1986), Dowty (1979), Abusch (1985j and
Parsons (1989). I propose two types of State, Primary and
Secondary, and two types of Achievement, Real Punctual and
Unreal

P-~nctu<ll.

Chapter six presents my semantic analysis of temporal

19

verbs. The focus is on the temporal interpretation of the
Future and Aspect verbs.

To argue that Thai

is a

tense

language, an analysis of Aspect in Thai is provided, and tense
interpretation in both simple sentences and all types of
complex sentences is examined. The analysis will show that the
Future and Aspect verbs are tense indicators. Based on the
evidence and arguments, I propose a tense system in Thai and
provide definitions of Reference time and tenseness. I propose
a

relation

named

Overlap,

a

semantic

model

for

tense

interpretation and the truth conditions for tensed sentences
and clauses.
Chapter 7 presents the conclusion of my study.
To make my data readable, the phonetic symbols which are
used for transcribing the data in this analysis are provided
in Tables

1-3.

consonants

in

"Voiceless",
"Aspirated".

Table 1
Thai.

"Unasp"

presents the phonetic symbols of

"Vd"
for

stands

for

"Voiced",

"Unaspirated"

and

"VI"
"Asp"

for
for
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Table 1
Phonetic Symbols of Consonants in Thai
Bilabial Labio- Dental
Dental

Palatal Velar Glottal

stops
Vd.Unasp.
Vl.Unasp
VI.Asp.
Vd.Unasp.

b

d

P
ph

t

th

c

k
kh

j

Fricatives
VI.

s

f

Nasals

m

h

ng

n

Liquids

1, r

Semi-Vowels

w

y

Table 2 shows the phonetic symbols of vowels in Thai.
The symbols "Sh" stands for "Short": "L" for "Long" and "Dip"
for "Dipthong".
Table 2
Phonetic Symbols of Vowels in Thai
Front

Back

Central

Sh

L

Dip

Sh

L

Dip

sh

L

Dip

i
e

ii
ee

ia

I
E
a

II
EE
aa

Ia
Ea
ai

u

uu

ua

0

00

0

00

--------------------------------------------------------

High
Mid
Low

x

xx

Table 3 shows the symbols of tone in Thai.
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Table 3
Tone in Thai
Mid

Unmarked

Low
Falling
High
Raising

"'-

1\

/

v
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CHAPTER 2
SOME PREVXOUS ANALYSES OF AUXXLXARIES XN TBAX

2.1. Xntroduction
This

chapter

describes

some

previous

analyses

of

auxiliaries or auxiliary verbs in Thai. Two are particularly
important:

Kanchanawan

(1978)

and Savetamalya

(1988).

The

purpose is to provide background relevant to my analysis of
temporal verbs.
2.2. Some Previous Analyses of Auxiliaries in Thai

In their language and linguistic analyses in Thai, most
grammarians and linguists have discussed auxiliaries, when
and where necessary. Most studies illustrate the positions of
some aspects and modals in sentences with such glosses as
"future marker, aspect marker, modal and etc.". Some analyse
the auxiliaries preceding VP only, others those preceding and
those following VP. However, none of them has yet incorporated
auxiliaries occurring in both positions. These data will be
discussed in Chapter 4. Some linguists attempt to provide more
syntactic analyses and syntactic rules of these elements
(Warottamasikkhadit 1963,

Kullavanijaya 1968,

Kanchanawan

1978, Sriphen 1982, Savetamalya 1988).
Very few linguists have analysed tense interpretion in
Thai. Scovel (1970) proposes that Thai is a time language;
the future marker c~? indicates a forecast, the progressive
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kamlang indicates a claim, and the experience marker khEy
indicates

a

report.

However,

h"
•• 1.S

analysis

is

based

on

inadequate data, and the investigation is not thorough.
There are several problems in the analyses of Kanchanawan
(1978) and Savetamalya (1988) due to a lack of morphological
analysis of auxiliary elements. This gap leads to crucial
problems for an analysis of these elements in terms of their
syntax

and

tense

interpretation.

Both

analyses

are

not

thourough enough. They fail to observe that some auxiliary
elements

can

both

precede

and

follow

a

VP

in

certain

circumstances, thus they cannot explain such occurrences of
these elements. The Kanchanawan investigation of sentences for
tense interpretation is not complete; she does not examine
complex sentences.
2.2.1. Kanchanawan (1978)
2.2.1.1. syntactic Analysis

Kanchanawan divides verb phrases into two kinds: simple
VP and serial VP. Simple VP's are further divided into two
types: simple VP with verb ending (VPV) and a simple VP with
noun ending (VPN). The structures of simple VP's are shown ir(1). The rightward arrow " __ >" signifies that S is a subject
of V; the leftward arrow "< __ " signifies that 0 is an object
of the same V.
(l)a.
b.

1

S --> V
S --> V <-- 0
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A sentence with a serial VP has three structures as shown
in (2a-c).
(2)a.
b.
c.

S
S
S

Vl <-- 0 --> V2
Vl <-- 0
V2
Vl
0 --> V2

(2) shows that
V2),

can be an object of either two verbs (Vl and

0

Vlonly,

or V2 only, while S is a subject of the whole

unit. Examples of (2a-c) are presented in (3a-c) respectively.
(3) a.

Khaw
he

v

hung
cook

khaaw
rice

kin [thilkwan]
eat everyday

"He cooks rice in order to eat everyday"
b.

",

Khaw
he

v

......

d~y

hung
cook

[samEE]
always

able

"He can always cook rice"
tham
make/do

c.

kh~w?il.

16m

chair

fall

.A
/.
[mlawaann~~]

yesterday

"He made the chair fall yesterday"
Kanchanawan gives the phrase structure rules CPS) in (4).
(4)

S ->

VP ->

NP

[ VPV
VP

VPN
VPS

VP

CADVM)

(tN~})

1

ADVM ->

VP
VP NP
VP PVP
POSTV (Q)
post-serial verb
quantity
adverb of manner

Kanchanawan

concentrates

VPV ->
VPN ->
VPS ->
PVP ->
POSTV ->
Q

->

on

the

structures

that
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contribute temporal information to the expression. These PS
rules are stated in (5).
VP ->

(5)

(PARTICLE)
PREV
AUX
VM
PART

pre-serial verb
auxiliary
main verb
particle

->
->
->
->

There are seven kinds of subcategorization restrictions:
(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

pre-serial verb:
auxiliary:
intransitive verb:
transitive verb:
transitive verb:
post-serial verb:
particle:

In

this

analysis,

Kanchanawan uses

+PREV: [+_VP]
+AUX: [+_VP]
+VM: [+_]
+VM: [_NP]
+VM: [+_S]
+POSTV: [+VP_l
+PART: [+VP_]
auxiliaries

subcategorization

precede

restrictions

VP
to

only.
group

verbs. Verbs have at most five subcategorization restrictions.
Tables 4-6 show verbs that she describes as pre-serial verbs,
AUX, and post-serial verbs, respectively.
Table 4

Pre-serial verbs
Meaning

chak
cIng
kamlang
kh6'

kh~nkhaa:ng

lEEy
mak
mua

indicates potentiality, assertion, volition,
or determination
tend to, be inclined to, (start) getting
so
indicates on-going event
gradually, little by little, with ease
inclined to be, rather, more or less
then
likely to, usually
be busily engaged in
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sxxn
thIng
y~g

y~om

yl.ng

haay
kEEt
pay
maa
?OOk
daay

greatly, extremely, awfully
then
still, yet
naturally
be extreme, especially, incresingly,
progressively
be lost
happen, be born
go
come
out
able, can, may, get, receive, have an
opportunity
Table 5

AUX

Meaning
cuan
khEEy
khong
kIap

k60

nta

phayaayaam
phlOOy
phE'ng
saamaat
thxxp
tong
aat

kh~a~1....

khl.l.kl.at
khft
rl.l.p
'"
ch~y

chOOp
faak
fUn
khlln

IOOng
rak
tI}Qn
tOOngkaan
waan
yaak

almost, nearly, on the verge
experience, be accustomed to
probably
almost, nearly, on the verge
also, then
ought to
try
join in
just, just start
can, able to, capable of
almost, nearly, on the verge
have to, must
may, might, be supposed to
diligent
lazy
think
hurry
help
like
ask to do something
unwillingly, do against, act
disobey, oppose, counteract,
persist in
try
love
endure
want
ask to do something
want, wish

of
of

of

against
insist on,
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rot

not get (to do something), miss (getting
something one expected)
hurry
start
stop
able, can, may, get, receive, have an
opportunity
Table 6

Post-serial verbs
Meaning
~

lxxw

already, finish, complete
end
successful
finish
see
enter
up
down
stay, be alive
go
come
out
able, can, may, get, receive, have an
opportunity

cop

samret
set
hen

kllaW

khln

-

long

yuu

pay
maa

rOOk

daay

Kanchanawan distinguishes an auxiliary from a pre-serial
verb by means of VP-deletion in a coordinated sentence: any
VP that follows AUX in the second conjunct may be deleted, but
AUX cannot.
Before showing an example of VP-deletion, let us have a
look

at

the

Kanchanawan

(frequently translated

analysis

"will"

of

the

in English).

element
ca?

is

ca?

often

regarded as a future marker; however, it is not always so;
compare "will" in English which does not always indicate
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future

time.

assertion,

The

fact

that

determination,

ca?

indicates

potentiality,

or volition makes it imply the

future time in some contexts. ca? is called the future marker
in her study, but this label is only an approximate, not an
absolute, characterization.
Sentence (7a) shows a coordinated sentence.
....
....
....:
(7)a. [Phrungn11] chan ca? pay [Ix]
tomorrow
and
I
go
khaw
he

"'"
kOO
also

di?

pay
go

che'nkan
too

"Tomorrow I will go (and) he will go too"

kOO

"also" in the second conjunct is AUX because it does

not delete; in contrast, ca? is pre-serial verb,

not AUX,

since it deletes.
(7)b. VP-deletion
[Phrungni"i]
tomorrow
khaw
he

ca?

pay
go

(Ix)

and

kOO cllenkan
also too

,...
........
* [Phrungn11]

,."

.,."..."

~~

.,.....

chan ca? pay (Ix) khaw kOO ca? chenkan

Post-serial verbs and particles are similar in that they
always follow a VP. The difference is that post-serial verbs,
which actually function as main verbs, may be negated, but
particles may not. (8a) shows the negation of the post-serial

-

verb daay.
(8)a. Khun
you

pay
go

.....

may
not

"You may not go"

daay
'"
able
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In contrast,

<'
the particles y1nq
and

nu cannot

be

neqated.
(8)b. The sentence to be negated:
rak mx:x
ytnq
love mother extreme

Khaw
he

l1U
so

"He loves his mother so very much"
Negation

*

Khaw
he

"'"
rak mxx
ma~
""
love mother not

*

Khaw
he

rak
love

'-'
y1nq
extreme

""

ma~

not

nak
so

Analysis on Expression of Time in Thai Verbs

2.2.1.2.

To

""
mxx
mother

y1nq
nu
*
extreme so

analyse

the

evpression

of

time

in

Thai

verbs,

Kanchanawan defines "time", "aspect" and "tense" as follows.
Time

refers to the real point "when" an event takes

place. It is qenerally divided into past, present and future.
Aspect

indicates

"how"

the

event takes

place,

eg.,

continuous, continuative, and others.
Tense is a linguistic expression with reference to time
and aspect.
The expr.ession may be morpholoqical or lexical or it may
be covert; that is, it may be in the previous part of the
discourse or be implicit.
Kanchanawan proposes fifteen tenses in Thai: nine basic
tense

structures

which

she

completely

follows

Hornstein

(1977), as shown in (lOa-i), and six additional complex tense
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structures, as in (lOj-o).

"->"

The rightward arrow

on E is generally interpreted

as signifying durative. The asterisk

"*"

signifies the non-

fulfilled status of the event: that is, it would have happened
in the past but it did not. These tense terms are independent
of

any

language.

"E"

stands

for

"Event

time",

"R"

for

"Reference time", and "S" for "Speech time".
(9)

a. Simple past:
b. Simple present:
c. Simple future:

E,R_S
S,R,E
S_R,E

d. Past continuous:

E,R_S
->
S,R,E
->
S R,E
E-R S

->

e. Present continuous:
f.
g.
h.
i.

Future continous:
Past perfect:
Present perfect:
Future perfect:

E-S~

E_R
->
E_R--S
->
E__S,R
->

S

j. Past perfect continuous:
K. Present perfect continuous:
1. Future perfect continuous:
m. Non-fulfilled past:

5

E

R

E*:"R S
->
n. Non-fulfilled past continuous:E*,R_S
o. Non-fulfilled past perfect:
E*_R_S
In Thai, where there is no word inflection, tense may be

expressed
marker,

through
aspect

the

combination

markers,

and

of

certain

time

phrases,

types

of

time
verbs.

Syntactically, time markers and aspect markers appear as preserial verbs, auxiliaries, post-serial verbs, or particles.
Time implication and aspect implication are their semantic
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functions.
A time phrase (TP) is the most important factor in a time
expression since the verb form itself remains unchanged. A
sentence with a TP is a complete sentence. A sentence without
a TP is a sentence in discourse. In a complete sentence, at
least, one overt TP must be present. A sentence without a TP
is generally governed by a covert TP. Either a time marker or
an aspect marker, or both, may be covert in such a sentence.
Kanchanawan gives general rule of time expression in
(10) •
(10)

Gerneral Rule of Time Expression
time phrase

>

time marker

>

verb type

In a complete sentence the time phrase takes precedence over
any time implication manifested in any marker or in any verb.
If a time phrase is not present, the time implication in the
time marker will take precedence. Last, the time implication
in the verb will be significant if there is neither a time
phrase nor a time marker.
Sentences with neither a time phrase nor a time marker,
however, are those in a context where time indicators may be
recoverable, i.e., in the discourse.
Time Phrase (TP)
There are two kinds of time phrase: (a) a TP indicating

.

"""'.......:

..

~

a pOl.nt of time such as mIawaann1i "yesterday", p11naa "next
year" and etc.; and (b) a TP indicating a range of time such
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as tanqtxx mIawaann11 "since yesterday", saam wan "three days"
A

_-"

..;.

-

and etc.
In this study, only past and future, not present, time
phrases are used to indicate time. No present time phrases,
such as wann11 "today", are given here since they range over
present, past and future time. It is context that indicates
present time.
Time Marker eTM)
As shown in Table 7, there are five time markers implying
three times: past, recent past, and future.
Table 7

Time marker implication
Feature

Marker

5ubcate.Restr.

Meaning

daay

+PREV: [+_VP];
+AUX: [+_VP];
+VM: [+_NP];
+VM: [+_5):
+P05TV: [+VP_]

able, can, may,
get, receive,
have an opportunity

+AUX: [+_VP]

experience, be
accustomed to

way

+VM: [+_NP] ;
+PART: [+VP_]

k2ep (for a certain
purpose)

ph'E'ng

+PREV: [+_VP]

just

+PREV: [+_VP]

indicates potentiality,
future
assertion, volition,
(f)
or determination

khEEy

..,

Verb Type

past (p)

recent past
(RP)
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There are three verb types in Thai: activities, states
and achievements.
Activities and states are alike in that there is no time
implication in either. Either a time adverbial or a context
indicates their tense. In contrast, Achievements imply the
past tense. Restrictions on the co-occurrence of the three
verb types and five time markers are shown in Table 8.
Table 8

Verb types and time markers
VERB

TM
.A
daay
khEEy
ca?
phEng
~

TM

activity; *state; *achievement
activity; state; achievement
activity; state; achievement
activity; state
achievement
activity; *state; *achievement

...

way

Aspect Marker
In this study there are nine markers indicating five
aspects: continuous (cons), completive (comp), perfect (perf),
continuative

(cont),

and

generic

description of the aspect marker.

(genr).

Below

is

the
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Table 9
Aspect markers
Marker

Subcate.Restr.

Meaning

Kamlang

+PREV: [+_VP]

indicate the process continuous
of doing something
(cons)
or staying in some
state

--

Feature

yuu

+VM: [+_];
+VM: [_NP]:
+POSTV: [+VP_]
+PART: [+VP_]

cop
samret
set

+VM: [+_]
+VM: [+NP]
+POSTV: [+VP_]

end
successful
finish

completive
(comp)

lX'xw

+VM: [+_]
+POSTV: [+VP_]
+PART: [+VP_]

ready, already,
finish

perfect
(perf)

maa
pay

+PREV: [+ ]
+VM:[+_]
+POSTV: [+VP_]
+PART: [VP_]
+PREV: [+_VP]

come, towards,
go, away

continuative
(cone)

'"
yOm

natuarally

generic
(genr)

Two examples of Kanchanawan' s twelve tense structures
are illustrated in Table 10-11.
Table 10
->

present perfect continuous:

E_S,R

TP

TM

TM

AM

TM

VERB

AM

CONTEXT

yuu
maa
perf
cone
yull
cone
cone
cone

Q/Nr

-

----------------------------------------------------(p)
Pr

d~y
........

daay

khEEy
rp

verb
verb
ach.
verb
activ
activ
verb
verb

Q/Nr/ADVM
(Q/Nr)
Nr
Nr
Nr
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Table 11
->

Past continuous: E,R__S
TP

TM

AM

TM

VERB

TM

CONTEXT

AM

----------------------------------------------------P

kamlang

P
P
P

kamlang
kamlang

2.2.3.

d~y

f

activ
state
verb
activ
verb

(yuu)

-

yuu
(yuu)
(yuu)

(Q/Nr)

Problems of Kanchanawan1s Analysis

There are several problems in Kanchanawan' s syntactic
and semantic anayses of the so-called auxiliaries in Thai.
Only the shortcomings most relevant to my study are discussed.
2.2.3.1. syntactic Analysis

One major problem in this analysis is that Kanchanawan
does not provide definitions of "pre-serial verb", and "postserial verb" while claiming that the pre-serial and postserial verbs function like main verbs. As a consequence, her
division of verbs into main verb, pre-serial verb and postserial verb is questionable.
different

from

classification

It is unclear how they are

or similar to main verbs.
of

verbs

based

on

Moreover,

her

subcategorization

restrictions forces some membership of some main verbs with
the category AUX, which is incorrect. For example, her AUX
includes verbs chuay "help", chOOP "like", fnk "ask to do
something" loonq/phayaayaam "try", rak "love", duu "see" and
etc.
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Her subcategorization restrictions of most pre-serial
verbs and AUX elements are also incorrect. Kanchanawan does
not explain why ca? can occur with some verbs but can be
optional when following other verbs. Several of her pre-serial
verbs in Table 4, except ca?, kamlang, pay, h~i, maa, daay,
can be optionally followed by ca?, which does not carry the
future meaning. For example, chak(ca?) "tend to", mak(ca?)
"likely to, usually", cing(ca?) "so" and etc.
This ca? optionally follows most elements labeled AUX,
as shown in Table 5-- the exceptions are khEEy, saamaat,
v
"......
"'"
'"
""
_
khayan,
kh11k1at,
chuay,
chOOp,
flln,
khlln, lOOng, waan, ?ot,

r~ng,

yat,

daay and tong.

However,

Kanchanawan does not

explain this phenomenon. She would not want to have the ca?
in question be a subcategorized VP.
In her analysis, the future time marker ca? appearing
after the continuous marker kamlang in [kamlang ca?] loses
its time implication; the whole gives the meaning "the process
of having a potentiality to do something", which is equivalent
to the English "be going to do something". ca? after kamlang
in

[kamlanq

ca?]

is

not

optional

syntactically

and

semantically. Because of her translation of ca? as English
will,

the analysis of ca?

after kamlang this way makes

Kanchanawan treat ca? as a non-absolute future marker.
Taking AUX elements to be those always preceding a VP prevents
post-serial verbs from being AUX. One property of AUX is that
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it is able to stand alone in VP-deletion in the second
conjunct. However, some of Kanchanawan's post-serial verbs do
have the property of AUx, as in (11) •
(11)

[s Dxng tenram

Dang dance

Ix

.......

",.....

dey
nol. kOO daay
and Noi also able/
able/
permission
permission

chenkan
same
"Dang can dance, and so can Noi (Ability)
"Dang may dance, and so may Noi (Permission)"
Here Kanchanawan needs to explain why some post-serial verbs
behave like AUx, while others do not: consider (12) where the
post-serial verb cop cannot occur without the verb (? main
verb

or

pre-serial

verb)

duu

when

the

second

conjunct

undergoes VP-deletion.
(12)

duu nang cop
Dang see movie end

[s Dxng

Ix

.......

nol.
and Noi

kOO

duu cop
also see end

chenkan]
same
"Dang say] the (whole) movie (until the end), and so
did Noi"
/.
nol. k60 cop chenkan]
*[S Dxng duu nang cop
Kanchanawan states that post-serial verbs may not be
immediately preceded by Aux or pre-serial verbs.

In fact,

several elements she categorizes as Aux and Pre-serial verbs
do alternatively occur after VP when post-serial verbs set
"finish" or dUy "ability/ permission" occur in the same
sentence, as in (13a). According to Kanchanawan's analysis,
only (13b) can be produced, while beth (13a) and (13b) are
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commonly used. Here I follow Kanchanawan's analysis of ca?
after khonq as a pre-serial verb, the future marker.
( 13 ) a. [s Dxng tham aahaan
Dang make foed

-

set
khonq
(ca?)
+AUX
+PREV +POSTV
probably future finish

yaangrew]
quickly
"Dang may finish cooking the food quickly" or
"Dang may have finished cooking the food quickly"
b. [s Dxng khong (ca?) tham aahaan set yaangrew]
2.2.3.2. Analysis on Time Expression
There are several serious problems

in Kanchanawan' s

analysis of time expression. By establishing fifteen tenses
in Thai, Kanchanwan rigidly forces the data to be interpreted
analogous to English. However, she illustrates only thirteen
tense structures: she excludes both past perfect continuous
and future perfect continuous. I do not agree at all with a
number of her interpretations of tenses in Thai.
The so-called past continuous or past progressive exists
in Thai only when the time expression is exactly specified by
either a when-type clause or a time expression. As for time
expressions, simply mIawaanni1 "yesterday" is not sufficient

.

.

.-

~

-- we need to spec1fy the exact t1me such as mlawaann11 toon
yen "yesterday in the evening". However, Kanchanawan allows
the sentence in (14a) to be grammatical past continuous. My
informants and I do not agree with her: instead, the past with
the

progressive

meaning

of

the

sentence

(l4a)

must

be
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expressed

by

sentences

(14b)

or

(14c),

where

the

time

specification is clear.
(14)a. (Kanchanawan's example)
A

.;:

Mlawaaann~i

yesterday
nan
that

khaw
he

kamlang ?aan
cons
read

....,

nansII
book

(yuu)

cons

"Yesterday he was reading that book"
(14) b. [s

-"
~
Mlawaann~~

yesterday

""
nangsII
book

toon saram moonq khaw kamlang ?aan
time three o'clock he cons
read

lem
nan (yuu) ]
class that cons

"Yesterday at three o'clock he was reading that book"
(14)c. [s MIawaannil khaw kamlang ?aan
yesterday he
cons
read
(yuti)

cons

tOonthi).
at time when

...

can
I

nangsll lem nan
book
class that

paithIng
arrive

"Yesterday he was reading that book when I arrived
home"
Tense interpretation in this study is problematic. Only
past and future time phrases,
indicators of tense.

not present,

The present tense is

are the prime
implied by the

context.
Achievements imply the past tense, while activities and
states do not have time implication.

There are five time

markers (TM) daay, khEEy, way, phEnq and ca?

The first three

mark the past tense, the fourth the recent past, and the last
the future tense. The meaning of the TM is dependent on the
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TP.

..-

According to her analysis, the past time markers daay,
khEEy and way cannot mark the past meaning when there is no

time phrase in a sentence. In this case, Kanchanawan must
allow the sentence to be interpreted as present perfect, as
in (15).
(15)

Khaw

khEEy ?aan

he

exp
past

read

v

nansII lem
book
class

nan

cop

that

finish

"He has finished that book" OR
"He has read that book" (He has had an experience
finishing that book)
Here both my informants and I have "He finished reading
that book" as the interpretation. I see no way to use the
present perfect tense for this sentence.
Kanchanawan

interprets

as

the

future

perfect

tense

sentences in which the past markers d~y, khEEy and way
cooccur with the future TM ca?

Such interpretations indicate

that her analysis of the past TM is quite problematic.
It seems that one word may have different meanings in
.Thai. To analyse lexical items as Kanchanawan does for daay
results in a misinterpretation. For her, d~y can be a main
verb, a pre-serial verb, a post-serial verb, and AUX, and its
meanings include "able, can, may, get, receive", or "have an
opportunity". However, she does not indicate which meaning
goes with which function of this lexical item, except that
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dOy as the post-serial verb has the meaning "ability or

permission".
Her analysis of doy is not precise;

daay wi th all

suDcategorization restrictions is described as a past time
marker in Table 4.2, page 77. But as a post-serial verb, daay
is a time marker in simple present tense, as shown in Table
4.4,

page 162.

To avoid vagueness,

dey wi th

different

meanings should have different lexical entries. For me, d~y
with the meaning "have an opportunity to do something" is a
regular verb, since it occurs in sentences with the past,
present and

future meanings.

It has

nothing to

do wi th

temporal meaning. Like a number of translators of Thai into
English and English to Thai, Kanchanawan forces daay in the
pre-VP position to mark the past tense. For me, the treatment
of this d~y is equivalent only to the past meaning in
English. But in fact, daay does not occur as the past marker
in a "weather" sentence.
(16)a. *[s Aakaat daay
weather past

rOan
hot

nai kheet n.r1]
jat
extreme in area this

"The weather was extremely hot in this area"
To express this meaning, we say:
b. [s Aakaat khEy
rOan jat nai kheet nri]
Experience
Another case of contradiction in Kanchanawan's study is
that in her analysis,

without a time phrase,

implies the present tense by context. However,

a

sentence

while there
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is no past or future time phrase in sentences (17a-b), she
also interprets (17a) as the past and future tense, and (17b)
as the past tense.

Here she treats the verb mOOng as an

activity and the verb hen as an achievement.
(17)a. Khaw
he

<'

V

mOong
hOOnaa11kaa
look (at) clock tower

"He looks/ looked/ will look at the clock tower"

'"
-:"
hOOnaal1kaa
clock tower
"He saw the clock tower"
Since in usage native speakers of Thai do not express a
time phrase in every sentence, a problem arises according to
Kanchanawan's analysis: How would one interpret tense(s) of
three events occurring in the past time, for instance, when

-

one starts with a sentence containing the past time phrase
....: "yesterday" but omits it in the second and third
mlawaann11

sentences?

In this case, should we interpret the last two

sentences as the present?
followed

Kanchanawan's

The answer would be "yes" if we

analysis.

Unfortunately,

such

an

interpretation is wrong.
2.2.4. Savetama1ya (1988)
2.2.4.1. Defining Auxiliaries
savetamalya

(1988)

divides

verbs

into

two

sets:

A

(auxiliaries) and B (nonauxi1iaries), such that if a member
of set A and a member of set B are in the same finite domain,
the A verb will always precede and command the B verb. Her
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descriptions

of

Command

and

Domain

follow

the

proposed

glossary of terms used in lexicase that are identified by
pagotto (Mentat Technical Report No.3. 1987:6-8). The terms
are defined as follows.
The tree diagram in (18) is used in several definitions
below to illustrate the syntactic concepts being defined.
(18)~
B'

A

I

C'

r'---

BCD'

I

D

A,

B

C

and

D

are

constructions,

and

A', B' ,C'

the
and

lexical

heads

D'

their

are

of

their

respective

phrasal projections.
cap-command is the syntactic relationship that holds
between the head X of a phrase X'

and the head(s)

of its

dependent sister constructions Y'. In other words, the phrasal
node above X immediately dominates the phrasal node above Y.
In the diagram, A cap-commands Band C, while C cap-commands
D.
Command is a relationship beteen the lexical heads of
constructions which can be specified in terms of a chain of
cap-command relationships. In the diagram, A cap-commands C
and C cap-command D. the result is a chain of cap-command
relationships. Therefore, A commands D (as well as commanding
and cap-commanding B and C). In addition, C (cap-)commands D.
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The domain consists of all constituents commanded by the
lexical head of a phrase comprise the domain of that head. In
the diagram, B,C, and D are in the domain of A, and D is in
the domain of C.
The finite domain (proposed by Savetamalya) consists of
all constituents minimally commanded by the finite lexical
head of a phrase comprising the finite domain of itself. If
B, C and Dare nonfinite, they will be in the finite domain
of A but if, for example, C is finite,

it will be in the

finite domain of itself.
In this analysis,

auxiliaries always require only a

nonfinite verb complement as their dependent sister. They have
the features [+auxiliary (xlry), +extension (xtns),
-location (lctn), -transitive (trns)]. Auxiliaries differ from
intransitive nonauxiliary verbs in their relative ordering.
The former always precede members of the latter, whereas no
members of the latter group ever precede auxiliaries in the
same finite domain. Again, auxiliaries always precede and
command all other subclasses of verbs within the domain of a
given verb.
sentence (19) shows the application of the finite domain
within an auxiliary clause, where yaak and

syy are

in the same

finite domain; they are both minimally commanded by the same
finite verb yaak (where every word commands itself).
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(19)

S

-----=1----yaak
S

NP

r::------ NP

[+xlry ,
.
+fl.nt]

I

..mxx

mother

want

syy
[-xlry,
-fint]

phaa

buy

clothes

I

"Mother wants to buy some clothes"

*

Mxx

-

syy
[-xlry,+fint]

yaak
[+xlry,-fint]

phaa

As for an embedded clause, a new finite verb establishes
a new finite domain. Example (20) shows that kamlanq in the
embedded

clause

indicates

a

new

finite

domain

which

is

independent from the main clause. In this new domain, kamlanq

........

is in the finite domain of kamlanq itself, whereas phuut is
in the finite domain of khOnq. Since the two verbs are in
different
ordering
auxiliary

finite

domains,

relationship.
is

finite.

In
Thus

there
this
only

is

no

violation

analysis,
khOnq

is

only

the

finite,

of

the

first
while

auxiliaries ca? and kamlanq in the matrix clause are nonfinite
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(~
NP

!
Kay

khOng
S
[+xlry,
+fint] ca?
S
[+xlry,
-fint] kamlang
may
[+xlry,
-fint]
intend

c-------

r

process

S

r----==:?---S

phuut
waa
[-xlry,
-fint]
comp
say

NP
nOOng

kamlang
S
[+xlry,
+fint] aapnam
[-xlry,
process -fint]
take a bath

"Kay may have been saying that NOOng is taking a bath"

2.2.4.2. Rule Formalization of Auxiliaries
According to Savetamalya, verbs in Thai appear in two
inflectional categories: finite and nonfinite. The proposed
system

has

two

subcategorization

rules

(SR)

and

five

redundancy rules (RR).
SRI:

[+V]

-->

[+/-fint]

SRI indicates an inflectional subcategorization.
RRI:

[+V]

-->

[-[+fint]]

Verbs (with the exception of a
think", phWlt "to talk",

etc.)

subset including khit "to
exclude a

following finite

verb. Such verbs do not allow any finite verb to be their
dependent sister.
SR2:

[+V)

-->

[+/-xlry)
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This rule indicates that verbs in Thai are divided into two
classes:

auxiliaries

and

nonauxiliaries.

SR2,

a

lexical

subcategorization rule, adds no feature to any matrix since
every verb in the lexicaon is already marked either [-xlry)
or [+xlry).
RR2:

[+V)

-->

[-xlry)

This rule indicates that some verbs are nonauxiliaries.
RR3:

[-xlry]

-->

[- [-fint,+xlry)]

This rules states that auxiliaries always precede and command
nonauxiliaries.
RR4:

[+xlry)

-->

[-trns,-lctn)

This redundancy rule states that auxiliaries are nonlocational
intransitive verbs.
RR5:
This

rule

[+xlry]

-->

shows

that

[+[-fint)]
auxiliaries

require

a

nonfinite

complement as their sisters.
2.2.4.3. semantic Subcategorization of Auxiliaries
Savetamalya divides auxiliaries

into two subclasses:

prime and nonprime. The former has the feature [+prim) and
the latter [-prim]. She follows the ideas of Starosta (1977)
and Pagotta (1987) for prime auxiliaries.
Prime

auxiliaries

are

distinguished

from

other

auxiliaries by a single syntactic feature-- prime auxiliaries
are always finite. The feature [+fint] in the matrix of prime
auxiliaries indicates that prime auxiliaries will always be
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the highest S node in a finite domain and will always occur
in the initial position of any auxiliary string in which it
appears. RRl indicates this feature:
RRl:

[+prim]

-->

[+fint]

--

For her, there are two prime auxiliaries in Thai kOO
"also" and yoom "apt to". A cooccurrance restriction exists

--

........
between yOOm
[-addition] and other nonfinite auxiliaries: yoom

does not cooccur with auxiliaries marked [+expectation], [intention], [+deontic], [+time] or [+degree]. Shown below are

--

the idiosyncratic properties of the lexical entry yoom:
[-ddtn: +xlry: -[+xptn]i -[-nttn]: -[+dntc]: -[+time]:
-[+degr] ]
Sentence (21a) shows a grammatical sentence, while that in
(21b)

is ungrammatical due to a violation of one of the

-

properties of YOom.
....
(21)a. Kay
yOOm
[-ddtn]
apt to

--

khuan
ca?
[-xptn]
should intend to

tangchai laawrien
attend

study

"Kay should apt to pay attention on his study"
.......

yOOm
[-ddtn]
apt to

khOng
ca?
[+xptn]
may
intend to

tham

kaanbaan

do

homework

Nonprime auxiliaries include verbs that have a wide
semantic range such as time,

negation,

deontics,

degree,

initiation, and so on. The difference between this group of
auxiliaries and prime auxiliaries is that prime auxiliaries
never occur as subordinate elements in the same finite domain.
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Savetamalya

gives

some

examples

of

coocurrance

restrictions of nonprime auxiliaries as follows.
ca? "intend to" [+intention] cannot be followed by any
nonprime auxiliaries except those marked with the feature
[+deontic]. ca? thus has this lexical property:
[+ntn; +Xlryi -[+time]i -[-dntc]i -[+degr]]
Example

(22)

shows that the grammaticality of a sentence

depends on the contextual features of the lexical item.
(22)a. Khaw
he

-.

.A.

ca?
tong
tham ngaan hay
[+nttn]
[+dntc]
do
work causative finish
intend to must

"He (obligatorily) intends to finish his work"
"
.....
b. *Th@@
khOnkhaang
suay
ca?
[+nttn] [+degr]
she intend to rather
pretty

-

The features of idiosyncratic lexical properties of
the nonprime auxiliaries-- ne "likely to" [+probability],

-

?aat "probably" [-suggestion], mak "usually", khuan "should"

.
.......
[-expectl.on],
klap,
thxxp "almost", cuan "about to"
[-punctual]

;-.
""
and khOnkhaang
"rather"

[ +degree] -- cannot be

followed by any nonprime auxiliaries except those marked by
the feature [+intention].
(23) [+pbbt, -sgtn, -xptn, -pntl, +degr, +xlry, -[-aspt],
-[-nttn], -[+dntc], -[+time], -[+degr]]
savetamalya describes idiosyncratic lexical properties
of auxiliaries by using the following 22 features.
(24)

aspt
blgn

aspect
obligation

nttn
nttv

intention
initiative
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degr
ddtn
dntc
exst
fint
hbtl
lctn
ngtv
xptn
She

degree
addition
deontic
exist
finite
habitual
location
negative
expectation

claims

that

probability
punctual
prospective
process
prime
suggestion
transitive
auxiliary
extension

pbbt
pntl
pptv
prcs
prim
sgtn
trns
xlry
xtns

the

analysis

of

the

idiosyncratic

properties of Thai auxiliaries as those with lexico-syntactic
features

explains

the

widest

possible

cooccurrence

of

auxiliaries in a simple and straightforward manner. That is,
the contextual feature of each auxiliary indicates its own
ordering in relation to its dependent sisters. The sequence
of auxiliaries can be extended as long as the contextual
features of each auxiliary allow it, as shown in example (25)
below.
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(25)

S

~

NP

KOO

S

khaw:~iZ
~
-[+fint)
he

also
khOng

+xlry
-pbbt
-fint
-[-aspt)
-[+pntl]
-[-pres)
-[+exst)
-[+degr)
may

S

\
-.

ph@ng

\

S

+xlry
+time
-fint
-[-aspt)
-[-nttn)
-[+blgn)
-[+time)
-[+degr]
just
S

+xlry
+exst
-fint
-[-aspt]
-[-nttn]
-[+time]
-[+degr]

1\
I

happen to
S

+xlry
+ntn
-fint
-[+time)
-[-dntc)
-[+degr]
intend to

-

tong
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(25) continued.

f------

tong

S

+xlry
+obgn
-fint
-[-dntc]
-[+blgn]
-[+time]
-[+degr]
yaak
+xlry
+dntc
-fint
-[+fint]

must

want

ADV

V
\

I

I

-

tyyn

saay

get up

late

Savetamalya claims that the analysis of auxiliaries in
makes

Thai within the lexicase framework

(Starosta 1985)

certain generalizations

syntax that cannot be

about Thai

clearly made within other frameworks. That is, auxiliaries
can be treated as the main verb of their own clause with so
called 'Main Verbs' embedded under them as complements (Ross
1969,

Starosta

1977,1985).

The

lexicase

captures a generalization that Thai

is a

framework

also

right branching

language; except for sentence adverbs and subjects, the head
precedes attributes in all constructions, nominal as well as
verbal. The Aux-Main-Verb (AMV) analysis makes a claim about
universal properties of SVO languages--that is,
verbs always precede nonauxiliary verbs.

Finally,

auxiliary
lexicase

grammar provides a way to explain that auxiliaries in Thai
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need not be divided into different syntactic subclasses with
arbitrary syntactic class features,

since the ordering of

auxiliaries is handled in terms of contextual features.
2.2.5.

Pro~lems

of Savetamalya's Analysis

There are several problems in Savetamalya' s analysis.
First, only the first verb, either auxiliary or nonauxiliary,
in a sentence or clause is always finite (marked [+,-finite).
In her analysis, when an auxiliary occurs with a nonauxiliary
verb, it is the former which is always finite. This rigid
treatment forces her to analyse the aux-like elements which
occur in post-vp position as non-auxiliaries. Some examples
of

such

elements

"Perfective",

1m

are

dal

"Permission/

"Perfect", and

yuu

Ability" ,

1m

"Perfect-Progressive"

and etc.
Further, her analysis does not work when what she calls
auxiliaries

occur

in the

post-vp position.

I

show this

evidence in sentence (26). Here I follow her in glossing ca?
as "intend to" and set as "finish". I add the "Perfective"
meaning for lXXw. Auxiliaries khong and ea? can occur either
before or after the VP thamngaan "work" when they coccur with
set or set liiw. The analysis predicts that the main verb
thamngaan "work" in (26a) is [+finite], while the auxiliary
verb

khOnq following

thamnqaan in

(26b)

is

thamngaan
[-finite],

[-finite].
while

In contrast,

khOnq

[-finite].

Clearly this is problematic since both sentences hold the same
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meaning.
(26)

-

-

...
a.[s NOOng thamngaan khOnq
ca?
set
lxxw]
NOOng work
probability intend to finish Pfective
"NOOng may have finished working"
b.[s NOOng khOnq ca?

thamngaan

set lx:xw]

Another problem related to this point is that she does
not define the term "finiteness". Thus, we do not know whether
she means "tense" or not.
Next,

Savetamalya

uses

twenty-two

features

as

the

semantic properties of auxiliaries, which only precede a main
verb to specify the ordering of cooccurring auxiliaries.
However, she does not show a complete set of these ordering
rules

but

only

gives

some

examples.

The

combinatorial

possibilities available far exceeds the existing ones.
Her analysis of prime auxiliaries, following Starosta
1977 and Pagotto 1987, is also problematic. She claims that
prime auxiliaries will always be the highest S node in a
finite domain and will always occur in the initial position
of any auxiliary string in which it appears. There are two
prime auxiliaries: kOo "also" and yoom "apt to".
However, these two auxiliaries can occur together, as
sentence (27)

shows, where yOOm is not a prime auxiliary

because it must follow k~.
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(27) [s Thaa
if

raw
we

ca?
intend to

tham
do

dell
receive

dii,
good

raw
we

.......

kOO

........
yoom

also

apt to

dii]
good

nIf we do good, we then receive good (with the "present,
past and future meaning"
."....
..........
-.
""'""
..
raw yOOm
kOO ca? da1 d11]
*[s Thaa raw tham dii,
Another problem is: how can she describe the position of

ca'? "Intend to" which can occur either before or after kamlanq
"Progressive", as shown in (28a-b)?
(28) a. [s

tham
NOOng kamlanq
ca'?
NOOng Progressive intend to so

ngaan]
work

"NOOng is going to work"

...

kamlanq
tham
NOOng ca'?
NOOng intend to Progressive do
v
.......
toonthfi
raw
paithIng baan]
time at
we
arrive
home

ngaan
work

"NOOng will be working at the time we arrive home"
Since her lexical property of ca'? is [+nttn, +x1ry,
-[+time], -[-dntc], -[+degr]], she must take sentences
(28a-b) to be ungrammatical.
(29) (From her example)

*Khaw
he

ca?
[+nttn]
intend to

mua
yung
'"
[-dntc]
absorb in busy

-

yuu

now

However, the position of ca'? before mua is perfect when
this sentence is modified by a temporal clause, as example
(30) shows (which follows her gloss).

(30)

[s Khaw
he

"....
mua
yung
[-dntc]
absorb in busy

ca?

[+nttn]
intend to

toonthfi
time at

raw
we

•

v

pal.thIng
arrive
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-

yuu
now

baan]
home

"He will be busy at the time we arrive home"
In my view, it is not possible to fix the order of Thai
auxiliaries by means of semantic, or what Savetamalya calls
contextual,

features,

as

in some linguistic

analyses of

English. The number of these elements in both languages are
apparently different. There are approximately fifty or sixty
auxiliaries in Thai but much fewer in English. Although these
elements can be divided into classes such as Future, Aspect,
Mood and Modal, a member of one class can precede that of
another. As I will show in Chapter 3, the linear order of
these elements are not predictable. Further, the auxiliary ca?
has an idiosyncratic property in that it can occur before or
after serveral other auxiliaries.
It is an economy in English that one auxiliary verb may
subcategorize for certain features of another auxiliary which
immediately follows it, as is seen in GPSG 1985 and HPSG 1987.
The small number of auxiliary verbs in English makes this
analysis possible. However, this is not the case for Thai.
2.3. Summary

This chapter summarizes two analyses on auxiliaries in
Thai by Kanchanawan (1978) and Savetamalya (1988). As we have
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seen, there are several problems in their analyses, which are
clearly due to a lack of morphological analysis of auxiliary
elements.

This

leads

to more

crucial

problems

when they

analyse these elements in terms of their syntax and tense
interpretation.
Next, these investigations are not thorough enough. For
instance, Savetamalya's analysis cannot explain the syntactic
order of auxiliaries in the postposition of a verb phrase.
Both analyses fail to observe that some auxiliaries can occur
in both preposition and postposition of a verb phrase in
certain

circumstances,

thus

they

cannot

explain

such

occurrances of these elements.
Finally,

Kanchanawan ' s

investigation of sentences for

tense interpretation is neither adequate nor complete. She
does not investigate complex sentences. Forcing fifteen tenses
to be expressed in simple sentences

in a

noninflectional

language such as Thai results in much wrong data,

both in

sentences

lack

and

their

interpretations,

and

in

a

of

precision in tense interpretation.
Having seen their major problems in analysing auxiliaries

in terms of syntax and semantics in Thai, I will attempt to
correct the problems in this way: first, properties and types
of

auxiliaries

will

be

investigated.

Based

on

their

morphological properties, a word is formed using categorial
grammar. Syntactically, all possible positions of auxiliaries
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in sentences will be examined. To construct a sentence with
auxiliaries, I will use Head-Driven Phrase structure Grammar
(Pollard & Sag 1987) and Head Wrapping operation (Bach 1984;
Pollard 1984). To interpret tense,

eventualities and all

simple and complex sentences will be thouroughly investigated.
My proposal of a tense system in Thai is based on the studies
of Reichenbach (1947) and Dowty et al (1981).
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FOOTNOTE

I add the arrows "_>" and "<_" in Kanchanwan' s rules in
(1-5).
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CHAPTER 3

THE HORPHOLOGY OF TEHPORAL VERBS

3.1.

Zntroduction
What have been traditionally called "auxiliary verbs" or

"auxiliaries" are a notorious subject for any linguistic
analysis of Thai. Analysis of these elements has long faced
these maj or problems: What is their grammatical category? What
is the structure of sequences of these elements? How can
discontinuities within sequences of these elements be handled?
To solve these problems, I investigate the behavior or
the characteristics of these elements, which will support as
reasons why I treat them as "Temporal verbs".
3.2.

Theoretical Approaches
This section presents three theoretical approaches that

are used in my morphological analysis of temporal verbs in
Thai. To find the grammatical category and the feature values
for these temporal elements,

Head-Driven Phrase structure

Grammar (HPSG) by Pollard and Sag (1987) (henceforth, P&S) is
applied. My analysis of temporal verbs as compounds follows
the Hoeksema (1984) Serial compounding. Finally, my analysis
of compound-like words follows the Steele (1981) analysis of
second-position particles in Luiseno. I discuss details of
these approaches only when they are directly relevant to my
study.
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3.2.1. Pollard & sag's (1987) Bead-Driven Phrase structure
Grammar

In HPSG, words or lexical signs are highly structured
and

rich

in

information.

In

conjunction

with

universal

principles such as the Head Feature Principle (HFP) and the
Subcategorization principle (which will be presented shortly) ,
which constrain the "flow" or "sharing" of information between
lexical signs and the phrasal signs which they head, lexical
signs

in

general

determine

the

syntactic

and

semantic

properties of phrases.
Phrasal
daughters

signs

(internal

differ

from

lexical

constituent

signs

structure).

in

having

constituenti

structure is specified in feature structures of type phrasalsign by means of the attribute DAUGHTER, whose value is in

turn a feature structure of type constituent-structure. P&S
assume that cross-linguistically, there are a small number of
subtypes of constituent-structure, including headed-structure,
coordinate-structure, and a few others. Here we are concerned

with the subtype headed-structure, which subsumes all phrases
possessing a head daughter. The three universal principles,
the Head Feature principle, the Subcategorization Principle
and the Semantics Principle, take the form:
[DTRS

[]]

=>

headed-structure
The first two principles are illustrated in (1).
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(1) a. Head Feature principle (HFP)

(DTRS

headed-structure

( ]] =>

sm! LOC! HEAD (1]
[ DTRS!HEAD-DTRISYN!LOC!HEAD (1]

J

(The HFP is a reformulation in feature structure terms of the
Head Feature Convention of GPSG (1985». (la) states that if
a phrase has a head daughter, then they (the phrase and the
head daughter) share the same head features.
The head features of the lexical head are propagated up
the tree along

the projection path to all

the

phrasal

projections. Thus, there is a sharing of information between
the lexical head and its projection. P&S takes V to be the
head of a verb phrase and a sentence in English.
(1)

b. Subcategorization Principle
(DTRS

( ]]

=>

headed-structure

[SYNILOCISUBCAT [2]
DTRS [ HEAD-DTRI SYN I LOCi SUBCAT append ([1],[2]]J
COMP-DTRS (1]

J

(lb) entails that in any headed structure, the SUBCAT value
is the list obtained by removing from the SUBCAT value of the
head those specifications that were satisfied by one of the
complement daughters. The structure sharing (indicated by the
tags (1] and (2])

entails that the information from each

complement daughter is actually unified with the corresponding
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subcategorization specification on the head.

A sign can

satisfy a subcategorization specification on soce head only
if it is consistent with that specification; otherwise, a
unification

failure

will

result,

in

violation

of

the

Subcategorization Principle.
In this theory, lexical signs are divided into major
lexical signs and minor lexical signs. The former are the
"substantive" words that can serve as heads of phrases, or
for which the notion of subcategorization makes sense. The
latter, or minor lexical signs, are "function" or "closed
class"

words

such

as

determiners,

complementizers,

and

conjunctions. Major lexical signs are cross-classified on the
basis of their head features and their subcategorization. The
path, or the finite sequence of attributes LOCALIHEAD within
syntactic categories, is typed to head.
3.2.2. Hoeksema's (1984) Serial compounding
In its categorial grammar based analysis of compounds in
Dutch and English, Hoeksema (1984) divides compounds into two
different types: endocentric and serial. Its describes serial
compounds

as

those which do not have any modifier-head

structure. This compound type includes appositive compounds,
which

are

characterized

by

a

semantic

interpretation

equivalent to the conjunction of their parts. Their elements
must

be

of

the

same

categories.

Some

types

of

serial

compounds, for instance, appositive compounds, cannot be said
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to have a functor-argument dichotomy. To provide a motivated
analysis of serial compounds, Hoeksema (1984) suggests that
it will be necessary to introduce operations other than
cancellation.

However this analysis does

not provide an

operation for constructing serial compounds.
3.2.3.

The Steele (1981) Analysis of Second-Position
Particle Sequences in Luiseno

Steele (1981) argues that second-position particles in
Luiseno

have

the

constituents;

they

following
mark

tense

characteristics:
and

modality;

they
and

are
their

membership is fixed and small. Sentence types in this language
are indicated by a formal interdependence between subj ect
marking and

the particles surrounding

it.

Given that

a

particle immediately preceding and one immediately following
subject marking are a semantic unit, the

distribution which

is described for subject marking is evidence that this member
of the sequence, too, is part of the same unit. The analysis
shows that the distribution of the three different sets of
subject marking intersects with the determination of "sentence
type" • The analysis calls such a sequence of such secondposition particles a "particle complex". The analysis thus
argues that a particle complex in Luiseno is a lexical unit
with one semantic unit.
3.3. The Analysis
This section demonstrates an analysis of elements which
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I call "Temporal verbs" in terms of their types, definitions
and properties. The analysis will support my treatment of
these elements as "Temporal verbs". To distinguish temporal
verbs from regular verbs in HPSG framework, a category type
and feature values for each are given. Next, the forms of
temporal verbs are examined. This part is followed by my
proposed definition of "Compound" and Compounding Rule. The
-section ends with an analysis of discontinuities of temporal
verbs.
3.3.1.

Types of Temporal

Ver~s

and Their Definitions

I propose four types of temporal verbs in Thai: Tense,
Aspect, Modal and Mood.'

Definitions of the four types of

these verbs with their members follow.
(10) Tense
Dahl (1985) describes three properties typical to tense
categories as follows:
"(i) They are expressed by the choice of one of several
possible morphological forms of the finite verb or the
auxiliary.
(ii) They semantically depend on the relation between
the time that "is talked of" in the sentence and the
time of speech act--what is often referred to as "the
deictic center".
(iii) They have to be expressed--the choice of .tense
form has to be made--whether or not there is an explicit
time indicator such as adverbial in the sentence."
The Langacker (1972) statement about tense is as follows:
"The distinction between tense and aspect is subtle,
and in practice it is sometimes quite difficult to make.
Basically, tense refers to the time of an event, while
aspect refers to the inception, duration, or completion
of an event. Tense is often expressed by means of a
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verbal affix, but it can also be expressed as a separate
word ••• for example, we saw that tense can be expressed
as a separate word in Samoan ••• "
My definition of tense follows the Dahl (1985) properties
(ii) and (iii) of tense and the Langacker (1972) expression
of tense.
"Tense semantically depends on the relation between the
time that is "talked of" in the sentence and the time of the
speech act--what is often referred to as "the deictic centre".
Tense has to be expressed--the choice of tense form has to be
made--whether or not there is an explicit time indicator such
as an adverbial in the sentence. Tense is expressed by means
of a verbal affix or a separate word".
The future tense in Thai is expressed by the Future verb

ja.
(11) Aspect
My definition of Aspect follows Johnson (1981).
"Aspect involves the idea of temporally distinct phases
of an event, which are to be understood broadly as
encompassing the whole sequence of an event's evolution
through time. That is, the phases of an event begin
with the earliest time that the event may be taken to be
concrete reality in the projected course of events, and
lasts until the latest time that the event continues to
affect the shape of later events. Consequently, the
phases of an event include times that are strictly
earlier or later than the time of the event itself."
Aspect elements are shown as follows.
Pre-Inchoative: kamlanqj~, juan(ja), kl~(ja)

.

Inchoat~ve:

""
rEm
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Post-inchoative: phEng(ja)
Progressive: kamlang

-

Perfect: 1zxwl

-

Perfect-progressive: yuu, yanq(khong)
Perfective: liiw2

Experience: khEy
Completive:

set, haai

Post-completive: phE~g(ja).set, phEng(ja).haai

.

.

"""'-.

Cont1nuat1ve: too (pa1),

""'...,....",."

pairlayrlay

The Perfect 1XXwl differs from the Perfective 1XXw2 in the
following respects:
(a) The Perfect 1XXwl occurs with all eventuality types-state, Activity, Accomplishment, Achievement--, whereas the

-

. 1XXW2 occurs with Activity, Accomplishment and
Perfect1ve
Achievement,

but not state.

The details are discussed in

Chapter 5.
(b)

-'

A distinction between the Perfect 1xxwl and the

Perfective 1m2

is made by the overlap of a

described

interval of eventuality and an interval of utterance. This

-

overlap holds for the Perfect 1xxwl, but not the Perfective

-

.

1XXW2. Illustrat10ns of the overlap are given in Chapter 6.
(12) Modal

My definition of Modality follows Steele et ale (1981).
"Elements expressing modality will mark any of the
following: possibility or the related notion of
permission, probability or the related notion of
obligation, certainty or the related notion of
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requirement" •
Following are Modal elements:
Ability/ Permissiion: dal

--

.

Ab1lity/ *Permission: saamaat, pen
Probability: khong(ja), aat(ja)
Certainty/ obligatory: tong

.

.

......
"""
Necessity: Jampen(Ja)tonq

Suggestion: khuan(ja)
(13) Mood

My definition of mood follows Hartmann

&

Stork (19

in

Dictionary of Language and Linguistics •
"MOOD: Grammatical distinctions in verb forms which
express a speaker's attitude to what he is saying.
Moods may be distinguished by means of inflexions or
by the use of auxiliaries .....
Shown below are Mood elements:
Counterfactual (Jelinek, pc): n&a(ja)
Unexpected: yangj i

-

.

Almost do X, but doesn't/ didn't do: klap()a),
t~(ja)

Of these mood elements,
or term

for

the

mood

I

cannot yet find an appropriate name
type

expressed

by

-

.-

klap()a)

and

thDp(ja) •
There is a group of elements whose meanings do not fit
quite well under the definition of Mood given (Lehrer, pc).
However, due to their syntactic behavior (i.e., the positions
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in which they occur in sentences) and their semantic behavior
(i.e., they yield the non future meaning to sentences in which
they occur), both of which are discussed in section 3.3., I
treat this group as a second class of Mood verb. They are
shown as follows.
Tendency: c&k(ja), khoonkhang(ja), kblaiija, tbaaja,
OOk(ja), duumlan(ja), benja,
.
.,.......
'"""" ......
Frequentat~ve: mak()a), ma1kbOy()a)

..

Extrem~t~ve:

' - " " ' . ......
""" ........
sxxn()a),
yOOt()a)

-

..

Sudden Happening: kEEt(ja)
3.3.2

properties of Temporal Verbs
To find a proper grammatical category for temporal verbs

in Thai, which is a goal of this study, the morphological and
syntactic properties of these elements are investigated by
comparing them with adjectives, adverbs, and (regular) verbs.
Their semantic properties are also examined.
Temporal verbs in Thai share the following properties:
3.3.2.1.

They are closed-class elements.

That is,

their

number is limited and countable. In my analysis, there are
approximately sixty temporal verbs in Thai. All have fixed
positions in a sentence. Assuming that there is a VP, these
elements are external to it. That is, their position is before
VP or after VP. Some temporal verbs occur in pre-VP position
onlY,whereas others in post-vp position only, and some others
occur in botn positions. Elements occurring in both positions
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usually occur in the pre-VP position; their occurrences in the
post-VP position are constrained by certain circumstances to
be illustrated shortly.
"'The Inchoative Aspect verb rEm
occurs in pre-VP position

only, as shown in (14a).
A

Dxng
Dang

(14)a.

rEm
Inchoaive

rian
study

phaasaasaat ]
linguistics

"Dang starts/ started to study linguistics"

*

[s Dxng rian

phaasaasart

"'-

rEm]

The Ability Modal verb d&l occurs in post-vp position
only.
Dxng rian
phaasaasaat
Dang study linguistics

(14)b.

.....

d&1]

Ability

"Dang was/ is/ will be able to study linguistics"

* [5

dU rian phaasaasaat]

Dxng

Temporal verbs which usually occur in pre-VP position
can

occur

in

the

post-vp

position

cooccur

with

in

the

following

circumstances only:
(a)

When

they

Permission Modal

the

post-vp

Ability/

dale

(b) When they cooccur with the post-vp Completive Aspect
set, which (set) is followed by either other post-vp temporal
verbs, or by morphemes expressing questions, or doubt, or
politeness. It is important to note that not all temporal
verbs can cooccur with one another or with any question or
doubt morphemes.

Such co occurrences must be semantically
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compatible.
The Probability Modal verb khong(ja),

which usually

occurs in pre-VP position, can occur in post-vp position when
A.
it co occurs with the Ability Modal da1,
as shown in (14c).

-

..,
khong(ja)
Oxng rian phaasaasaat
Dang study linguistics Probability

(14)c. [$

~

da1 ]

Ability

"Dang may be able to study linguistics (past,
present, or future meaning)
khong(ja) can also occur preverbally and has the same meaning
as (14c).
(14d)

[$

Dxng khong (j a)

However,

khong(ja)

rian

--

phaasaasaat

cannot occur in post-vp position

--

without dal, as shown in (14e).
(14e)

*[$ Dxng rian

.... ]
phaasaasaat khong(ja)

khong(ja) occurs grammatically in post-VP position when it is
accompanied

by

the

Completive

Aspect

set,

which

is

subsequently followed by the Perfective Aspect l~2.
set
(14)f. [$ Dxng rian phaasaasaat khong(ja)
Dang study linguistics Probab Completive
-'"
lxxw2
]
Perfective

"Dang may have finished

studying linguistics"

11/* [$ Oxng rian phaasaasaat khong(ja)

*
3.3.2.2.

[$

Dxng rian phaasaasaat khong(ja)

set

---

lxxw2

Semantically, temporal verbs provide the temporal

meaning to a sentence or a clause in which they occur without
the help of adverbs of time or frequency. The Future verb j~
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gives the future meaning. Along with their aspectual meanings,
Aspect verbs provide either the present meaning only, or the
past meaning only, or both, depending on the types of Aspect
verbs (which are analysed in Chapter 6). Mood verbs give the
present or past tense along with their mood meanings. Modal
provides the present, past and future meanings together with
their inherent modal meanings.
3.3.2.3.

category

Temporal verbs are different from the grammatical
"Adjective".

While

adj ectives

can

undergo

nominalization and adverbialization, auxiliaries cannot. Nor
can they modify a noun-like adjective. The following evidence
shows this fact.
Most adj ectives,

1.

except those equivalent to the

English adjectives "former, latter", undergo nominalization
by allowing the morpheme khuaam to occur immediately before
it.
(lS)a. Adjective
sUay "Beautiful II

Nominalization
khuaam + suay ->
[n

khem "salty"

khuaam + khem ->
[n

rXXk "former"
contrast,

nominalization. 3

khuaamkhem] "saltness"
",....

* khuaam + rxxk ->

* [n
In

khuaamsUaY] "beauty"

",....

khuaamrxxk] Itformerness"

temporal

verbs

cannot

undergo
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Nominalization

(IS)b. Temporal verbs

*khuaam + ja

Future: ja
Modal:

A

da~

"Ability"

*khuaam + dai

Aspect : kamlang

*khuaam + kamlang

Aspect: rEm "Inchoative"

*khuaam + rEm

Mood:

juan(ja) "Pre-Incho" *khuaam + juan(ja)

2. Almost all adjectives, except those equivalent to the
English adj ectives "former, latter", undergo adverbial ization
by allowing the morpheme yaang to occur immediately before
them.
(16)a.

Adjective

Adverbialization

diijai "Glad"

y~q + diijai ->

rxng "strong"

yaanq + rxng

-> [adv yaangrxng]

*yaanq + lang

-> * [adv yaanglang]

..,
lang "latter"

-

[adv yaangdiijai]
"Gladly"

"Strongly"

*"latterly"

However, no temporal verbs undergo adverbialization.
(16)b.

Temporal verb

Adverbialization

Future: ja

."
*yaanq + Ja

Modal: tong "Obligation"

"*yaanq + tong

.-'

Aspect lxXWl "Perfect"
.A

Aspect: rEm "Inchoative"

--

,/

*yaang + lxxwl
"'*yaanq
""
+ rEm

"" .... "counterfactual" *yaanq + naaJa
"" ....
Mood: naaJa
3. Adjectives modify nouns, but temporal verbs do not.

In (17a) the adjective jaidii "kind" modifies the noun khruu
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"teacher", yielding the noun phrase khruu j aidii

II

a kind

teacher".
(17)a.

[s [np [n

kamlang
Prog

Khruu [adj jaidii]]]
teacher
kind

-:'

Yl.m ]
smile

"The kind teacher is smiling"
However, temporal verbs cannot modify a noun to yield a
noun phrase. To do so results in an anomalous NP, as shown in
(17b).
(17)b.

*[np [n

3.3.2.4.

Khruu [tPV kamlang]]]
teacher
Progressive

Adverbs of time, place and frequency usually occur

either sentence-initially or sentence-finally. In contrast,
no temporal verbs occur sentence-initially,

as shown

in

3.3.2.1. above. Only the post-vp temporal verbs and temporal

verbs which can occur in both pre-VP and post-vp positions
can occur sentence-finally.
Examples

(18a-b)

.

........::

show the adverb of tl.me phrungn11

"tomorrow ll in sentence-initial and sentence-final positions,

-

respectively.
( 18 ) a.

[s PllrUnqnrt

tomorrow

dxng
Dang

. phaasaasaat
....,
rl.an
study linguistics

"Tomorrow Dang will study linguistics"

-

....,
"''''::
rian phaasaasaat
phrunqn11
b. [s Dxng ja
Dang Future study linguistics tomorrow
"Dang will study linguistics tomorrow"
The pre-VP Inchoative temporal verb rEm can occur neither
sentence-initially nor sentence-finally.
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rian phaasaasaat]
c. [5 Dxng rEm
Dang Inchoative study linguistics
"Dang starts studying linguistics"
.....
*[5 REm

-

dxng rian phaasaasaat]

.....,
......
*[5 Dxng rian phaasaasaat rEm]

A post-VP temporal verb occurs sentence-finally when a
sentence containing it does not also contain an adjunct ';
they can never occur sentence-initially.
.

v

_

-

(18)d. [5 Dxng r1an phaasaasaat yuu]
Dang study linguistics Perfect-Prog
"Dang has been studying linguistics"

* [5 YUU
3.3.2.5.

dxng rian phaasaasaat ]

As we have seen, temporal verbs share essentially

no properties with adjectives and adverbs. I show in this
section

that

the

only

grammatical

category which

these

elements share some properties with is Verb.
Temporal verbs are similar to regular verbs in the
following respects:
(a) Both can occur as short questions.
(b) Both can occur as short responses.
(c) Phrases headed by both can be coordinated.
(d) Both can be deleted in the second clause of a
sentence.
(e) Neither can appear in the comparative and

superative forms like Adjective and Adverb.
(f) Both can occur with negation morphemes.
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Each of these properties

is illustrated in 3.3.2.5.1

·3.3.2.5.5.
3.3.2.5.1. Temporal verbs and regular verbs can occur as short

questions and short responses. Consider a conversation between
person A and person B in the following.
(19)a. A:

[s

Dxng rian phaasaasaat]
Dang study linguistics

"Dang studies/ studied linguistics"
B:

[Rian
study

lEE]

yes/no question

"Does/ Did she?"
A:

Rian
study
"Yes"

In my analysis there are two types of temporal verbs:
strong and weak. While "strong" temporal verbs can occur by
themselves as short questions or responses like regular verbs,
"weak" temporal verbs cannot. The latter must occur with a
regular verb or must be followed by a strong temporal V.
"Weak" temporal verbs
Progressive

Aspect

"Perfect",

lXXW2

-

elements

include ja "Future";

-

yuu

"Perfective",

and
~

Perfect-

yang(khong),

....

phEng(Ja)

"Inchoative",

.........
. " "'- and Mood
Continuative Aspect elements tOO(pa1),
pa1rXayrXay;
~
'""'"
......
-.. ( J&
..... ) :
elements
naa
ma1khOY(Ja)
"Counterfactual",

"frequentative:

scarcely,

rarely" ,

"Tendency" ,

th:dp(ja) and kXap(ja), both of which express the meaning
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"Almos·i: dol did something, but don' t/ didn't do it".
Similar to regular verbs, single temporal verbs and a
sequence of temporal verbs can occur as both short questions
and short responses. In (19b) the strong temporal V dil is
used as a short question and a short response .

....

(19)b. A: [5 Dxng rian phaasaasaat da1]
Dang study linguistics Ability
"Dang can study linguistics (in the past, present,
or future time)"
B:

[D~

Ability

'"
lEE]
yes/no Q

"Can she? / Could she?"
A:

Da.

Ability
"Yes"
However, the weak temporal V ja "Future" cannot be used
as a short question or a short response. To give a short
question or a short response, ja must cooccur with a regular

--

verb:

.....

. phaasaasaat]
(19)c. A: [5 Dxng Ja
r1an
Dang Future study linguistics
"Dang will study linguistics"
B:

[Ja

Future

rian
study

"will she?"
....

*[Ja

A:

...
[Ja
Fut
"Yes"

-

lEE]
rian]
study

-

lEE]
yes/no Q
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When the weak temporal V ja "Future" and the strong
temporal V d~ "Ability" cooccur, a sequence of both [ja
.1\
da1],
as a constituent, is used as a short question and a

short response.
.
'V'-t
r1an
p h aasaasaa
(19)d. A:[s Dxng ji
Dang Fut study linguistics

-

"Dang will be able to study linguistics"
B:

lEE]
yes/no Q

[Ja

Fut
"Will she?"
*[J8:

A: [J8:
Fut

'"
lEE]
d~]
Ability

"Yes"
*[J&]

*/??[D£.]
3.3.2.5.2.

A phrase with a regular verb as a head or a

regular verb phrase can be deleted when it occurs in the
second clause of a coordinate sentence in which the two verb
phrases are the same. What remains in the second clause is a
subject and the elements

k60 ••.

mIan kan "the same/ also". In

the same situation, a phrase which contains a temporal V or
a sequence of temporal verbs can also undergo deletion.
Sentence (20a) shows a deletion of a regular verb phrase
in the second clause, S2, of a coordinate sentence.
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.
" ' - t]
r1an
ph aasaasaa
study linguistics

(20)a. [s [s1 Can
I

Ix
and

-.

[s2

--

-

Dxng kOO rian
phaasaasaat mlanltan] ]
Dang
study linguistics

"I study/ studied linguistics, and so does/ did Dang"
Deletion:

-

. phaasaasaat]
'"
r1an
study linguistics
[s2

Ix
and

-'" mlankan]]
'"
Dxng kOO
Dang the same/ also

"I study/ studied linguistics and so does/ did Dang"

The same deletion is also allowed for a verb phrase with
a sequence of temporal verbs in the second clause of a
coordinate sentence.

...... tong
"'"
. phaasaasaat]
"" ---....
Ja
r1an
Ix
Fut Obligation study linguistics and
.."",.

(20) b. [s [s1 Can
I

[s2

~

......

"'.

",---......,

dxng kOO Ja tong r1an phaasaasaat mlankan]]
Dang
Fut Oblig study linguistics

"I will have to study linguistics and so will Dang"

Deletion:
Can
I

[s2

ja

-

Fut

tong
rian phaasaasaat]
Oblig study linguistics

Ix
and

"
dxng kOO mlankan]]
Dang the same/ also

"I will have to study linguistics and so will Dang"
3.3.2.5.3.

Regular verb phrases with the same subject can be

coordinated. So can phrases containing temporal verbs which
share the same subject: temporal verbs in different phrases
to be coordinated can be the same or different.
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A coordination of two regular VPs,

VPl and VP2 ,

is

illustrated in (21a).
-(21) a. [s Dxng
Dang
[vp2

[vp [vp1

-

........

cOOp
tha1ee]
like
sea

-

txxbut

k1iat khuaamclln]]]
humidity
hate

"Dang likes the sea but hates the humidity"
Similarly, coordination can also apply to two phrases
with different temporal verbs, as in (21b) where the temporal
.'
, .,
V Ja "Future" occurs in Phrase 1, and the temporal V aat()a)
"Probability" in Phrase 2. "p" stands for "phrase".
.......
(21) b. [s Dxng [p [p1 Ja cOOp tha1ee]
but
Dang
Fut like sea

....

(p2

-

....

=aat()a)
k11at
Probability hate

-

txx

khuaamclln]]]
humidity

"Dang will like the sea but may hate the humidity"
3.3.2.5.4. Unlike Adjectives and Adverbs, regular verbs and

temporal verbs cannot appear in the comparative and superative
forms.

-

The comparative morpheme in Thai is kuaa and the
A

...

superative morpheme is th11Sut. Both morphemes immediately
follow the element they modify.
Example (22a) illustrates the comparative form of the
verb-like adjective Daaru "nice".
(22) a.

(np Dek

child

-

-.
....:]
n01 khon n11
comparative Noi N c1 this

Daar&k kuaa
nice

"This child who is nicer than Noi" OR
"This nicer-than-Noi child"
The comparative form of the adverb of frequency

bOy
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"often" is

- -often comparative

shown in (22b).

"='
(22) b. [5 Dxng w1ng
Dang run

bOy

kuaa

-.

n01]
Noi

"Dang runs more often than Noi"
In contrast, verbs cannot appear in the comparative form.
(22) c.

* [5

---

-.
n01]
comparative Noi

Dxng wtnq
Dang run

kuaa

Similar to regular verbs, temporal verbs cannot appear
in the comparative form.
(22) d.

* [5

kuaa
Dxng ja
Dang Fut comparative

~

w1ng
run

-.

n01]
Noi

The adjective naarik "nice" can occur in the superative
form as in (23a).
(23)a.

[np

Dek

naaru th:G.sut

knon
n.cl

superative

chile nice

~

n11]
this

"This nicest child"
Similarly, the adverb

bOy "often" can appear in the

superative form.
~

( 2 3 ) b • [ 5 Dxng w1ng
Dang run

...

A

..

th11sut]
often superative

bOy

"Dang runs the most often"
Again, unlike Adjectives and Adverbs, regular verbs such
as wtnq "run" cannot occur in the superative form.
(23 ) c.

* [s

Dxng
Dang

w1nq
'"
run

A

...

th11sut]
superative

Nor can the temporal V ja occur in the same form.
(23)d.

*[5 Dxng

Dang

ji
Fut

'" ...
th11sut
superative

*
w1ng]
run
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3.3.2.5.5.

Regular verbs and temporal verbs can take a

negation morpheme. There are three negative morphemes in Thai:
ma1,
"'"

and

"'" .......
ma1ca1.

Regular

verbs

take

the

three

morphemes. using mal, a speaker negates an action or a habit.
When using malcal, a speaker negates one action, but takes
A

.....

another action instead. A speaker uses ma1da1 to negate a
nonhabitual action; the second use of maldal is similar to

malcal. All three negation morphemes precede verbs only. Some
examples are as follows.

-

(24) a. [s Dxng ma1
'" dllm nom]
Dang Neg drink milk
"Dang does not drink milk (as a habit)"
"Dang does not/ did not drink milk (as an event)"

-

dllm nom]
drink milk

b. [s Dxng
Dang

"Dang does not/ did not drink milk (as an event)"

-

dllm
nom txx dxng dllm
bia]
drink milk but Dang drink beer

c. [s Dxng
Dang

"Dang does not/ did not drink milk, but he drinks/
drank beer"
A.

.....

d. [s Dxng ma1ca1
Dang Neg

-

-

.
dllm
nom txx dxng dllm b1a]
drink milk but Dang drink beer

"Dang Qoes not/ did not drink milk, but he drinks/
drank beer"
Some temporal verbs take only one negation morpheme,
while others take two.
(25) a.

nom
mu/ *m~du/ *mucaJ.
Neg
Neg
Dang drink milk Neg

[s Dxng dnm

"Dang cannot drink milk"

A

da1]
Mod:Abil

......

/'00

~

......

~

b. [s Dxng ma1ca1/ ?ma1da1/ *ma1
Neg
Neg
Dang Neg

txx
but

dxng
Dang

-
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-

dllm nom
drink milk

ja dllm bia]
Fut drink beer

"It is not the case that Dang will drink milk, but
(it is the case that) Dang will drink beer"
~.-

~

..............

c. [s Dxng ma1da1/ ma1ca1/ *ma1 kamlang dIIm nom
Neg
Neg Asp:Prog drink milk
Dang Neg

tiX

but

dxng

kamlang

Dang

Asp:Prog

-

dllm bia]
drink beer

"Dang is not drinking milk, but Dang is drinking
beer"
3.3.3.

The status of Temporal Verbs

Based

on

the

illustration

and

discussion

of

the

properties of "Temporal verbs" as compared wi th those of
regular Verbs, Adjectives and Adverbs in section 3.3.2., I
argue that "temporal verbs" are verbs and thus propose that
there are two subtypes of grammatical category Verb in Thai:
regular and temporal. Their grammatical category, feature and
feature-value are presented in the following sUbsections.
3.3.3.1. Grammatical Category
Using HPSG, temporal verbs in Thai are described as those
with the following path or the sequence of attributes:
SYN!LOC HEAD

[MAJ
VFORM
V

SUBCAT <VP, NFORM: NORM>
+

LEX

J

{Future, Aspect, Modal, Mood}
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This reads: temporal verbs have Verb as the value of the head
. feature MAJOR. Their value of the head feature V FORM includes
Future, Aspect, Modal and Mood. Their value of the feature
SUBCAT is a list of VP and the NORM value (that is, all NP's
and Nouns) of NFORM complements. They have plus(+) as the
value of the feature LEX (ICALITY) to signify that they are all
lexical verbs.
To distinguish temporal verbs from regular verbs,

I

propose the grammatical category V[SUBCAT<VP,NFORM:NORM>] for
temporal verbs, and category V[SUBCAT< ••• ,NFORM:NORM>] for
regular verbs.
The grammatical category for temporal verbs V[SUBCAT
<VP,NFORM:NORM>]

reads:

a verb subcategorizes for a verb

phrase and the NORM value of feature

NOUN FORM as

its

complements. In HPSG theory, a complement on the rightmost of
the SUBCAT list is the subject of a sentence.
subject

complement

in

Thai

has

a

{NORM, V[SUBCAT<>]}. The former (NORM)
usual

form

of

subject

in

this

range

The NFORM
of

values

is for NP form, the

language.

The

latter

(V[SUBCAT<>]) is for a sentential subject subcategorized for
by some verbs.
The grammatical category for regular verbs V[SUBCAT
< ••• ,NFORM:NORM>] reads: a verb subcategorizes for a phrase
of any grammatical category and the NORM value of the feature
NOUN FORM as its complements. The three dots ..

.. which is
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described as "a phrase of any grammatical category" means that
the non-subj ect NP complement of this verb can be NP, PP,
ADJP, ADVP, or S(entence); the three dots include a regular
verb phrase or a temporal verb phrase. Nonimplicative regular
verbs (Karttunen 1976), or what Lehrer (pc) calls "verbs of
intending" in Thai (e.g. tanqjai "intend", sanyaa "promise",

-

waangphxxn "plan", etc.) require either a regular VP or the
temporal ja "Future" VP (or

VP[Fut:ja]), and NP as their

complements.
For convenience, the V[SUBCAT<VP,NFORM: NORM>] will be
replaced with V[SC<VP,NP>], and the V[SUBCAT< ••• ,NFORM:NORM>]
with V[SC< ••• ,NP>].
From the discussion above, we see that temporal verbs do
not subcategorize for another temporal VP, while some regular
verbs do.
The grammatical category of temporal verbs in Thai is
the same as that of the English Modal (such as must, can, will
and

etc.)

in

HPSG

framework.

These

English

modals

are

uninflected but always finite.
To summarize, the grammatical category of regular verbs
is

distinguished

from

that

of

temporal

verbs

by

the

subcategorization properties of both verb types. While the
nonsubject complement of a regular verb can be a phrase of
any grammatical category, that of a temporal verb must be VP
only.
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3.3.3.2.

Feature and Feature values

We have seen from the previous sections that there are
two positions in a sentence in which Verbs of Future, Aspect,
Modal and Mood occur: pre-VP and post-VP. Some verbs occur in
pre-VP position only, others in post-vp position only, and
some in both positions.
To

describe

the

positions

of

temporal

verbs

in

a

sentence, I propose the feature BACKWARD-INVERTED (BV) , which
has three values: {+,-,Unspecified}. The feature-value [BV-]
is for temporal verbs in pre-VP position only, [BV+] for those
in post-VP position only,

and

[BV:UNSPECIFIED]

for those

occuring in both positions.

3.3.4. Forms of Temporal Verbs
In this analysis, temporal verbs can occur independently
or together.

Those occuring independently are

single

or

lexical verbs, and those cooccuring with some other single
temporal verbs are verb compounds or lexical verb compounds.
Three observations support the analysis of temporal verb
compounds.
1. As an isolating language, Thai is uninflectional.
However, it is rich with compounds in several grammatical
categories such as N, V, Adj, Adv and P. Thus it is highly
plausible that temporal verbs in Thai can also be formed as
compounds.
2.

Temporal verbs in Thai belong to a

closed-class
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subtype

of

the

grammatical

category

Verb.

There

are

approximately sixty temporal verbs with four forms. However,
not

all

can

occur

together,

and

their

cooccurences

are

unpredictable. Due to their special characteristics, It is
not possible to have one temporal verb form subcategorize for
another in the way P&S describe English auxiliary verbs in the
HPSG framework. This is because in Thai some temporal verbs
with the same V form can cooccur. A member of one V form can
precede a member of another V form, and vice versa.
3. Temporal verbs which cooccur may appear in different
positions,

pre-VP or post-VP,

in a

sentence.

The lack of

adjacency of these temporal verbs makes it problematic for
one

to

describe

their

cooccurence

in

terms

of

subcategorization as P&S do in their framework for English.
From

my

proposal

of

the

feature

values

[BV:+,-,

Unspecified] for temporal verbs in Thai, in association with
my definition of "Compound" in (29), we can elegantly form
compounds of temporal verbs in this language, which greatly
simplifies their long problematic description.
The single and compound forms of temporal verbs are
presented in sections 3.3.4.1. and 3.3.4.2., respectively.
3.3.4.1.

single Form of Temporal Verbs

Independently-occurring temporal verbs have those with
single

forms.

multisyllable,

A single

form can be a

monosyllable

but it conveys only a single meaning.

or a
For
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instance, the monosyllabic Future verb ja holds the "future"
meaning,

the

bisyllabic

Aspect

verb

kam1ang

has

the

"Progressive" meaning, the trisyllabic Aspect verb kam1angj&,
holds the "Pre-inchoative" meaning;

another multisyllabic

Modal jampen(ja)~anq contains the meaning "Necessity".
At this moment, one might want to ask the question "Why
do I treat kam1anqja and jampen(ja)tonq as single verbs when
it is obvious that kam1anqja is a combination of kam1anq and
and

jampen(ja)t8nq

that

of

and

jampen,

.....

tong,

respectively?"
1.

If

we

allow

semantic

decomposition

for

both

a

compound-like word and a compound word, we will find that the
ultimate (or resulting) meaning of a compound-like word is
different from that of a compound word. That is, the ultimate
meaning of the former changes, either partially or totally,
whereas that of the latter does not. Instead, the ultimate
meaning of the latter is a composite from the meaning of each
element constituting it (the compound word). A compound-like
word

and

a

compound

word

categories Noun, Adjective,

include

words

Preposition,

of

grammatical

regular Verb and

temporal Verb in Thai.
Examples (26a-e) show a change of meaning of what I call
compound-like words.

sn

(26) a. [n lilukS~]: 1~uk "Child",
"Tiger"
"Boyscout": Total change of meaning
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mD

(26) b. [n mXXyaai]:

"Mother", yaai "Grandmother"

"Mother-in-law": Partial change of meaning
-

A.....

A

c. [y tllnten]: tlln "Wake up", ten "Jump"
"Excited": Total change of meaning
•
• .1'\
d. [y Jampen(Ja)
tOng]
:

jampen "Necessity",

ja

"Future", tOng "Obligatory/

Certainty"
i'Necessity (in the past or present or future time):
Partial change of meaning
e. [y kamlangja]: kamlang "Progressive", ja "Future"
"Pre-inchoative": Partic:.l change of meaning
Examples

(26f-h)

show that the ultimate meanings of

compound words derive from the composition of the inherent
meaning

of

each element

constituting them.

One

critical

characteristic of a compound word is that its ultimate meaning
is a coordinate one (Langendoen, pc). The dot "." between
words or lexical items indicates the compounding of these
lexical items.
v
v
.
(26) f. [n paa.khaw]:
paa
"Forest", khaw
"Mountal.n"
"Forest and mountain": Coordinate composite meaning

i. [y te? tOy]: te? "Kick", tOy "Punch"
"Kick and punch": Coordinate composite meaning
•

J.

A

A

_

'"

prl.aw.waan]: pr1aw "Sour", waan "Sweet"
"Sour and sweet": Coordinate composite meaning
[adj

ja

k. [y ja.kamlang]:
"Future", kamlang "Progressive"
"Future and Progressive": Coordinate composite
meaning
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Since meaning

is not compositional

in compound-like

words, I propose that there is no semantic decomposition for
compound-like

compound

whereas

words,

words

can

be

semantically decomposed. A compound-like word has its own
lexical entry with a semantic unit like other noncompound
words (cf. The Steele, 1981).
2. Almost all compound-like single temporal verbs have

j

a

as their parts,

and this

j a can be omi tted wi thout

affecting the meaning of the words. Some examples are the
Post-inchoative

Aspect

'" ., ,
phEng(J&)

the

Modal

khuan(ja)

"suggestion", the Modal jampen(ja)tO'ng "Necessity", the Mood
malkhoy(ja) "Frequentative: rarely", etc.
There

are

very

few

exceptions:

-

the

Mood

....

'"
n&&J&

"Counterfactua1" and the Aspect kaml&ngja "Pre-inchoative".
The

omission of

.....
ji in n&&J&

is

highly questionable

ungrammatical. More strictly, the omission of j

or

a in kamlangj a

is simply impossible for the "Pre-inchoative" meaning.
~

3. Compound temporal verbs allow negative morpheme m&1
or m~dal to interrupt them, but compound-like verbs do not.
(27)

Compound Verbs
a. [y tong. kamlang]
BV:Unsp. BV:Unsp
Certainty. Progress
.....

A

b. [y Ja. tOng]
BV:Unsp.BV:Unsp
Fut. Obligation

Negative Compound Verbs
tang. mUdU. kamlang]
BV:Unsp
BV:Unsp
certainty. Neg. Progress

[y

'" tOng]
~
ma1.
BV:Unsp.BV:Unsp
Fut. Neg. Obligation

.'
[y Ja.
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Compound-like Verbs

Negative compound-like Verbs

c. [y j ampenj at8ng]
BV:Unsp
"Necessity"

*[y
*[y

j.ampen ~u/~&i~ ~atOrig]
)ampen)a ma1/ma1da1 tOng]

d. [y khongja]
BV:Unsp
"Probability"

*[

kh ong ma1
"" / ma1
"" d a1
"" )a]
.

y

To argue that examples in (27c) are (27d) are single

.

..........

"""'-

verbs, a compound of the two single verbs, )ampen)atOnq and
khOngja is illustrated in (27e). Now we see that the negative
morpheme

......

ma1

can

interrupt

the

compound

verb

khonqja.

j ampenj atO'nq.
(27)e.
khonqja.jampenjatonq] [y khongja.mal.jampenjatong]
BV:Unsp. BV:Unsp
BV:Unsp Neg BV:Unsp
Probability. Necessity
Probability Neg Necessity
[y

One interesting point is that despite the fact that (27e)
is grammatical, native speakers of Thai prefer omitting ja,
either the one as part of khonqja or that

as part of

jampenjatonq, so as to avoid a phonological repetition of this
syllable. Accordingly, we have either [y khonqja.jampentOnq]
or

[y

khonq.jampenjatonq],

which holds

exactly the

same

meaning as [y khonqji'.jampenjatOnq]. This phenomenon indicates
that the

repetition of the syllable ja in a compound verb in

Thai is phonologically sensitive.
3.3.4.2.

Compound Form of Temporal Verbs

Temporal verbs can occur in the compound form; that is,
a combination of single or compound-like temporal verbs, as
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shown in (27e). It is important to note that not all single
. verbs of this type can combine.

The combination must be

semantically compatible only, as shown in (28). Again a dot
"." serves to mark a compound. This symbol is located between
two lexical items which form a lexical compound.
(28)

; *khuan(ja). ja
suggestion. Future

*ja. khuan(ja)
Fut.suggestion

*dcG.. dal.
Permission.Ability

*da'i. da
Ability. Permission
*rE'm. set
Inchoative. completive

...
"""
*set.
rEm
; Completive.Inchoative

.*lxxwl. lxxw2
Perfect. Perfective

;

-

*khong(ja). khuan(ja)
Probability. Suggestion
etc.
3.3.4.2.1.

-

.*lxxw2. lxxwl
Perfective. Perfect
*khuan(ja). khong(j~)
suggestion. Probability

Compound Versus Phrase

Due to the characteristics of Thai as an isolating
language, one may find it difficult to indicate whether a
combination of free morphemes or lexical

items yields a

compound or a phrase. To distinguish both from each other, I
define "compound" in Thai as follows.
(29) Definition of "Compound"
A "compound" is a combination of more than two lexical
elements

of

the same

grammatical

category.

None

of

the

elements is the head, complement,or modifier of the other(s).
The linear order of a compound is not predictable (Hoeksema:
pc). The ultimate meaning of a compound is a composite from
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the inherent meaning of each element constituting it.

A

compound has either a coordinate (Langendoen, pc), or a range
meaning. The range meaning includes temporal, distance and
polarity. There is no change in meaning".
My treatment of the compound in Thai as a "headless
compound" is called a "serial compound" by Hoeksema (1984).
From the definition of "Compound" given, we can predict the
characteristics of a phrase as follows:
1. A phrase has a head.
2. A complement or a modifier of the head can be either
lexical or phrasal.
3. The linear order is predictable.
4. The ultimate meaning is not either a coordinate or
a range composite.
Taking the definition of "Compound" in (29), we can also
distinguish a compound from a compound-like or single word.
To support my definition of "Compound", a comparison between
a verb compound and a verb phrase is illustrated in (30a-c).
(30)a. Compound
[y

v

Takoon. thaam]
shout • ask

"shout and ask"
In

(30b) ,

the

reversed

order

of

the

V

compound

takoon.thaam is ungrammatical despite the coordinate composite

meaning. This fact indicates that we cannot predict the linear
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order of a compound.
b. * [y Thaam. takoon]
ask. shout
"Shout and ask"
c. Verb Phrase
[vp [y

Takoon. thcYam
shout • ask

[np

tamruat]]]
policeman

"Shout and ask a policeman"
*"Shout and ask and a policeman"
Example (30c) is a VP because there is no

coordinat~.

meaning

between the V compound takoon.thaam "shout and ask" and the
NP tamruat "policeman". Next, we can predict the linear order
of a VP in Thai as head initial:

takoon. thaam is the V

compound head and NP tamru'it is its complement. As a verb
phrase, Example (30c) is thus grammatical while that in (30d)
is ungrammatical.
(30)d.

*

[vp [np Tamru~t]
pol~ce

Shown in

(31a-c)

[y

takoon.thaam]]
shout. ask

are examples of compounds with the

composi te meanings of distance-range,

temporal-range,

polarity-range.
(31)a. Distance-range
[np [n

Thanon [n thuusOOn. denvEE] ]]
road
Tucson • Denver

"Tucson-to-Denver road (route)"
b. Temporal-range
[np [n Boori~aan [n

-

caaw. yen]]]
morning. evening
"Morning-to-evening service"
serv~ce

and
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-

c. polarity-rande
[np [n

Kb.eet
area

[adj

............
tIIn.lIk]]]
shallow. deep

"Shallow-to-deep area"
3.3.5.

compounding Rule

Having argued that there are headless compounds in Thai,
and that they differ in characteristics from. compound-like
lexical items and phrases, I propose the following compounding
rule in Thai. My operation is an abstract function which takes
an argument to yield a result, as shown in (32).
(32)

Compounding Rule

ADDITION: Xl ••• Xn
[y]

---> X, where X is N, V, Adj, P, or Adv,

[y]

[y]

and [y] is a grammatical-category feature of X.
This rule requires that ADDITION be a function, taking
any number of lexical nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverb, or
prepositions

to

yield

grammatical category.

a

lexical

Lexical

compound

of

the

same

items must be semantically

compatible.
3.3.6.

Discontinuity of Temporal Verbs

Treating

(i)

what

has

traditionally

been

called

"auxiliaries" or "auxiliary verbs" as verbs of Future, Aspect,
Modal

and

Mood,

and

(ii)

their

semantically-compatible

combinations as V compounds regardless of the position of each
element in a sentence, we find that a temporal V compound
consisting of a [BV-] element and a [BV+] element appears to
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be a discontinuous form.
The discontinuity of lexical items or words is not
uncommon. Evidence for discontinuous lexical items can be
found in Egyptian-Arabic and Lummi in Steele et al. (1981).
Evidence in German, as shown in (33), is from McDaniel (pc).
In German, the words spazieren "walk" and gehen "go"
occur

together

and

are

analysed

as

a

verb

compound

spazierengehen. In a sentence this compound splits so that
the last part of the compound or gehen can move to a position
immediately right to a subject. According to GB theory, gehen
holds INFL, which assigns a nominative case to a subject of
a sentence.
(33)

[s ich
I

gehe morgen
go
tomorrow

spazieren]
walk

"I will go for a walk tomorrow"
3.3.6.1. An Analysis of Discontinuity of Temporal Verbs in
Thai
This section shows an analysis

of discontinui ty of

temporal verbs in sentences. The purpose is to present two
forms of temporal V compounds: continuous and discontinuous,
and a mechanism which grammatically locates each temporal verb
element in a sentence.
In my analysis,

temporal verbs in Thai occur in two

forms: simple and compound. Temporal V compounds occur either
continuously or discontinuously in sentences, depending on the
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value of the feature [BV] of each temporal verb constituting
. a temporal V compound. That is, the continuous form of this
compound is made up of temporal verbs which hold the same
value of the

feature

[BV]:

either

[BV+]

or

[BV-].

This

includes [BV:UNSP] verb when it combines with a [BV+] verb,
forming a [BV+.BV:UNSP] compound or a [BV:UNSP.BV+] compound,
or when it combines with a [BV-) verb, forming a [BV-.BV:UNSP)
compound or a [BV:UNSP.BV-) compound.
Recall that [BV:UNSP] verbs can occur in both preVP and
postVP positions. They normally occur in the position of [BV] verbs. They optionally occur in the position of [BV+] verbs
only when they are accompanied with the

[BV+]

verbs cial

"Ability/ Permission" and set "Completion", and nothing else.
Example

(34a)

shows

a

temporal

V compound

-

in

the

continuous form. Here the verbs set
[BV+] and lxxw2 [BV+]
"
constitute a continuous V compound set.1XXw2, which functions
as the V head of a sentence. It occurs in postVP position by

-

means of its feature value [BV+].
~

(34) a. [s Dxng wl.ng
Dang run

set.lxxw2]
"
Asp: Comple.Asp: Pfective;
BV+. BV+

"Dang finished running"
Example

(34b)

illustrates the

continuous

form of a

temporal V compound which is made up of two [BV:UNSP] verbs

ja and tOng, forming ja.tong. Without [BV+] verbs dal and set
in the same sentence, this [BV:UNSP] V compound occurs in
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preVP position only.

.....

......

wing]
run

( 34) b • [s Dxng la.tong
Dang Fut.Modal:certainty~
BV:UNSP. BV:UNSP
"Dang will have to run"
.

~.

......

-"

*[s Dxng w1ng la.tong]

The compound V ja.tong, which contains the feature value
[BV:UNSP] ,

optionally occurs

cooccurs with the temporal

in postVP position when
V d~

"Ability/

it

Permission",

...... t~
forming the compound V la.
Ong. da1.

. ...... -""
'"
la.tong.da1]
Fut. Modal: certainty. Modal:AbilitYi
BV:UNSP. BV:UNSP. BV+

*
( 34) c. [s Dxng w1ng
Dxng run

"Dang will have to be able to run"
The compound V ja.tong [BV:UNSP] can occcur in preVP
position, leaving part of the compound d~ [BV+j in postvp
position. The meaning of (34d) is the same as that of (34c).
(34)d. [s Dxng ja.tong
wing dal]
Dang Fut.Modal:certainty~ run
Modal:AbilitYi
BV+
BV:UNSP. BV:UNSP
"Dang will have to be able to run"
Example

(34e)

illustrates

the continuous

form of a
"-

temporal compound V which is made up of the [BV-] verb rEm
"Inchoative" and the

[BV:UNSP]

verb

ja,

•

form1ng

• .....

A

)a.rEm.

without the [BV+] verbs set and d~ as part of the compound,
ja [BV:UNSP] must occur preverbally only.
...... ......
-:-w1ng]
(34) e. [s Dxng
la.rEm
Dang
run
Fut.Asp:lnchoative~
BV:UNSP. BV"Dang will start to run"
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* [s
By

Dxng

rEm

contrast,

wtng ja]
the

discontinuous

form

of

temporal

V

compounds is made up of temporal verbs with different values
of the feature [BV]. Discontinuity of temporal V compounds
appears in sentences when compounds are made up of [BV-.BV+]
verbs, or [BV:UNSP.BV+] verbs, where [BV+] verbs are not d&1
"Ability/ Permission" and
In my analysis,

set

"Completive".

the grammaticality of an output is

crucial for unification. Temporal verbs with different values
of the same feature BV can unify because:
(a) The output has the coordinate or range meaning. None
of them is the head, complement, or modifier of the other. The
coordinate meaning of a temporal compound verb is similar to
that of person agreement in coordinate noun phrases in English
such as

If

I and you" (Karttunen 1984).

(b) Each element constituting a lexical compound belongs
to

the

same

grammatical

category,

and

this

grammatical

category remains the same for a resulting compound or an
output.

In other words,

temporal elements consti tuting a

lexical compound share the same value V of the attribute
MAJOR.
(c) An output is grammatical despite a discontinuous form
as a resul t

of different values of the same feature;

for

instance, [BV-.BV+] and [BV:UNSP.BV+], where [BV+] verbs are
Ability/Permission and Completive. The latter is optional, as
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shown in (34c) above.
Example

(34f)

shows

the

discontinuous form of the
...........
--'
. .1S made up of rEm
""""
...."
compound V rEm.lxxw1,
wh1ch
[BV-] and 1xxw1
[BV+].

-

-='
""
w1ng
( 34) f. [5 Dxng rEm.
Dang Inchoativei run
BV-

lXXW1]
Asp:Perfecti
BV+

-

"Dang has started to run"
*[5 Dxng

-='
w1ng

rEm.
"" lXXW1]

-" w1ng]
-='
*[5 Dxng 1xxw1.rEm

The Inchoative V rEm [BV-]

never occurs in postvp position

even though it cooccurs with 4&1 [BV+ ]
A

.....

-""

-

rEm. 4a1. 1XXW1: as shown in (34g).

'"
~
w1ng
( 34) g. [5 Dxng rEm.
Dang Asp: Incho i run
BV-

in the V compound

..... 1XXW1]
4a1.
Modal:Ability.Asp:Perfecti
BV+. BV+

"Dang has been able to start to run"
~

*[5 Dxng w1ng

~~.A-

r~.4a1.1xxwl]
A

_

The discontinuous form of the compound V tong.1xxw2

is

constituted by tOng [BV:UNSP] and 1XXw2 [BV+].
~

~

w1ng
(34) h. [5 Dxng tong.
Dang Modal:certainty; run
BV:UNSP

1m2]

Asp:Pfectivei
BV+

"Dang must have run"

* [5

".
t""
Dxng w1ng
ong .lXXW2
]

From the analysis of discontinuity of temporal verbs, we
have seen that the discontinuity of some temporal V compounds
are optional,

while that

of others are obligatory.

The
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grammatical

positions

of

these

verbs

in

sentences

are

determined by the feature values [BV:UNSP,+,-], which are
treated as the head feature of this verb type.
3.4.

summary
This chapter demonstrates a morphological analysis of

temporal verbs in Thai. These verbs are classified into four
forms according to their semantic properties: Future, Aspect,
Modal and Mood. From the examination of these elements, we
have found that they share essential properties with the
grammatical category Verb, but not with Adjective or Adverb.
Based on this result, I argue -that temporal verbs in Thai
belong to the grammatical category Verb and that there are two
subtypes of Verb in this language: regular and temporal. To
distinguish these two verb types, using the HPSG framework,
the verb type V[SC< ••• ,NP>] is assigned for
regular verbs, and V[SC<VP,NP>] for temporal verbs.
From the analysis of the form of temporal verbs, we
have found that this verb type occurs in two forms: single
and compound. Some single temporal verbs look like compounds
but in fact they are not. My examination supports this fact.
The analysis shows structures of temporal verb compounds. To
construct temporal V compounds in Thai, I propose a definition
of "Compound" and Compounding Rule. The final analysis in this
chapter

concerns

discontinuities

of

temporal

verbs.

The

discontinui ti- of some temporal V compounds in a sentence is
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optional, while that of others is obligatory.
To describe discontinuities of these verbs in a sentence,
I propose the feature BV with three values {UNSP,+,-} as the
head feature for members of this verb type. Up to this point,
we find that it is the feature values [BV:UNSP,+,-] that
determine the grammatical positions of temporal verbs in Thai
sentences.
In my analysis, unification holds for a temporal verb
compound consisting of verbs with different values of the
feature BV. I consider as crucial first the grammaticality of
an output of what are said to be unified and the "coordinate
or

range"

meaning

of

the

output.

Second,

grammatical

categories of what are unified and the resulting category
which remains the same.
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Footnotes
. 1

I consider "Conditional" as the fifth type of temporal
verb due to its special characteristics. Unfortunately, a
thourough investigation of this verb type is beyond the scope
of this research.
z
I divide "Mood" in Thai into two types: Mood verb and
Mood particle. The type that I focus on in my thesis is Mood
verb: thus the definition given and discussion here pertain
to "Mood verb" only.

3

Jampen "necessary" and saamaat "able" are verb-like
adjectives. Thus they undergo nominalization like other
verb-like adjectives such as dii "good", as shown below.
Nominalization

(1) Verb-like Ad;

khuaam + dii ->

dii "good"

khuaamdii]
"goodness"
jampen "necessary" khuaam + jampen -> [n khuaamjampen]
"necessity"
v_
__
...........
saamaat "able"
khuaam + saamaat ->[n khuaamsaamaat]
"ability"
However,
the
lexical
temporal
V jampen(ja) t&nq
"necessity" cannot be nominalized with *khuaamjampen(ja)t6nq
"necessity" as a result. Nor can the lexical temporal V
compound s~amaat.du "ability" since *khuaamsaamaat.dal is
ungrammatical.
[n

Examples in (2) provide a test which show that the
adjectives jampen "necessary" and swut "able" occur in s
in the same way as the adjective dii "good" does. All the
three adjectives allow a pp to immediately folllow them. this
phenomenon critically distinguishes them, especially jampen
and saamaat, from temporal verbs which can never allow a PP
to follow them.
(2) a. [5 dxng dii/ jampen/ saamaat [pp nai rUmg ni1]]
Dang good/ necessary/ able
in matter this
"Dang is good/ is necessary/ is able in this matter"
In

contrast,

the

temporal

verbs

j ampen (j a) t3nq

s~amaat.dal cannot occur in the syntactic structure (2a).

-

and

-

(2)b. *[5 dxng jampen(ja)tSnq [pp nai rfang nil]
"'"
~
.*[5 dxng saamaat
[pp na1. rIanq
n11] da1]
The position of post-vp temporal verbs in relation to
adjuncts is illustrated in Chapter 5.

4
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CHAPTER ..
THE SYNTAX OF TEHPORAL VERBS

4.1.

Introduction

This chapter presents the syntax of temporal verbs in
Thai. The focus of my study is on the positions of preVP and
postVP temporal verbs in SV(C) and VS(C)

constructions. To

describe their occurrence in sentences,

the Head Wrapping

operation
(1984),

of

and

~frameworks

Pollard
HPSG

are

(1984),
used.

the wrapping
The

purpose

rules
of

of

using

Bach
these

is to test whether they will work adequately with

Thai or not, since they are new theories and have not yet been
applied to this language.
As for the theory, I focus on two interesting points in
HPSG when applied to Thai: (a) a problem with the Head Feature
Principle when describing a temporal verb in a sentence, and
(b)

a

problem

with

the

linear

order

of

VP

in

a

VSC

construction which arises when a postvp temporal verb occurs
in a VS(C) sentence.
To complete my study of temporal verbs,

I analyse the

positions of postVP elements and discuss discontinuities of
temporal verbs and mechanisms for handling them.
4.2. Theoretical Approach

Three theories to be applied to the syntax of temporal
verbs in Thai are the Pollard (1984) Head Wrapping Operation
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for inverted sentences, the Bach (1984) wrapping rule for an
'interruption of a [BV+] verb in its VP complement, and HPSG.
4.2.1. The Pollard (1984) Head wrapping operation
Pollard

(1984)

constituent"

phenomena

handles

so-called

with head-wrapping

"discontinuous
operations.

He

proposes RL2: the function of two (headed string) arguments
which wraps the (underlying string of) the second (right-hand)
argument around the (underlying sring of) the first (lefthand) argument, at the same time designating the head of the
second argument as the head of the output. The operation of
RL2 is stated formally in (1).
(1)

RL2(~,i)

=

t1 ••• tj s t(j+1) ••• tm

*
The designation "RL" is mnemonic for "wrap the right-hand
argument around the other argument, placing the head of the
former directly to the left of the latter"; the function is
referred to as right-left head wrap.
A subject-Aux Inversion rule which exploits the function
RL2 is shown in (2).
(2)

S[+INV]

For instance ,

-->

RL2(NP,VP[+AUX])

given that kim is an NP and must go is a

VP[+AUX], the rule in (2) allows us to generate the S[+INV]
must Kim go ?
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4.2.2. The Bach (1984) wrapping-Rules

(Hoeksema & Janda

1988)
To allow

infixation in second or prefinal position,

Bach's (1984) uses wrapping rules which include the operations
Right Wrap (RWRAP) and Left Wrap (LWRAP). To formalize these
rules Bach (1984) introduces the following operations:
(3)

~'he

Let x be the string x, ••• x n
(a) FIRST (x)

=

x,

(b) RREST (x)

=

x2 •• .xn

(c) LAST (x)

=

xn

(d) LREST (x)

=

x, ••• x n_,

operations RWRAP and LWRAP are defined in terms of these

operations:
(e) RWRAP (x, y) = FIRST (x) Y RREST (x)
RWRAP locates the element y after the first element
of x.

(f) LWRAP (x, y) = LREST (x) Y LAST (x).
LWRAP locates the element y before the last element
of x.
4.2.3. Pollard & Sag's (1987) Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar

The HPSG treatment of syntactic features and categories,
as stated by P&S (HPSG 1987, p.ll), borrows freely from work
in Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar

(GPSG by Gazdar,

Klein, Pullum & Sag 1985). Two of the proposed principles of
universal grammar, the Head Feature Principle (HFP) and the
Binding Inheritance Principle (BIP)

are reformulations of
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GPSG's

Head

Feature

convention

(HFC)

and

Foot

Feature

Principle (FFP).
From this background, some syntactic rules or constraints
which are not discussed in HPSG should or must be assumed to
follow the GPSG theory. Such rules or constraints are Feature
co-occurrence restrictions and Feature specification defaults.
In HPSG, syntactic categories have two attributes: LOCAL
and BINDING. Local features, which are relevant to my study,
specify inherent syntactic properties of a sign, such as part
of speech, inflection, case, subcategorization and lexicality.
Local features have as their values the feature HEAD, SUBCAT
and LEX.
P&S propose that a theory of universal grammar (UG) is
the unification of principles of universal grammar such as
the

Head

Principle,

Feature
and

Principle

the

(HFP),

Semantics

the

Principle

Subcateorization
(HFP

and

the

Subcategorization Principle are presented in chapter 3). Their
theory of UG is stated in (3).
(4)

UG = P,A ••• APn
where P" ••• ,Pn is an exhaustive list of the universal
principles.
They assume that each natural language imposes additional

language-specific constraints of its own; for example, the
constituent Ordering Principle. Thus there are principle

P~"

••• 'Pnt1II which must be satisfied by all signs in a certain
language.
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Each language presents a finite set of lexical signs and
a finite set of grammar rules. A grammar rule is a very
partially specified phrasal sign which constitutes one of the
options offered by the language in question for making big
signs

(phrasal

signs)

from little ones

(lexical

signs).

Phrasal signs differ from lexical signs in having daughters
( internal consti tuent structure). Consti tuent structure is
specified in feature structures of type phrasal-sign by means
of the attribute DAUGHTERS, whose value is in turn a feature
structure of type consti tuent-structure.

P&S assume that

cross-linguistically, there is a small number of subtypes of
cQnstituent-structure, including headed-structure, coordinatestructure, and a few others. Here we are concerned with the
subtype

headed-structure,

which

subsumes

all

phrases

possessing a head daughter.
In a feature structure of type head-complement-structure,
the value of HEAD-DTR is always of type sign, while the value
of COMP-DTRS is a list of feature structures of type sign.
This is because a phrase has at most one head, but may have
several complements. The order of elements in the COMP-DTRS
value (as in SUBCAT values) corresponds to the order in the
hierarchy of obliqueness (with more oblique elements further
to

the

left),

but

not

to

the

temporal

order

of

their

phonological realizations (usually called "surface order").
The order of occurrence of symbols on the SUB'::AT list is
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not intended to directly reflect the surface constituent order
of complements. Instead, order on the SUBCAT list corresponds
to the traditional grammatical

notion

of obliqueness

of

grammatical relations, with more oblique elements occurring
further to the left. Thus in the case of NP complements, the
last (least oblique) element corresponds to the grammatical
subject; the second-last element corresponds to the direct
object, and the third-last element corresponds to the second
(or indirect) object.
In this theory, as we move up the projection path from
the lexical head, subcategorization requirements are
cancelled (removed from the SUBCAT list) as they are satisfied
by appropriate complements. the Subcategorization Principle
is analogous to the cancellation of categories, with heads and
complements corresponding to functor categories and argument
categories respectively. However, unlike standard categorial
grammars, HPSG grammar rules may allow constituent structures
which are not binary-branching; thus a phrase may have more
than one complement daughter.
Grammar rules in HPSG specify the syntactic nature of
the daughters

(immediate constituents)

in phrasal

signs.

However, they do not constrain the temporal order in which
the

phonological

realizations

of

constituents

occur

in

utterances. Constituent order is not an idiosyncratic property
of individual grammar rules. In every human language, there
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are language-specific constraints upon the linear order of
sister constituents which apply to all the signs of the
language, and hence these may be factored out of grammar
rules.
For each language, P&S assume that there is a constituent
ordering principle

(COP)

specific to that

language.

The

essential content of the cOP is that the phonology of a
phrasal sign is funcitonally dependent upon the daughters.
That is, the PHONOLOGY value of a phrasal sign is specified
as a

function,

called order-constituents,

of the sign's

DAUGHTERS values, as indicated in (5).
(5) Constituent Order Principle (COP)

phrasal-sign

[] =>

PHON order-constituentS([l])]
DTRS
[1]
[

The precise identity of the function order-constituents varies
from language to language. For languages which permit various
forms of "scrambling" the COP may have to be defined in terms
of a

function which

interleaves

rather than orders the

phonological realizations of constituents. The important point
is that the PHONOLOGY value of a phrasal sign in general
depends not only on the PHONOLOGY
but on

other things

as well,

values of the daughters,
including

their

syntactic

category, their daughter type, and (in the case of complement
daughters) their position in the obliqueness hierarchy given
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by the ordering of SUBCAT lists.
In principle, the precise statement of the COP requires
an explicit definition of the function order-constituents. In
their

framework,

P&S

attempt

to

isolate

a

number

of

constraints of a particular kind known in the literature as
linear precedence (LP)

constraints. An LP constraint is a

statement that, for any phrase in language L, any daughter
with property X necessarily linearly precedes any of its
sisters with property Y, wri tten "X < yn. An example in
English is the LP constraint shown in (6), where a lexical
head linearly precedes any of its sisters.
(6)

HEAD[LEX+]

<

[]

They then define order-constituents to be functions whose
values are

the disjunction

of all

permutations

(of

the

PHONOLOGY values of the daughters) which are consistent with
all of the LP constraints.
To describe the Aux-Subject construction, Pollard (1984)
uses Head Wrapping as an operation. However, P&S (1987) avoid
this operation by using the feature-values

[INV(ERTED)+],

[AUX+] and [LEX+] of a verb head. In this manner, a verb head
combines with

its subcategorized complements

including a

subject, forming a flat sentence structure, as illustrated in
(7) •
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(7)

S

PHON did Kim see Lou
SYNlLOC
HEAD

[~RM
~I1
INV
+
+

AUX
SUBCAT <>

LEX

\

H

PHON

did

SYNlLOC
HEAD

r~RM
~INJ
INV
+
+

AUX

SUBCAT <VP[BSE],NP[NOM]>
LEX
+

\

I

C

r

:::~LO:im[HEAD:MAJ NllJJ
SUBCAT <>

PHON

C

see Lou

SYNlLOC [HEAD

rMAJ
VFORM

SUBCAT <NP>

output:

Did Kim see Lou

4.3. The Analysis

This section presents an analysis of the positions of
temporal

verbs

understandable,

in

Thai.

To

make

my

analysis

clear

and

three maj or points are discussed together.

Presented first is a syntactic analysis of the positions of
temporal verbs in the two sentence constructions:

SV(C) and
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VS(C), the latter proposed in sookgasem (1989). To capture
their positions in these two sentence structures, I propose
head features,

grammar rules and LP principles,

following

HPSG. Second, along with this analysis, two crucial problems
with this theory are addressed when they are applied to the
positions of temporal verbs in Thai. As stated, both the Head
Feature Principle and the way P&S handle an inverted sentence
do

not

work

for

temporal

verbs.

Third,

to

sol ve

these

problems, I propose an extension of the Head Feature Principle
in Thai.

Inverted sentences are described by GR 3,

which

functions as Head Wrapping (Pollard 1984). The interruption
of a [BV+] V head in its--regular VP complement is captured by
GR 4, which is based on the Bach (1984) wrapping rules.
To complete a
positions

of

study on temporal

[BV+]

temporal

verbs

verbs

in Thai,

are

the

analysed.

Discontinuities of this verb type, both lexical and phrasal,
are discussed together with

mechanisms for handling them.

4.3.1. Temporal Verbs in SV(C) and VS(C) constructions
Thai

has

long been described

traditional Thai grammar books,
grammarians
surintramont

such

as

(1979),

Warotmasikkhadit

Chaiyaratana
and

a

SVO

language

in

and by linguists and Thai

Greenberg

(1972),

as

(1966),
(1966),

Kullavanija

Hawkins
Sriphen
(1968).

(1983),
(1972),
However,

Sookgasem (1989) argues that VS(C) is another major sentence
construction in this language.

There are thus two maj or
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sentence

constructions

in

this

analysis:

Subject-Verb-

(Complement), or SV(C), and Verb- Subject-(Complement), or
VS(C). The "major sentence constructions" mean "normal" or
"nonfocussed" sentence structure.

4.3.1.1. Temporal Verbs in SV(C) construction
For convenience in analysing and discussing temporal
verbs in the SV(C) construction, I

first propose the head

features, grammar rules and LP principles necessary to be at
hand: these are shown in (8), (9), and (10) respectively.
(8)

a. The Bead Features
Feature

Value

MAJ

{V, N ••• }

VFORM

{REGULAR, FUTURE, AS PECT ,
MOOD, MODAL}
{NORM(NP),S,S(COMP]}

NFORM
INV(ERTED)
BACKWARD-INVERTED (BV)

{+,-}

{UNSP(ECIFIED),+,-}

There are three forms of MAJOR N in Thai: NP, Sand S(COMP].
The norm, or regular form, is NP.

b. The Feature Cooccurrence Restriction
The symbol "==>" means "implies"
[INV]
(BV]

==>
==>

V[REGULAR]
V[FUT,ASP,MOOD,MODAL]

The features (INV] and (BV] determine the type of verbs. That
is, (INV] determines regular verbs, while (BV] temporal verbs.
(9)

Grammar Rules
GR 1:

V[SC<>]

-->

H[LEX-],C

This rule states that a sentence is formed by the combination
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of a VP head and its subject complement.
GR 2:

V[SC<NP>

-->

H[LEX+], C*,

(a*)

This rule states that a lexical verb head combines with its
complement(s)
(10)

to form a VP.

Linear Precedence Rules
LP 1:

This

(and adjunct(s»

LP

H:V [LEX+]
requires

complement(s)
LP 2:

<

that

C*, (A*)
a

lexical

V

head

precede

its

(and Adjunct(s».

C: NP [NFORM NORM]

<

H: V[LEX-,INV-]

This LP requires that a noninverted phrasal V head follow its
NP subject complement •
In

my

significant

view,
role

the
for

feature
the

value

order

of

[LEX+,-]

plays

a

and

head

a
its

complement(s), not only to a lexical head but to a phrasal
head as well.

Whereas a

lexical V head precedes its non-

subject complements, it is a phrasal V head that follows its
subject complement. The SV construction in specific languages
like Thai and English is captured by the role of this feature
and its [-] value.
Now let us investigate SV(C) sentences in Thai. Example
(11) shows a SV sentence. It contains no Complement (C) since
its verb is intransitive. Dang, a Thai name, is an NP subject,
and

yJ:J:n

"stand"

an

intransitive

VP.

A

noninverted

intransi ti ve lexical V head yJ:J:n first becomes a
non inverted V head.

Functioning

now

as

a

head,

phrasal
this VP
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requires a subject NP complement to combine with via GR 1 to
yield a sentence (S). Via LP 2, we have a SV sentence as a
result.
(11)

V«>]

(LP2: dxDq yIIn]

~INV-l

I

C:NP

VP «NP>] (yIIn]

dxng

(LEX-] (INV-]

V «NP>]

1LEX+1 [INV-]

yIIn
Output:

(s

dxng

yIIn]

Dang

stand

[INV-]

"Dang stands/ stood"
yIIn dxng]

* (s

In the case that a temporal V is a lexical V head, we
need to consider the values of its feature [BV]. If a lexical
temporal V is [BV-] or [BV:UNSP],

LP2 must be applied to

generate a grammatical word order: the temporal V head with
the feature values [BV-, UNSP] must precede its nonsubject
complement (s), forming a temporal VP. However, when a temporal

v head is [BV+], we need another LP rule to locate it after
its complements. This rule is shown in (12).
(12)

LP 3:

C: V(LEX-]

<

H: V[LEX+;BV+]

This LP rule states that a lexical V head with the feature
value [BV+] must follow its verb phrase complement.
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Example

(13)

shows an intransitive S with a compound
........

temporal V head kamlanq.yuu. Here kamlanq is [BV:UNSP] and

-

yuu [BV+]. To construct the sentence,

first the temporal V

head kamlanq.yuU combines with the VP ylIn "stand" by GR 2.
By LP 1,

the VP kamlanq ylln is formed,

and by LP 3, the

complete VP kamlanq ylln yu1a is yielded. The resulting phrasal
VP kamlanq ylln yu~, now functioning as a head, combines with
the NP subject complement dxnq via GR 1. However, there is a
problem with a resulting S because the temporal V head, which
does not contain the feature value [INV+,-], cannot specify
the sentence type; that is, it cannot specify whether S is
inverted or noninverted.
V[<>] ['?

(13)

]

/1~ [BV:UNSP.BV+]
C:NP

dxng

-

V[<NP>] [LP1&3: kamlang yIIn yuu]

/2'-[~:UNSP.BV+]
V[<VP,NP>
[LEX+] [BV:UNSP.BV+]

VP
[LEX-;INV-]

I

V

[LEX+;INV-]

-

........

kamlang.yuu

I

yIIn

-

Since the expected output is dxng kamlang ylln yuu, a
noninverted S, we find that there is a crucial problem with
the Head Feature Principle (HFP) in HPSG.
According to the HFP, if a phrase has a head daughter,
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then they (the phrase and the head daughter) shares the same
head features. However, the principle does not say anything
about percolation of the features in a complement daughter.
Although the head daughter and the complement daughter can
combine or unify, it is not clear when the features in the
complement daughter can pass up to its mother node, or when
they cannot.
In

the

case

under

discussion,

the

head

feature

[BV:UNSP,+,-] of the temporal V head cannot at all specify an
inverted or non inverted sentence type.

Instead, it is the

inherent feature [INV] of a regular V in VP subcategorized
for by the temporal V head which plays a significant role in
specifying an inverted or noninverted sentence.
This phenomenon indicates that in order to construct a
grammatical S containing a temporal V in Thai, we need to
extend the HFP in such a way as to allow the feature [INV] of
a regular V in a regular VP (which is subcategorized for by
a temporal V head) to pass up to the temporal VP mother node,
and finally to the S or V[<>] node. An extension of this type
is possible because:

(a)

grammatical

"Verb"--

category

Both verb types belong to the
they

are

subsets

of

this

category. (b) The feature [BV] of a temporal V and the feature
[INV] of a regular V can be unified because both features do
not conflict, as also observed by Langendoen (pc), and because
unification is a significant characteristics of HPSG.
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In this case, therefore, we should allow the VP mother
node to share the head features with its temporal V head
daughter node as well as the specific feature [INV] with its
regular VP complement daughter node (which is subcategorized
for by the temporal V head). In this way, the feature [INV]
of a regular V can percolate to its mother V[<NP>]

(or VP)

node and finally up to the V[<>] (or S) node, thereby being
able to indicate either an inverted or noninverted sentence
as the ultimate result.
At this point, I would like to emphasize a significant
property of lexical verbs, both temporal and regular, in a
regular VP which is subcategorized for by the temporal V head.
As for a subcategorized-for vP, it is a lexical regular V head
in this VP which contains the intrinsic feature values
[INV+t-J·
To generate both inverted and non inverted sentences in
Thai, the Head Feature Principle in HPSG framework must be
modified. structure (14) shows the unification of the feature
[INV+,-] of a subcategorized-for regular VP daughter node and
the head feature of a lexical temporal V head daughter node,
with the result that the head feature of their VP mother node
includes the feature value [IW1+,-]. The feature [INV+,-] in
the VP mother

node

as

a

result

of

the

unification

is

underlined and bolded, e.g. INV{+,-}. Functioning as a VP
head, the head features of this VP node pass up to the 5 or
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V[<>] node.

HEADr~ ~+,_}l

(14)

~~=NV::....:....__{...:..+.L.'--}J

LEX -

SC<>

~
H:V

C:NP

HEAD

r~ ~+,_}]
L~NV

{+,-}

LEX -

H:V HEAD

SC<NP>

rLBV

\

C:VP

MAJ V
]
{+,-}

LEX LEX +
SC<VP,NP>

[~ ~+.-}~

SC <>
·H:V HEAD

[~

V

]

{+,-}

~XP

LEX +
SC<XP>

An extension of the HFP for Thai necessary when V head is a
temporal verb is as follows.
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(15)

AD Extension of the Head Feature Principle for
Temporal V Head in Thai

DTRS
[ ]]
head-structure
[
SYNILOC HEAD [1]&[2]

==>

[MAJ
VFORM
BV

J

V
FUT,ASP,MODAL,MOOD
{+,-,UNSP}

I::.:NV::..=...._--I{I,....:+'-I,:.....-~}

LEX
SUBCAT <NP>

DTRS HEAD-DTRrSYNlLOC HEAD

L
COMP-DTR
[2]

J

[1] [MAJ
VFORM V
FUT,ASP,
MODAL, MOOD
BV
{+,-,UNSP}

LEX
SUBCAT <[2],NP>
HEAD [MAJ
VFORM
INV
LEX
SUBCAT <>

~GULARl
{+,-}

~

The HFP for MAJ:Vi VFORM: FUT,ASP,MODAL,MOOD in Thai requires
that a temporal VP mother node share the head features with
its temporal V head daughter node as well as the feature
values [INV+,-] with its

:::'~g~lar

VP complement daughter (which

is subcategorized for by the temporal V head). To extend HFP,
the DTRsICOMP-DTRISYNILocIHEAD is added. The feature [INV+,] of a regular V is bolded and underlined as INV+,- . These
very feature values are shown as part of the head features of
its temporal VP mother. with the help of the extended HFP for
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Thai as shown in (15), we can now construct the grammatical
non inverted S (13), which is shown again in (13').
(13' )

V[<>] [LP 2: dxnq kamlang ylln yuti]
/ G 1 " " [LEX-l [BV:UNSP.BV+, .D!lt=.l

\ /2-..

C:NP

dxng

H:V[<NP>] [LP 1&3: kam1anq ylln yula]
[~SP.BV+' nIV-l

H:V[<VP,NP>]
[LEX+] [BV:UNSP.BV+]

I

_
kamlanq.yuu

C:VP[INV-] [ylln]
[LEX-]

I
V[INV-] [LEX+]
I
yIln

output: [s Dxng kam1anq
Dang Asp:Prog:
[BV:UNSP]

ylln
[INV-]
stand

-

YUU]

Asp:Pfect-Prog:
[BV+]

"Dang has been standing"
*"Kamlanq ylln dxng yuu"
Example (16)

shows a non inverted transitive S with a

temporal V head. Here kamlang.yu-U is a temporal V head. It
combines first with its non inverted VP complement tii mxxw
"hit a cat" via GR 2, and in association with LP 1 and LP 3
the temporal VP kamlanq tii mxxw yu-U "having been hitting a
cat"

is

generated.

The

internal

structure

of

the

subcategorized-for VP tii mxxw is formed by GR 2 and LP 1.

..

-

The temporal VP kamlanq t11 mxxw yuu shares the head features
with its temporal V head daughter kamlang.yu-U and the feature
value [INV-] with its VP complement daughter tii mxxw. This
temporal VP then combines with the NP subject C dxnq by GR 1,
and via LP 2 a non inverted sentence is yielded.

/1\LEX-]
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IlIV-]

V[<>] [LP 2: dxnq kamlang tii mxxw yu~]

(16)

C:NP

dxng

[BV:UNSP.BV+:

H:V[<NP>] [LP 1&3: kamlang tii mxxw yu-U]

/G~[~P.BV+:
H:V[<VP,NP>]

XNV-]

C:VP[INV-] [LP1:tii mxxw]

[LEX+] [BV:UNSP.BV+] / G 2

~

H:V[LEX+:INV-]
[SC<NP>]

-

I

kamlanq. yuu

mxxw

tii
output:

[s Dxng

Dang

kamlang
Asp:Prog:
[BV:UNSP]

I

C:NP

tii

mxxw
cat

INVhit

yuU]
Asp:Pfect-Prog:
[BV+]

"Dang has been hitting a cat"

--

* [s Kamlang tii dxng mxxw yuu]

-

*[s Mxxw dxng kamlang tii yuu]
* [s Dxng mxxw kamlang tii yuu]

4.3.1.2. Temporal Verb in VS(C) construction
This

section

deals

with

two

verbs

which

require

a

postverbal subject. These two verbs are the existential verb
mii, which requires only a subject complement, and the verb
of

occurrence

-

ltEEt,

which

requires

two

complements:

(i)

subject and (ii) either a place or time complement in the form
of a PP or an AdvP. There is no object complement in the VSC
construction. To construct a VS sentence, I propose LP 4, as
shown in (17).
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LP 4:

(17)

H:V [LEX-] [INV+;(BV:{-,UNSP})]
C:N[LEX-] [NFORM:{NP,S,S[COMP]}]

<

This LP requires that an inverted phrasal verb head,

a

(regular) verb with the intrinsic feature value [INV+] and a
(temporal) verb with the intrinsic feature values [BV:-, UNSP]
(if the latter exists) precede its subject complement which
is an NP, or a sentence, or a senter.ce with a complementizer.
Example (lSa) shows a VS sentence, where mii "exist" is
a regular inverted V head which requires a postverbal NP
subject C to combine with. First, a lexical inverted regular
V head becomes an inverted regular VP. Then this VP, as a
head, combines with its NP complement by GR 1, and LP 4 yields
an inverted sentence as a result.
V[<>] [LP:4 mii phaayU]

(lS)a.

/Gl'[~INV+l

H:V[LEX-] [INV+] mii

C:NP

I

phaayu

I
H:V[LEX+] [INV+]

I..

ml.l.

output:

[ s Mii
INV+
exist

phaayu]
storm

"There is/ was a storm"
PhaayU mii]

* [s

In (lSb), the lexical temporal V head ji [BV:UNSP] takes
an inverted regular VP complement mii "exist" by GR 2. By
using LP I, the temporal VP ja mii is formed. The VP ja mii,
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now as a VP head, takes its NP subject complement phaayii
"storm" by GR 1, and with the help of LP 4 the vs sentence ja
mii phaayU is generated.
(18)b.

V[SC<>] [LP 4: ja

mii

~1~-1[BV:UNSP:INV+l
C:NP
\

phaayU]

H: V[SC<NP>][LP 1: ja mii]

/

phaayU

G2"'[~:UNSP:INV+l

H:V[SC<VP,NP>]
C:VP[INV+]
[LEX-] [BV:UNSP]

I

I

ja

V[LEX+] [INV+]

I

mii
output:

[s Ja

FutiBV:UNSP

mii
INV+
exist

storm

"There will be a storm"

In VS sentences, as shown in (lSa-b), we have seen that
the VP head, both the regular VP and the [BV:-,UNSP] temporal
VP, occurs before a postverbal subj ect, and no element or
complement follows this postverbal NP subject.
However, in cases where a temporal V head is [BV+], and
a subcategorized-for inverted regular VP comprises an inverted
lexical V and its complement, we will have a discontinuous VP
constituent. That is, a postverbal subject interrupts this VP
constituent.

In this case,

a

grammatical S requires the
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string:
(V[BV:-,UNSP) < V[INV+] < SUBJECT < the rest of VP
To capture the VP discontinuity, we need a head wrapping
operation (Pollard 1984) shown as Grammar Rule 3.
(19) GR 3: Let x be a string of (x,) x2 x3 •• xn •
x, in parentheses means "when x, does not
exist"
V[SC<>]: [(x,) x 2 y x3 •• X n ]
RL (y, [(x,) x 2 x3 •• x n ])

-->

,

where y is a NP subject complement, x, an
optional [BV-,Unsp] verb, x2 an inverted regular
verb, and x 3 ••• x n the rest of a verb phrase.
This rule requires that the Right-Left Head Wrapping operation
RL take an NP subject complement and an inverted VP, allowing
the VP to right-left wrap its NP subject complement.

RL

locates an inverted regular verb and a temporal verb with the
feature values [BV:-,UNSP] (if the latter exists) immediately
before the NP subject complement, leaving the rest of VP to
follow the NP complement.
Using GR 3, VS (C)

sentences can be described without

requiring LP 4.
Example (20a) shows a VSC sentence with a temporal V
head. First the temporal V head rEm combines with its inverted
'-

VP complement kEEt nai thaleesaai "occur in a desert" by
A

.........

•

GR 2. LP 1 yields the temporal VP rEm kEEt na1 thaleesaa1.
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Then this temporal VP, as a head, combines with its NP subject
complement phaayii "storm" by GR 3 with the result that a VSC
sentence is formed. Here we see that it is the [BV-] temporal
V

rEm

and the [INV+] regular V kEEt of the temporal VP

.

rEm

'kEEt
na1 thaleesaai that are required to precede the NP

subj ect of S, leavi:lg the rest of this VP to follow the
postverbal SUbject •
."...
'..,
V[<>] [rEm kEEt phaayu nai thaleesaai]

(20)a.

/3~X-) [BV-:

C:NP

INV+)

H:V [<NP>][LP1: rEm kEEt nai thaleesaai]
Gi~)[BV-: INV+)

I
phaayU

/

H:V[<VP,NP>]

[LEX+) [ B V - j 2

~

rEm

~

V[LEX+;INV+]
\ SC<PP> ]

-

[ [ vp REm
5

ASp: Incho;
[BV-]

PP

I

nai thaleesaai

kEEt
output:

-

C:VP[INV+] [LP1:kEEt nai thaleesaai]

kE:Et phaayU nai thaleesaai]
INV+ storm
in
desert
occur

"A storm starts occurring in a desert"
"""
---...
*[5 REm kEEt na1 thaleesaa1 phaayu]

-

~ phaayii kEEt
*[5 REm

. . . " .

nai thaleesaai]

In (20b) , the [BV+] temporal V liiw2 combines first with
the inverted VP mii "exist" by GR 2, and via LP 3 the inverted
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temporal VP mii 1XXw2 is generated. This VP, now functioning
as a head, combines with its NP subject complement phaayU
"storm" by means of GR 3, with the result that a VS sentence
is formed.
(20}b.

V«>] (mii phaayU

lX:XW2]

~3~LEX-l[BV+:rNV+l

C:NP

H:V«NP>] (LP 3: mii 1XXw2]

/G2~[BV+:IIIV+1

phaayil

H:V«VP,NP>]
[LEX+] [BV+]

C:VP [INV+]

I

L

mii

V [LEX+] [INV+]

1xxw2

I

mii
output:

( 5 Mii
INV+
exist
*[5

[np

phaayU]
storm

Mii 1XXw2

1m2] ]
Asp: Perfective;
BV+

phaayu]

From the illustrations, we see that GR 3 can account for
all inverted sentences, both VSC and VS without requiring
LP 4. From now on GR 1 will thus be used for - ..;;ombining a
noninverted VP head and its subject complement, and GR 3 for
combining an inverted VP head and its subject complement. To
describe examples (18a-b), GR 1 is replaced with GR 3, and LP
4 is discarded.
To summarize up to this point, taking a temporal V as a
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V head, we face a problem with the Head Feature Principle of
HPSG since a

VP complement daughter node contributes its

intrinsic [INV] feature to its temporal VP mother node along
with the head feature from a lexical temporal V, which is a
head daughter node. To allow percolation of the feature [INV]
to

a

temporal

VP head and up to

grammatical S can be generated,

the S

node

so that

a

the HFP for Thai must be

extended. Another problem that we have encountered concerns
the linear order of an
complement,

where

inverted VP head and

there

occurs

a

its subject

discontinuity

of

this

(inverted) VP type. A discontinuous VP in a VS(C) sentence is
described by GR 3, the Pollard (1984) Right-Left Head Wrapping
operation.
In

Thai,

a

group

of

regular

verbs

exists

which

subcategorizes for either a regular VP or a regular VP with
the temporal V ja "Future". Verbs such as tangjai "intend",
waangphlCm "plan", kh!t "think", sanyaa "promise", tongkaan
"want" and etc. are called "nonimplicative" verbs (Karttunen
1976).
Example

.-

(21a)

shows an S in which the nonimplicative

regular V head waangphXXn "plan" takes the regular VP cuay
phlan

"help

complement.

the

friend"

as

its

subcategorized-for

VP
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(21)a.
[5

Dxng
Dang

[vp

........

.-

waangphxxn
'"
plan

cuay
phIan ]]]
friend
help

"Dang plans/planned to help a friend"

-

In (21b) the same regular V head waangphXxn "plan" takes
a regular VP with the future V ja as its subcategorized-for
VP complement. The meaning of both (21a) and (21b) are the
same. That is, the "helping friend" event does not occur
before or simultaneously with the "planning" event; instead,
the former follows the latter.
(21)b. [5 Dxng
Dang

[vp

-

waangphxxn
plan

."'" ]]
cuay phIan]
help friend

"Dang plans/planned to help a friend"
*"Dang will plan to help a friend"
To allow both VP and VP[Fut:ja] to be VP complements of
the nonimplicative regular verbs such as waangphXXn "plan" in
(21a-b), the value of the SUBCAT feature of nonimplicative
regular verbs are to appear as follows.
(22)

V[NONIMPL]

[SC< {VP[FUT], VP}, NP>]

The subcategorization (22) reads: nonimplicative regular verbs
require that a temporal [Future] VP or a regular VP and NP be
their complements.
4.3.2. The positions of [BV+] Verbs
This section investigates the syntactic behavior of [BV+]
verbs

in

relation

subcategorizes

for.

to
The

elements
purpose

inside

a

is

find

to

VP
a

which

it

way

to
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grarumatically locate them in 5.
A [BV+] V head follows its subcategorized-for regular VP
when this VP

(i)

is intransitive,

and

(ii)

consists of a

transitive V and its object complement in the form of an NP,
or 5, or 5[COMP:ha1]. However, a [BV+] verb must precede the

"'"

5[COMP:~].

The

problem

is

how

we

can

describe

this

phenomenon.
Example (23) shows that the [BV+] V head yu'U follows its
VP complement in a 5VC sentence.

This VP consists of the

transitive regular V tii "hit" and its NP object complement

mxxw "cat".
(23) [5 Dxng
Dang

[vp tii

INVhit

yu~]

mxxw]
cat

Asp:Perfect-Progi
BV+

"Dang has been hitting a cat"

* [$

Dxng [vp

tii yuu mxxw]]

In (24a) a VP complement of the [BV+] temporal V head
_

'V

yuu consists of the transitive regular V sOOn "teach" and
5[COMP:hai] as its object complement. Like the 5 in (23), yu1a
in

(24a)
A

5 [COMP:hal]

follows

its

VP

complement.

Notice

that

the

does not allow an Aspect V to cooccur in its

domain.
sOOn [$ hti n51 tenram]] yuu ]
INVComp Noi dance
Aspect:
teach
Pfect-ProgiBV+
"Dang has been teaching Noi to dance"

(24) a. [$ Dxng
Dang

[vp

....,

-

,.....,

-.

'"

*[5 Dxng [sOOn yuu [$ hal nOl tenram]]]
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v
-"" nOi
'"
* [s Dxnq [sOOn
[s hal.
tenram
yuu
]]]

Neither the Future V ja nor the Aspect V kamlanq can
occur in the domain of the S[COMP:hat].
(24)b.*[s Dxnq [vp sOOn [s h~ nOi ja/
kamlanq
Danq
INVComp Noi Put;
Asp:Proq;
teach
BV:UNSP BV:UNSP
A

tenram ]]]
dance
*"Danq will teach Noi to dance"
*"Danq is teachinq Noi to dance"
In (25) the [BV+] temporal V head yuu follows its VP
complement. This VP consists of the causative V tbam and its
sentential obj ect complement nOl rOOnqba&1 "Noi cry". Like
(24), yuli in (25a) cannot occur before a sentential complement
inside its complement VP. Nor can it occur in the domain of

-

this sentential complement •

-

.....-: rOOnqhaal.]]
..........
(25) a. [5 Dxnq [vp tham [s nOlo
yuu ]
Danq
INVNoi cry
Asp:Pfect-Proq;
make
BV+

-

"Danq has been makinq Noi cry"

-

-. rOOnqhaal.]]
............
* [s Dxnq [vp tham yuu [s nOlo
]
* [s Dxnq [vp tham

-.

............ yuu]]
"[5 nOlo rOOnqhaal.
]

Similarly, sentence (25b) shows that neither the Future
V ja nor the Aspect V kamlanq can occur in the domain of the
sentential complement under discussion.

-.

-

...
..........
(25)b·*[s Dxng [vp tham [s nOlo ja/
kamlanq rOOnqhaal.]]]
Danq
INVNoi BV:UNSP; BV:UNSP; cry
make
Future
Asp:Proq
*"Danq will make Noi cry"
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*"Dang is making Noi cry"
However, a [BV+] temporal V head interrupts its regular
VP complement in such a way that it immediately precedes the
S[COMP:~],

which is part of its VP complement. Some verbs

~

~

~

~

(such as bOOk/ law "tell", th1anq "argue:t khaat "expect",
thamnaai "predict", etc.) subcategorize for the S [waa] as one

of their complements.

-

Example (26a) shows that the [BV+] temporal V head yuu

mXX yuli [vaa

interrupts its VP complement bOOk

n6i khEy tii

and immediately precedes the S[waa], which occurs as

mxxw]

the last element of the VP complement.
(26) a. [5 Dxng
Dang

[vp

-

-

-"
mxx
yuu
bOOk
mother Asp:Perfect-Prog;
INVBV+
tell

--= khEy
tii mxxw]]]
nOl.
Noi Asp-T:Exper; hit cat
BV:UNSP
"Dang has been telling mother that Noi hit a cat"
*[5 Dxng [~bOOk mxx [5 w8'a n6i khEy tii
mxxw]] yuu]
* [5 Dxng [:1' bOOk m>ex [5 wa'a nOi khEy tii
mxxw YUUJ]]

- - -

* [5 Dxng [vp bOOk yuu
tii mxxw]]]
* [5 Dxng

[vp

""'" [5
mxx

bOOk yuu [5

""'"

~

nO/ .l. khEy

-... nOl.
--;
-...
khEy tii mxxw] mxx]]

~

Only in a well-understood context can either the NP
object

mXX

"mother" or the S [waa] be omitted, as shown in

(26b-c). AgaIn a [BV+] V head must precede the S[waa].

- -

(26)b. [s Dxng [vp bOOk

* [s
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-"
mxx
yuu]]

"'"

Dxng [vp bOOk yuu mxx]]

-

c. [s Dxng [vp bOOk yuu [s

* [s

Dxng [vp bOOk [s

-"....-: khEy

~ nO~

" .nO~
/,
~

khEy

"
t~~

' ,
t~~

mxxw]]

-

mxxw] yuu]]

without the context, such an omission causes a resulting
s to be incomplete and thus unlikely to be accepted. In this
case sentences

(26b-c)

are thus marked with the symbols

"???/*".
To capture the position of a [BV+] V head in relation to
S[w~]

(which is part of its regular VP complement), as shown

in (26a) , I apply the Bach (1984) Left Wrap (LWRAP). LWRAP
allows a

[BV+] V head to interrupt its VP complement and

locates it immediately before the S[w~] within its regular
VP complement without an additional LP rule.
To generate sentence (26a), one possibility is to use
LWRAP, shown as GR 4' in (27a).
( 27) a. GR 4': Let y be a str ing
VP: [Y, ••• x Yn]

-->

0

f y, ... y n •
LWRAP (x, [Y'···Yn])

where x is a [BV+] verb, [y, ..• y n ] a verb phrase
complement subcategorized for by a lexical
temporal verb head x, Y, a regular verb head
of the regular verb phrase [Y, ••• Yn], and Yn the
s[comp:w~] •

GR 4' states that Left Wrap is an operation taking a lexical
[BV+] temporal verb and its regular verb phrase complement.
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The subcategorized-for regular verb phrase contains as its
part a sentence with the complementizer waa. The Left Wrap
operation allows a
phrase
S[w~],

complement
which

is

[ BV+ ] verb head to interrupt its verb
and

locates

the

last

it

immediately

element

of

the

before
verb

the

phrase

complement.
To construct a S in this particular case, where

.........

S[~]

is part of a VP complement of a discontinuous-form compound
V head,

one possibility is to allow two grammar rules to

combine

preVP and postvp elements constituting a

lexical

compound V head with its VP complement simultaneously. That
is,

GR

2

combines a

preVP or

[BV-]

V head with

its VP

complement, while GR 4' combines a postVP or [BV+] V head with
the same VP complement. To construct a complete temporal VP,
LP 3 is required in association with GR 2.
Another possibility to account for an interruption of a
[BV+] V in its VP complement is to modify RWRAP of Bach (1984)
in such a way that we have a [BV+] V wrap all the elements but
the

last one

in

possible because:

its VP complement.

This modification

(a) The position of a

is

[BV+] V in its VP

complement is fixed; that is, it must only precede the S [waa],
which occurs in the final position of this VP. The sentence
in (26b) when the context is well understood shows that
does follow a VP constituent.

yula

(b) The feature value [BV+] of

a temporal V indicates that this V must appear on the right
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of its VP complement, or a sentence in which it occurs. Thus
RWRAP is quite suitable for this case.
In

her

"Phrase

Structure"

article,

Jacobson

(1987)

illustrates that to have Right Wrap place XP after the first
word in the YP is circumvented and incorrect.
Based on these reasons, I modify the Bach (1984) RWRAP
and replace GR 4' with it (a modified RWRAP), shown as GR 4
in (27b).
(27)b. GR 4: Let x be a string of x, ..•. xn •
VP:

[x, ••. xn_, y

Xn]

-->

RWRAP (y, [X, ••• x n_, xn ] ) ,

where x, is a

regular verb head of a regular verb phrase

x, ... xn '
xn

xn_, the element immediately before xn '

.A..
the S[waal,
and y a [BV+] verb head.

GR 4 requires that the RWRAP operation take a [BV+] verb head
and its regular VP complement, allow a [BV+) verb head to
interrupt its VP complement, and place it after the element
immediately preceding the last element of the VP, or after the
second-last element of the VP.
To describe an interruption of a

[BV+)

v in its VP

complement, I will from now on replace GR 4' (LWRAP) with GR
4 (RWRAP). When a [BV+] V cooccurs with a [BV-,UNSP] V as a
temporal compound V, GR 2 and LP 3 will take care of a preVP
verb and GR 4 a postVP or [BV+] V, respectively. Both grammar
rules apply to these temporal verbs simultaneously.
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4.3.3.

Discontinuities of Temporal Verbs and Verb Phrases
in sentences and Mechanisms to capture Them

This section deals with the discontinuity of lexical
temporal verbs in sentences (as a further discussion from the
Morphology chapter), the discontinuity of both temporal and
regular verb phrases, and the mechanisms to capture these
discontinuities.
4.3.3.1. Discontinuity of Lexical Temporal Verbs
As illustrated and discussed in Chapter 3 I temporal verbs
in Thai occur in two forms: simple and compound. The temporal
V compounds occur either continuously or discontinuously. To
describe this discontinuity, I propose the feature [BV] for
temporal verbs with three values [+,-, UNSP]. Each temporal
V has its own intrinsic feature value. The cooccurrence of
temporal verbs with the same feature value results in a
continuous form of a lexical temporal verb compound:

for

instance, a compound of [BV+] verbs only, or [BV-] verbs only,
or [BV:UNSP] verb only. The continuous form also holds for
cooccurrences of temporal verbs with the feature values [BV] and [BV:UNSP], and the feature values [BV+] and [BV:UNSP]
when [BV+] is the feature value of Completive and Ability/
Permission verbs. The continuous form of these compound verbs
indicates that there is no conflict between the values of the
feature [BV].
Using a dot "." to indicate the compounding of temporal
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verbs, we thus have the continuous form of the following
temporal

verb

compounds:

[BV+.BV+],

[BV-.BV-],

[BV:UNSP.BV:UNSP], [BV-.BV:UNSP], [BV:UNSP.BV-], [BV+.BV:UNSP]
and

[BV:UNSP. BV+].

The last two compounds appear in the

continuous form only when

[BV+]

is the feature value of

Completive and Ability/ Permission verbs.
However, the discontinuous form of temporal V compounds
appears when temporal verbs with the following feature values
are compounded: [BV-.BV+] and [BV:UNSP.BV+]-- the latter when
[BV+] is the feature value of non-completion and non-ability/
non-permission verbs. The discontinuity of the first case
indicates a conflict of values of the feature

[BV] which

undergo compounding. As discussed in Chapter 3, this kind of
conflict does not cause the failure of unification because an
output of the compounded BV verbs is grammatical. The conflict
is indicated by the location in a sentence of each BV verb
constituting a lexical V compound.
The discontinuity of the second case indicates a peculiar
characteristic of, we can say, either verbs of non-completion
and non-ability/ non-permission or verbs of Completion and
Ability/ Permission. However, I do not focus on a detailed
analysis of this phenomenon in this study.
The distribution of b::--ch the single and the compound
forms of temporal verbs in sentences is allowed by: (1) their
intrinsic

feature

values

[BV:+,-,UNSP]i

(2)

LP

1

which
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grammatically locates

[BV-]

and

[BV:UNSP]

temporal verbs

before their subcategorized-for VP complement: (3) LP 3 which
grammatically

locates

a

[BV+]

temporal

verb

after

its

subcategorized-for VP complement: (4) GR 4 which grammatically
locates a [BV+] temporal verb before s[waa] which is part of
its VP complement.
4.3.3.2. Discontinuity of Verb Phrases
According to Sookgasem (1989), there are two sentence
constructions

in Thai:

SV(e)

and VS (e).

It

is

the

vse

construction in which we see clearly a discontinuity of VP.
This

sentence

structure,

in

which

a

subj ect

occurs

postverbally, is indicated by the intrinsic feature value
[INV+] of a regular verb.

-

Example (28a) illustrates a vse sentence in which the

-

regular V kEEt "occur" is the V head. Here the NP subject
phaayU "storm" interrupts the VP kEEt nai thaleesaai "occur
in the desert". This NP subject occurs immediately after the

-

inverted regular V head kEEt.
(28) a.

[5

-

KEEt
occur

[np

phaayU]
storm

nai
in

thaleesaai]
desert

"A storm occurs/ occurred in the desert"
When an inverted regular V occurs with a temporal V,
according to my analysis within HPSG, a temporal V functions
as a V head which subcategorizes for a regular VP and NP
subject as its complements. When the temporal V head combines
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with its subcategorized-for regular VP complement by GR 2 and
LP 1, a temporal VP is formed.
feature value [INV+]

Because of the intrinsic

of an inverted regular verb in this

temporal VP, a VSC sentence is required.
Like (28a), a resulting grammatical sentence must have
an NP subject immediately following the inverted (regular)
verb, and thus following the string of [V[BV-/UNSP V[INV+],
leaving the rest of the VP to follow this postverbal NP
subject. In this way, we have a discontinuous temporal VP, as
in

(28b)

where the NP subject phaayii "storm" immediately

follows the string [rEm [BV-] kEEt V[INV+], and following
this postverbal subject the rest of VP nai tha1eesaai 1xxwl.
..........
. . . .[~
. .phaayu]
. . " . nai thaleesaai lxxw1]
---(28)b.[s REm
kEEt
Asp: Incho: occur
storm
in desert
Asp: Perfect:
BVINV+
BV+

itA storm has started occurring in the desert"
To capture the discontinuity of a regular VP in Thai, we
need the following devices: (1) the feature value [INV+] for
an inverted regular verb: (2) GR 3, Right-Left Head Wrapping
(Pollard 1984), to allow part of a VP head to right-left wrap
its NP subject complement, locating an inverted regular V and
a preVP temporal V (if the latter exists) immediately before
its NP subject: (3) GR 4, Right Wrap, to allow a [BV+] V head
to

interrupt

its

regular

VP

complement,

locating

it

immediately before S[w~], which is part of its regular VP
complement.
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To capture the discontinuity of a temporal VP, we need
the three mechanisms discussed above in association with an
extension of the Head Feature Principle for Thai. By means of
unification, a significant characteristic of HPSG, the feature
value [INV+] of an inverted regular V in the VP complement
daughter node can pass up to its temporal VP mother node, and
up to V[SC<>] (or S), the ultimate node of a sentence.
4.4.

Illustrations

This section illustrates some examples of SV(C) and VS(C)
sentences in Thai.

The examples shown formally are those

already discussed in the analysis section.
4.4.1.

The SV(C) construction

Example (29) shows a SV sentence. The temporal V head
kam1anq.yuu first combines with its intransitive VP complement
yIIn "stand" by GR 2, and in association with LP 1 and LP 3

the temporal VP kamlang yIIn yu~ is formed. By means of the
extended HFP,

this

temporal

VP holds

the

head

features

[BV:UNSP.+i INV-]. Functioning as a VP head, this temporal VP
next combines with its NP subject complement dxnq by GR 1, and
in association with LP 2, a SV sentence is produced.
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-

(29)

PHON

l

dxng kamlanq ylln yuu

SYNI LOC

HEAD[l]

r

MAJ

VFORM
BV

V
ASP. ASP
UNSP • +

INV

-

l

LEX
SUBCAT <>

I

PHON

yo,.
HEAD [ 1] ~MAJ
VFORM

j

kamlanq ylln

SYN I LOC
DTRS HEAD-DTR '
"

BV
I==NV~

V
ASP.ASP
UNSP . +

__

LEX SUBCAT [2]

1

DTRS HEAD-DTR PHON kamlanq.yu:U
SYN I LOC HEAD[MAJ
V -'J
[1] VFORM ASP.
ASP
BV UNSP.+
LEX +
SUBCAT<[3],[2]>

ylln

COMP-DT
[3]

HEADr~~
L~NV -

LEX
SUBCAT <>
COMP-DTRS [2]

PHON

dxng

SYNILOC [HEAD I MAJ
LEX SUBCAT <>
Figure 29: An illustration of an SV sentence

REJ

J

output;

[5 Dxng

Dang

kamlanq
yIln
Asp:Prog: stand
[BV:Unsp] [INV-]

-
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yuu]

Asp:Pfect-Prog:
[BV+]

"Dang has been standing"
Example (30) shows a SVO sentence in which kamlanq.yuli
is a temporal V head. By means of GR 2, this temporal V head
combines with its transitive VP complement tii mxxw "hit a
cat": in association with LP 1 and LP 3, the temporal VP

kamlanq tii mxxw yuu "having been hitting a cat" is formed.
This temporal VP, which contains the head features [BV:UNSP.+:
INV-] by the extended HFP, now becomes a VP head. It combines
with

-

its

NP

subject

complement

dxnq via GR 1,

and

in

association with LP 2, the SVO sentence dxnq kamlanq tii mxxw

. generated.
yuu 1S
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I

(30)

PHON

dxnq It_lanq tii mxxw

SYN! LOC HEAD ( 1]

[MAJ
VFORM
BV

yuli

j

V
ASP.ASP
UNSP • +

I=NV::....:..._ _
-

LEX -

-

SUBCAT <>
PHON

kamlanq

SYN!LOC

..

tl.l.

mxxw yuu

HEAD[l][~ARM iSP.ASP J
UNSP . +
-

BV
INV
HEAD-DTRS

LEX
SUBCAT <[2]>

-

DTRS
DTRS HEAD-DTR PHON

kamlanq.yuu

SYN!LOC

J

HEADrMAJ
V
[1] VFORM ASP.
ASP
BV UNSP.+

LEX +
SUBCAT<[3],[2]>
COMP-DT

PHON

tii mxxw

[3]

SYN!LOC

LEX
SUBCAT <>
COMP-DTR[2]

PHON

dxnq

SYNlLOC

HEAD

j

HEADUMAJ
VFORM V
REG
INV
-

[~ARM ~ORMJ

LEX

SUBCAT <>

.Figure 30: An illustration of a SVC sentence

J

output:

kamlang
Asp:Progi
[BV:UNSP]

[s Dxng

Dang

tii
mxxw
hit
cat
[INV-]
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-

yuu]
Asp:Pfect-Progi
[BV+]

"Dang has been hitting a cat"
4.4.2.

The VS(C) construction

Formally illustrated in this section are some examples
of the VS(C) construction. These VS(C) sentences are formed
by the grammar rules, LP rules and the extended HFP which are
all

presented in section 4.2.1.
Example

(31)

shows a VS

sentence where

-

Ixxw2

is a

temporal V head. This V head combines first, by GR 2, with
its intransitive VP complement mii "exist", and in association
with LP 1 forming mii 1m2 "existed". This temporal VP head,
which now contains the head features

[BV+ i

INV-]

by the

extended HFP, combines with its NP subject complement phaayU

-

"storm" by GR 3, with the result that the VS sentence mii
phaayu... lxxw2

.

~s

formed.
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(31)
PHON

mii phaayii

SYN!LOC

HEAD[1]

-

1xxw2

[~~~1
BV

iNV

LEX
SUBCAT

<>

PHON
DTRS
HEAD-DTR

+

+

mii 1xxW2

J

SYN!LOC HEAD[1] rMAJ
V
'VFORM ASP
BV
+
iNV
+

l

LEX
SUBCAT <[2]>
DTRS qEAD-DTR PHON

-"
1xxw2

SYN!LOC

~itDr~RM is~
L~v +]
LEX +
SUBCAT<[3],[2]>

COMP-DT
[3]

mii

YN I LOC HEAD GMAJ
VFORM
INV
LEX
SUBCAT <>

COMP-DTR[2]/ PHON

phaayu
HEAD

[MAJ

NFORM

1

N
NPJ

LEX
SUBCAT <>
Figure 31: An illustration of a VS sentence

output:

[5 Mii

exist

phaayU
storm

-
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lXXW2]
Asp:Pfective:[BV+]

"There was a storm"
A

vsc

sentence is shown in (32). Here rEm is a temporal

-

V head of S. By GR 2 rEm combines with its intransitive VP
complement kEEt nai thuusOOn "occur in Tucson", and by LP 1

.

'" kEEt na1 thuusOOn is generated. This temporal VP, which
rEm
now contains the head features [BV-: INV-] , functions as a
head.

It combines with its NP subject complement phaayii

-

"'" kEEt
"storm" by GR 3, and as a result, the VSC sentence rEm
phaayU nai thuusOOn is formed.
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(32)

PHON

~Em kE:Et phaayu

nai thuusOOn

U~RM

SYN:LOC HEAD[l]

BV

isp]
-

+

INV

LEX
SUBCAT <>
PHON

rEm

DTRS HEAD-DTRS SYNiLOC

kE:Et nai thuusOOn

HEAD[l)[~RM ~p]
LEX
SUBCAT <[2]>
PHON

DTRS

rim

HEAD~MAJ
[1]
VFORM

EAD-DTR SYN:LOC

BV

V

1
J

Aspi
-

LEX +
SUBCAT<[3], [2]>

I

~HON kElEt nai thuusOOn

HEAD[MAJ

ISYNiLOC

LEX
SUBCAT
COMP-DTR[2]

PHON

phaayU

SYN:LOC

HEAD [MAJ
NFORM

LEX
SUBCAT <>
Figure 32: An illustration of a VSC sentence

< >
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A

_

output: [s REm
kEEt phaayU
ASP:lncho: occur storm
[BV-]
[INV+]

nai thuusOOn]
in Tucson

"A storm starts/started occurring in Tucson"
4.5. Summary

This chapter demonstrates an analysis of the syntax of
temporal verbs in Thai using HPSG.

There are some very

interesting points both in Thai and in this theory, which
call for some modifications or extensions of this framework
in order to capture the syntactic behavior of this verb type.
Two interesting characteristics of Thai which

raise

problems for a syntactic analysis of temporal-verbs are: (a)
Thai has two major sentence structures: SV(C) and VS(C): and
(b) Temporal verbs fall in two positions in a sentence: preVP
and postvP. Among them, some occur only in preVP position
only, while others in postVP position only, and some others
in both positions according to the surrounding environments.
The interesting problems with HPSG when applied to the
syntax of temporal verbs in Thai are: (a) the Head Feature
Principle need to be extended to allow the (INV] feature of
a regular V in a regular VP which is a complement of a
temporal V head to percolate up to the S or V[<>] node to
indicate the sentence type: either inverted or noninverted.
(b) A VS(C) sentence in Thai cannot be constructed in the same
way as the P&S analysis of Subject-Aux inversion in English.
Nor can an interruption of a [BV+] lexical V head in its
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regular VP complement be handled by the same Subject-Aux
inversion manner. Due to the characteristics of Thai, we need
some mechanism which functions

like Head wrapping.

This

operation is used by Bach (1984) and Pollard (1984), but it
is discarded by P&S (1987) in HPSG.
Using HPSG with some modifications and extensions where
necessary,

I have shown how to construct SV(C)

sentences with temporal verbs in Thai.

and VS (C)
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CHAPTER 5
EVENTUALITIES IN THAI

5.1.

Introduction

Chapter 5 presents an analysis of eventualities in Thai.
The purpose is to provide an accurate account of tense and
aspect interpretation in this language, which is discussed in
Chapter 6. This investigation is based on my assumption that
for the temporal interpretation there is a crucial interaction
between types of eventualities and temporal verbs. My analysis
follows Bach (1986) 's generic term Eventuality to cover state,
Activity, Accomplishment and Achievement--the four traditional
terms which are used in my study.
One observation about eventuality is that not all of its
types can occur with the Future verb and Aspect verbs, as
illustrated in Tables 12-13. The cooccurrences of the Future
verb and Aspect verbs with non states are presented in Table
12, and those of temporal verbs with states in Table 13. The
symbol "/" means that a sample verb can occur with the Future
and certain Aspect verbs, whereas "x" means "unacceptable".
The symbol "/**" means "acceptable for certain readings only".
The question mark(s) means "questionable".
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Table 12

Temporal Verbs and Nonstates
Act
~

Acc

w1nq

Temporal Verbs

"run"
rEm: Inchoative
set: com}tletive
pairIayrzay: continuitive
kamlanqja: Pre-inchoative
ji: Future
kamlanq: Progressive
ph~nqja: Post-inchoative
yanqkhonq: Pfect-Prog:
Emphasis
yuu: Pefect-prog
liivl.: Perfect
lXXw2: Perfective
khEy: Experience

-

Ach

wtnq 100
meet
"run 100
metres

/

/
/

"
maathlnq

"find" "arrive"

/**

/

/
/
/
/
/

/**
/
I
I
I

/
/
/
/

I
I
/
/

1**

x

1**

/

/**
/
I
I
I
/

/

Ach

phop

/**
/
/
I
/
x

1**

x
I
/
/

I
/
/

Table 13

Temporal Verbs and states
Temporal Verbs

'"
.
rEm:
Inchoat1ve
set/haai: Completive
pairnyrfiy: Contino
kamlanqja: Pre-Incho
ja: Future
kamlanq: Progressive
ph~nqja: Post-incho
yanqkhonq: Pfect-Prog:
Emphasis
yuu: Pfect-Prog
lXXw1: Perfect
lXXw2: Perfective
khEy: Experience

-

-

pen ikrootikhawjaiisuaYi puaYi pen
khon
khruu
be
angry under- pretty sick be
human
stand
teacher
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

x
/
x
/
x
x
x./

I

??

x

x

/
I
I

??
/

I
I
x
/

?
?

x
/

/

/
/
/

/
??
??

/
/
/

I

/

/
/

I
I
x
/

/
/
i
/

/

/
I

I
I
x
/

/

/
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To deal with the distribution in Tables 12-13, the following
points will be investigated: (a) the inherent properties of
regular verbs, both similarities and differences:

(b)

the

compositional meaning when regular verbs combine with their
subject and (object) arguments (in terms of singularity and
plurality

of

countable

nouns

and

mass

nouns):

(c)

the

compositional meaning when regular verbs are modified by an
adverbial phrase of time or a prepositional phrase of time:
(d) the

NP

predicates of copula pen:

(e) Aspect verbs and

their interaction with a sentence: and (f) a combination of
(a)-(e).
To indicate precisely the types of eventualities, all
levels of a sentence construction-- from a lexical verb to a
verb phrase and up to a sentence-- will be examined.
5.2.

Some previous Analyses
This section presents the analyses of eventualities by

some philosophers and/or linguists. My analysis follows some
of their ideas.
5.2.1.

Vendler (1967)

Vendler

(1967)

classifies

Activity, Accomplishment,

verbs

into

four

Achievement and state.

types:

It gives

examples of these four verb types in the form of verb phrases.
The characterizations of these four verb types are shown
below.
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Table 14
Four verb types

Activity
Homogenous
Continuous

Accomplishment Achievement state
+

+
+

+

5.2.2. Smith (1983)

Smith

(1983)

views sentential

aspect

as

that

which

consists of two components: a SITuATIONAL ASPECT (such as
event, state etc.) and a VIEWPOINT ASPECT (which involves type
of perspective, e.g. simple or progressive).
Smith (1983) uses the term SITUATION as neutral between
event

and

state.

For

her,

EVENTS

include

Achievements,

Activities and Accomplishment, all of which involve change of
state. An important distinction between events turns on their
internal structure. The analysis is similar to Vendler (1967)
except State. For Smith, States can occur in the progressive
form in particular instances. In those cases,

progressive

statives present a state as an event. They seem to involve a
certain variability in the situation, object position, speaker
position, or speaker attitude.
Smith (1983) distinguishes events with NATURAL endpoints
(Achievements and Accomplishments) from those with ARBITRARY
endpoints (Activities). The idea that an event starts at its
initial endpoint, and stops at its final endpoint follows
Bennett

&

Partee (1972: 6) , whose definition of events includes
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endpoints:
"Suppose (a) ••• is true at interval I: (a) John eats the
fish. The interval of John's eating the fish is to be
regarded as having occurred during interval I. If I has
an initial point, then the event started at that point.
If I has a final point, then the event stopped at that
point."
5.2.3

Some Problems from the Previous Analyses
One problem in analysing eventualities which has long

been discussed is "homogeneity" versus "heterogenity", which
is parallel to "process" versus "event".
Vendler (1967) observes that states and activities refer
homogeneously: any subpart of a process or state is a process
or state of the same kind.
According to Dowty (1979), however, this is a problem of
identifying minimal parts. Dowty points out the following
situation: Take an activity such as running and imagine that
we have recorded a process of John's running on video tape.
Looking at just one frame on the tape,

which shows John

lifting his left leg, it will not be sufficient to decide
whether John is in fact running. It is only in combination
with other frames that show related processes that we can
identify a running process.
Abusch (1985)
i terative event

states that the question of whether an

is a

process seems

to

be

related to a

distinction between homogeneous and heterogeneous processes.
In some sense, heterogeneous processes are defined in terms
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of more primitive accomplishment/ achievements. Motion verbs
like walk, run, dance involve a complex pattern of change,
and it is not true that every minimal subinterval of the
processes denoted by any of them is also an interval of that
process. This analysis views the processes denoted by such
verbs as consisting of more primitive events. Thus, it is a
problem to find the answer to the question of whether there
is a real distinction between events and processes in the
world.
Parsons (1989) points out the problem of a process verb
as follows •
..... The problem is that a running to the store seems to
be a running, yet the former is an event and the latter
a process. Uncertainty over whether a "mere" running can
have a culmination is reflected in uncertainty over
classification of the verb "run" in the linguistic
literature. For example, Bach cites "John ran" as a
paradigm process sentence, but later
r:es that we are
forced to give an event interpretatior. ~o "John ran
yesterday" (Bach, 1981, pp 67, 73). And Bennett and
Partee (1972), in trying to classify "play", are forced
to say that it is ambiguous between an event verb and a
process verb. (Similar considerations force the same
conclusion for hosts of verbs.) Ritchie (1979, page 100)
also finds that the process/event distinction does not
classify properly."
Parsons (1989) treats process verbs as a special kind of
event verb: a process itself is actuallly a series of events.
A walking process is a bunch of overlapping walking events small ones, large ones, and so on. A so-called "process verb"
is a verb which has the property that when it is true of an
event, e, it is typically true of many culminated "subevents"
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of e which have the same subjects and objects.
5.3.

An Analysis of Eventualities in Thai
From the four types of eventualites in Tables 12-13 we

find that Activities and Accomplishments are not problematic.
The types which do not behave uniformly when interacting with
the Future and Aspect verbs are states and Achievements.
Assuming that these eventualities interact with temporal verbs
to give a tense/aspect interpretation,

I

present in this

section analyses of states and Achievements.
5.3.1.

An Analysis of state

There are two types of states in my analysis: Primary
and Secondary. The Primary State is characterized as that
which is homogeneous and stable and does not undergo any
change at all. This kind of State is similar to the State
described by Vendler (1967) as "nonprogressive stative". My
secondary State is

described as "progressive stative".

States have been described by sCholars as those which
cannot take the progressive, or as those some members of which
can take the progressive when they are interpreted as events
or Activities. To make this point clear, it would be better
to investigate thoroughly the nature or property of this
eventuality type so that analysis of eventualities will valid,
not only for an isolating language like Thai but for other
languages as well.
States are classified into two main types: Primary and
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Secondary, by five factors: qualification, control, emotion,
change and perception. Using the same criteria, the Secondary
State is further classified into five subtypes. We will see
that there are some characteristics that some States share and
other ch3racteristics which are unique to a particular state.
It is these characteristics that allow them to cooccur with
certain temporal verbs, as shown in Tables 13.
Table 15 illustrates a classification of State in Thai.
The symbol "/" means that "State type X follows criterion Y".
The symbol "x" means that "State type X does not follow
criterion Y". The difference between the two types of States
is

that while

the

Primary

State

follows

the

criterion

"qualification" only, the Secondary States vary.
Table 15
Classification of state in Thai
State:
~:
Exam~les:

1

pen khon

2

3

4

-

5

"
suay

puay

x

/

x

x

x
x
x
/

x
x
/
x

x
x
/
x

/
x
/
x

pen
khruu
"angry" "under-"pretty" "sick" "be
teacher"
stand"
kroot

khawjai

/

x

x
x
x
x

/
/
/
x

"be
human"
criteria:
Qualification
Control
Emotion
Change
Perception

Secondary

Primary

----------------------------------------------------------The Primary State and five subtypes of the Secondary

State behave differently in relation to adverbial phrases such
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as pen weelaa :x: time unit "for x time unit", phaainai wee1aa
:x: time unit "within x time unit", tOOn:x: time unit "at x time
unit", tang.txx:x: time unit" since x time unit", and m~waanni1
"yesterday" •
The Primary State cannot co occur with any time adverbial
phrases. The subtypes of the Secondary State vary: Types 1,
2 and 4 occur with all time adverbial phrases. Type 3 cannot
cooccur with

"within, at, yesterday" phrases. Type 5 cannot

cooccur with an "at" phrase. Table 16 presents this fact.
Table 16
Cooccurrences of states and time phrases
Time Phrase:

..........

-'"

~

.....:

tangtxx mIawaann11
pen
phaainai teen
weelaa weelaa
"for x TU" "within TU" "at" "since" "yesterday"

State:
Prima~: be
Seconda~:

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

human

1: angry
2: understand
3: pretty
4: sick
5:be teacher

x

x

x

x

x

/
/

/
/
x
/
/

/
/
x
/
x

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
x
/
/

/
/
/

------------------------------------------------------ -----

5.3.2. An Analysis of Achievements
There are two types of Achievements in my analysis: Real
Punctual and Unreal Punctual, or briefly, Real and Unreal. The
distinctions between these two types are:

Ca)

While Real

Achievements have the "iterative" meaning when occuring with
a certain temporal verb, Unreal Achievements do not.

(b) In
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contrast,

while

Unreal

Achievements

has

the

"pre-event"

meaning when occuring with a certain temporal verb,

Real

Achievements do not.
Some examples of Real Achievements are phop "find" and
v

_

.

sangkeet "notl.ce". Examples of Unreal Achievements are taai
"die", maathlng "arrive" an khaam sen chai "cross the finish
line". A distinction of both types is indica'ced when they
occur with the Aspect Verb kamlang "Progressive", as in
(1-2).
In (1) an interval i of the eventuality e phop "find"
(which is Real Achievement)

is simultaneous with i

utterance u.
(1)

[s Dxng kamlang

Dang Asp:Prog
BV:Unsp

phop
find

of an

-

wxxn phet]
ring diamond

"Dang is finding /*was finding a diamond ring (and he
does find it)"
Example (2) shows that Dang does not yet die at i of u,
but he is in the
"Progressive"

proc~ss

Aspect

of dying. The interaction of the

V kamlanq

"Progressive"

and

Unreal

Achievement taai "die" provides a picture of a pre-dying
stage; that is, a stage immediately preceding the eventuality
denoted by the verb taai "die".
(2) •

[s Dxng

dang

kamlang
Asp:ProgiBV:Unsp

taai]
die

"Dang is (in the process of) dying"
(He has not yet died)
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Real Achievement gives the "iterative" meaning when it
cooccurs with the Inchoative Aspect V rEm.
(3).

[5 Dxng

Dang

rim

Asp: Incho
BV:+

.;

]thO?

knock

pratuu]
door

"Dang starts/ started knocking on the door. (And he
will/ would knock on the door more than once, at
least"
sentence (3) is unacceptable for the meaning: "start knocking
on the door one time".
This "iterative" interpretation does not hold for Unreal
Achievement.

"taa1
. "start dYl.ng"
.
rEm
does not mean that a

person is supposed to die more than once. Similarly, rEm
" khaam
""

sen

chai "start crossing the finish line" does not mean that

a person crosses the finish line more than once within one
race. Such a cumulative Achivement cannot be counted. Instead,
"start dying" means that a person is in the first stage of
dying.

And "start crossing the finish line" means that a

person is in the beginning of the final stage of crossing the
finish line.
This analysis shows that while Real Punctual Achievements
have the "iterative" meaning when occuring with a certain
Aspect V, Unreal Punctual Achievements cannot. In contrast,
while the Unreal Achievement type has the "pre-event" meaning
when occuring with a certain Aspect verb, the Real Achievement
type cannot.
5.3.3.

Definitions of Eventualities
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Having analysed states and Achievements in Thai, I would
like now to define four types of eventuality: state, Activity,
Achievement and Accomplishment.
My viewpoint of eventuality types is different from
Vendler (1967)

in that they (eventualities)

interpreted at all levels:

are viewed or

from a lexical verb to a verb

phrase and up to a sentence as the ultimate level. In this
way we can get accurate types of eventuality. One reason for
such an examination is that one eventuality type indicated by
a lexical verb can shift to another when it combines with its
complement(s) and modifier(s). Even the same type of argument
can yield different subtypes of eventualities.
My definitions of the four eventualities are based on
the work of Vendler (1967), Dowty (1979),

Bennett (1981),

Smith (1983), and Parsons (1989).
To describe interval structures of eventualities, "Int"
denotes "initial endpoint" and "Fn" "final endpoint". The
parentheses for Int and Fn, Le.

(Int) and (Fn) , indicate

unnatural initial and final endpoints.
(3)

Definitions

a.

state

A State is homogenous; parts of a State constitute states
of the same kind. It is not process and not definite. A State
which does not undergo change has no

initial

and

final

endpoints. I call this state "primary State". However, a State
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which is controllable and can undergo change has unnatural
initial and final endpoints.

I

call this state "Secondary

State". Both have the following interval structures:
Primary State:

••.••••••••

Secondary State:

(Int) •••••.• (Fn)

b.

Activity
An Activity

constitute a

process ~

is a

small

parts of a

process of the same kind.

process

It is durational,

indefini te and undergoes change. There is no outcome of a
process. An Activity has an unnatural final endpoint.

Its

interval structure is as follows.
Activity:

c.

Int ••••••.•• (Fn)

Accomplishment
An Accomplishment is

heterogenous~

no subpart of an event

constitutes an event as a whole. An Accomplishment is also a
terminated process. It is durational, definite and undergoes
change. There is an outcome of thte event. An Accomplishment
has

natural

initial

and

final

endpoints.

Its

interval

structure is as follows.
Accomplishment:
d.

Int .•••.•••.••• Fn

Achievement
An Achievement is heterogenous~ no subpart of an event

constitutes an event as a whole. An Achievement is a punctual
event,
change.

thus

nondurational.

It has

natural

It

initial

is

definite

and

final

and

undergoes

endpoints.

The
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interval structure of Achievement is as follows.
Achievement:

Int
Fn

5.3.4. Properties of Eventualities
This section presents the properties of eventualities in
relation to temporal verbs. We will see that whether or not
eventualities can occur with certain temporal verbs is subject
to

their

properties.

The

purpose

of

this

study

is

to

investigate the interaction of eventualities and temporal
verbs-- Future and Aspect-- so that we can provide an accurate
account

for

tense

and

aspect

interpretation,

which

is

discussed in Chapter 6.
5.3.4.1. change vs Nonchanqe
Only the Primary state, which has qualification as its
property,

does not undergo change at all.

Thus it cannot

cooccur with any temporal verbs, while the Secondary State
can occur with some temporal verbs and other eventualities
can occur with several other temporal verbs.
Shown in (4a) is the Primary State which cannot occur
with the Future V ja, and the Progressive Aspect V kamlang.
(4)a.

*[s Dxng
Dang

kamlanq
ja/
Fut;BV:Unsp ProgiBV:Unsp

pen khon]
be
human
being

*"Dang will be a human being" /
*"Dang is being a human being"

-

The Primary State cannot occur with the completive Aspect
" and the Perfective Aspect V lxxw 2.
V set
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(set)
( 4) b. * [s Dxng pen khon
Dang be human being Comple;BV+

1m2]
Pftive;BV+

*"Dang finished being a human being (with set 1m2)"
*"Dang was a human being (with 1m2)"
Next, Secondary state type 5, which undergoes change,
allows ja and kam1ang to cooccur.
(4) c.

[s

Dxng ja/
Dang FutiBV:Unsp

kam1ang
pen
ProgiBV:Unsp be

khruu]
teacher

"Dang will be a teacher"
"Dang is a teacher" (Literally: Dang is being a
teacher"

-

The Activity, which is a process and can undergo change,
allows the Aspect Verbs set and
(4) d.

[s

-:"

Dxng wl.ng
Dang run

1xxw2

(set)
CompleiBV+

to cooccur.

1m2]
PftiveiBV+

"Dang finished running (with set 1m2)"
"Dang ran (with 1m2) and finished the running"
OR

"Dang ran (with lXXW2) but didn't finish it"
5.3.4.2.

state vs Nonstate

The States, both Primary and Secondary, cannot occur with
the perfective Aspect V lXXw2, whil~ _no~state eventualities
can. Examples (Sa-b) show that the Primary State and Secondary

-

State cannot take 1XXw2.
(5)a.

*[s Dxng pen
Dang be

khon
1XXW2]
human being Pfective;BV+

*"Dang was a human being"
b.

* [s Dxng pen khruu
Dang be teacher
"Dang was a teacher"

-

1XXW2]
Pfective:BV+
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For the Secondary State to have the past meaning, the
Experience Aspect V khEy is used, as shown in (5c).
(5) c.

[s

Dxng khEy
Dang ExpiBV:Unsp

pen khruu]
be teacher

"Dang was a teacher"
(Literally: Dang used to be a teacher)
However, the Primary State in (5a) cannot occur with the
"Experience" Aspect V khEy. The Primary states pen phUucaai
"be a male" or pen phUliying "be a female" can occur with khEy
only if a person undergoes a sex operation to change from male
into female, or vice versa.
In contrast,

the other eventualities can occur with

IDW2. An example of the Activity is illustrated in (4d)

-

above. The Accomplishment is shown in (5d).
(5)d.

[s Dxng

Dang

khfan

draw

wonklom
circle

lXXW2]
Pfective;BV+

"Dang drew a circle"
Example (5e-f) shows an occurrence of an Achievement with
the Aspect V lXXw2.
(5) e. [s Dxng phop
Dang find

-

-

wxxn phet
lxxw2 ]
ring diamond Pfective;BV+

"Dang found the diamond ring"
( 5) f. [s Dxng taai
Dang die

lXXW2]
PfectiveiBV+

"Dang died"
5.3.4.3.

Durationality

VS

Nondurationality

The three criteria-- (i) the temporal adverb phrase pen
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weelaa x time unit "for x time unit",

(ii)

the "Perfect-

Progressive" Aspect V yuu, and (iii) the "Completive" Aspect
V

set--

serve

nondurationality
distinguish

tests
of

for

the

eventualities

Achievement

(both

durationality
in

Real

Thai.

and

These

Punctual

"iterative" meaning) and Unreal Punctual) from

the
tests

(not

with

Activity and

Accomplishment as well as some types of Secondary States. This
means that the former

is nondurational while the latter

durational. Note that Primary States take neither temporal
adverb phrases nor temporal verbs.
Sentences (6a-c) show that Achievement, as nondurational,
cannot occur with the Aspect V yuli, the Aspect V set and the
time phrase pen weelaa x time unit, respectively.
(6)a.

v

*[$ Dxng maathlng
Dang arrive

thuusOOn
Tucson

-

yuu]
Pfect-Prog;BV+

*"Dang has been arriving at Tucson"
b.

"" -.

set
* [$ Dxng phop tonmaa'i yak
Dang find tree
giant Compl;BV+

mIara~]

when

*When does/ did Dang finish finding a giant tree?"
c.

A.
•
pen wee 1 aa
* [$ Dxng kh"am senca1
Dang cross finish 'line
for

...

nIng naathii]
one minute

*"Dang crosses/ crossed the finish line for one
minutes"
In contrast, Activity can take the Aspect V yula and the
adverbial phrase pen weelaa x unit, as in (6d).
(6)d.

-:-

[$ Dxng w1ng
Dang run

......

yuu/
pen weelaa
Pfect-Prog;
for
BV+

saam naathii]
three minute
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"Dang has been running"
"Dang runs/ ran for three minutes"
And Accomplishment can take the Aspect V set:
(6)e.

[$

Dxng khi"'an
Dang draw

wongklom
circle

set
Comple;BV+

-

lEE]
Q:yes/no

"Does/ did Dang finish drawing a circle?"
The "iterative" meaning of Real Punctual Achievement from
these three tests is discussed in the later section.
5.3.4.4.
An

Definiteness vs Indefiniteness
entailment

"Progressive"

Aspect

of

the
V

"perfect

kamlanq

meaning"

serves

as

a

from

the

test

for

indefiniteness, a property of state and Activity, as opposed
to definiteness, which is a property of Accomplishment and
Unreal Punctual Achievement.

Despite being definite,

Real

Punctual Achievement can surprisingly occur with the Aspect
V kamlanq. But it does not carry this kind of entailment.
Sentences (7a-b) show that when the "Progressive" Aspect
V kamlanq

occurs with Activity,

which

is

an

indefinite

process, and with Secondary State, which is homogenous, the
sentences have the entailment of the "perfect" meaning.
(7)a.

kamlang
Dang Prog;BV+

[5 dxng

-:"

w1nq]
run

"Dang is running" entails that Dang has run.
b.

[5

dxng kamlanq
Dang Prog;BV+

kroot]
angry

"Dang is being angry" entails that Dang has been
angry.
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Example (7c) shows that Achievement can also occur
with the Aspect V kamlang, but it does not carry an entailment
of the "Perfect" meaning.
(7)c.

[5 dxng

Dang

----.

......
phop tonmaal.
find tree

kamlang
Prog;BV:Unsp

"Dang is finding a giant tree" does not entail that
Dang has found a giant tree.
5.3.5.
As

Other Factors That Affect Eventualities
mentioned

previously,

to

analyse

eventualities

accurately we cannot look only at a lexical verb and a VP, as
Vend1er (1967) does for Verb Classification. Nor can we look
only at a VP, as Ter Meu1en (1983) does. I agree with Dowty
(1972) and Verkuy1 (1972) which point out that the Aktionsart
that a VP ba10ngs to cannot be determined on the basis of verb
meaning alone, but is a function of a verb and its arguments
and/or modifiers. Henrichs (1985) also agrees with this idea.
Mourelatos

(1978)

considers

six

factors

for

classifying

predication: the verb's inherent meaning; the nature of the
verb's arguments, i.e., of the subject and of the object(s),
if any; adverbia1s, if any; aspect; tense as phase, e.g. the
perfect; tense as time reference to past, present or future.
I also agree with these ideas.
The accurate types of eventualities are indicated at the
sentence level. This is because eventuality types result from
combinations of the following factors: an intrinsic meaning
of a regular V, its subject and object arguments whether they
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are plural or singular, NP predicates of copula, time and
place modifiers in the forms of PP and AdvP, and Aspect verbs.
Illustrated

below

are

the

factors

that

affect

eventualities and some examples.
Interaction between Plurality and singularity of

5.3.5.1.

subject Argument and continuitive Aspect Verb
A singular subj ect argument cannot occur wi th Unreal
Punctual Achievement when both cooccur with the Continuitive

.

-"

.......

Aspect V pa1rIayrIay, as shown in (8a).
*[5 Dek

.-..

-.

~

taai
nl.l.
this die

khon
child N.el

(8) a.

pairIayrIay]
Continuitive;BV+

*"This child continuesj continued dying"
However

when

the

subject

argument

is

plural,

the

resulting sentence is grammatical, as in (8b) •
[5 Dek

nai
child in

(8) b.

muubaan nli
taai
village this die

.

-"

.......

pa1rIayrIay]
Continuity;BV+

"Children in this village continues/ continued dying"
5.3.5.2. Interaction between Plurality and singularity of

object Arguments and continuitive Aspect Verbs
Shown in this section are the creative and destructive
events
•

.A

which

cooccur

~

with

the

Continuitive

Aspect

V

•

pa1rIayrIay and both sl.ngular and plural object arguments.
In (9a) Accomplishment is fine without the Continuitive

.

"" .......
Aspect V pa1rIayrIay.
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(9)a.

....

nIng
[s Dxng khaa nok
Dang kill bird one

tua]
N.Cl

"Dang kills/ killed a/one bird"
However,

this

destructive

event

is

anomalous

or

semantically unacceptable when the Accomplishment in (9a)

"" ........
cooccurs with pairXayrxay,
as in (9b).
•
A.
A.
"" nok nIng
.....
(9)b. *[s Dxng khaa
tua pa1rXayrXay]
continuitiveiBV+
*"Dang continues/ continued killing a/ one bird"
We see no way for Dang to continue killing one bird. However,
we accept that a sentence like (9b) will make sense only when
the object argument is plural. In this way, we have a picture
of a continuous destruction of uncountable birds, as shown in
(9c).
(9)c.

'" .........
'" nok pairxayrxay]
[s Dxng khaa
Dang kill bird ContiBV+
"Dang continues/ continued killing birds"
As for creative events, when a plural object argument

'" "'" and a verb
occurs with the Continuitive Aspect V pairlayrXay
which is non-achievement or nonstate, we find an event as an

-

indefinite process, as illustrated in (9d).
(9)d.

pleeng
[s Dxng rOOng
dxng make noise song

.

'" ~
pa1rXayrXay]
Continuitive:BV+

"Dang continues/ continued singing songs"
However,

when the object argument

indefinite process

(as expressed in

(9d»

is

definite,

the

will become an

Accomplishment. And together with the Aspect V pairIayrfay,
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this Accomplishment turns out to have the" iterative" meaning .
(9) e. [s Dxng
Dang

./

roOng
make noise

pleeng
song

c~t

thai
nation Thai

.

"'" "'"
pa1r:Iayr:Iay]
cont;BV+

"Dang continues/ continued singing the Thai national
anthem"
Here we have a picture of Dang singing the same song--the Thai
natinal anthem-- endlessly.
5.3.5.3. Noun Phrase Predicate

Different noun phrases as predicates of the copula verb

pen provide different types of states: Primary or Secondary.
This is clearly a matter of lexical semantics. And this does
affect their cooccurrences with temporal verbs. That is, the
Primary state does not take any temporal verbs, while some
types of the Secondary State do.
(lOa) shows the NP predicate khon "human being" in a
copula pen sentence, with the result that the output is a
Primary state.
(10)a. [5 Dxng pen
Dang be

khon]
human being

"Dang is a human being"
The primary state in (lOa) cannot take any temporal V, as
shown in section 5.3.1.
Example (lIb) shows a copula pen sentence with khruu
"teacher" as its NP predicate,
Secondary State is the output.

with the result that the
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(ll)b. [$ Dxng pen
Dang be

khruu]
teacher

"Dang is/was a teacher"
This Secondary State can take some temporal verbs as shown in
5.3.1.
5.3.5.4. Plural Modifiers of Real Punctual Achievement
Plural modifiers of Real punctual Achievement allow
events to iterate. In contrast, singular modifiers of this
Achievement type result in ungrammatical sentences.
Example (12a)
Punctual

shows the non iterative meaning of Real

Achievement.

This

sentence

can

never

have

the

iterative meaning.
(12) a. [$ Dxng khO? pratuu
Dang knock door

"-

nIng
one

....

khrang]
time

"Dang knocks/ knocked on the door once"
The tests to support the noniterativity of sentence (12a) are:
(i) this sentence cannot occur with the time adverbial phrase
pen weelaa x unit time "for x unit time"; (ii) it cannot occur
with the Aspect V yuti "Perfect-Progressive"; and (iii)
cannot occur with the Aspect V pairIayrIay "continuitive" •
"khrang
,
'"
(12)b.*[$ Dxng khO? pratuu nIng
pen weelaa nIng
Dang knock door one time
for
one
."".

naathii]
minute

-

-

....

-

c. * [$ Dxng khO? pratuu nIng khrang
Dang knock door
time
one

yuu]
Perfect-Prog

d. * [$ Dxng khO? pratuu nIng khrang
Dang knock door
one time

"'"
pairIayrlay]
continuitive

-

..........

it
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...

,..

Without a singular modifier nIng khranq "one time" in
(12b-d), all these three sentences are acceptable because the
"knocking event" is understood to be more than one time. In
other words, this event has the iterative interpretation, as
illustrated in (12e-g).
(12) e. [$ Dxng khO? pratuu
Dang knock door

.....

pen weela nIng naathii]
for
one
minute

"Dang has knocked / knocked on the door for one
minute"
pratuu
f. [$ Dxng khO?
Dang knock door

-

yuu]

Pfect-Prog:BV+

"Dang has been knocking on the door"

-

g. [$ Dxng khO? pratuu
Dang knock door

.

"'"

-"
pa1rIayrIay]
Continuitive;BV+

"Dang continues/ continued knocking on the door"
5.3.5.5.

Aspect Verbs

Now let us see how Aspect verbs affect eventualities. In
A

Thai, a nontemporal-verb sentence Dang wing is understood as
either "Dang runs" or "Dang ran". without the Perfective or
Completive Aspect verbs, Dang wtnq appears to be an Activity
or a process, not an Accomplishment. However, when we add to

"'" the Perfect1ve
. Aspect V lxxw2
..",.",
the sentence Dang w1ng
or the

-

...
Completive-Perfective Aspect V set.lxxw2,
the output becomes
an Accomplishment, as shown in (13a-b). Interestingly, (13a)
has two readings, similar to chinese (Smith 1988).

-

"-"
lXXW2 ]
(13)a. [$ Dxng w1ng
Dang run Perfective;BV+

"Dang ran (but he didn't finish his running)" OR
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"Dang ran (and he finished his running"
~

(13)b. [s Dxng wl.ng
Dang run

--

set.
Completive;BV+

-

"Dang finished running"

..

lXXW2]
Perfective:BV+

--

.
Here the Aspect verbs lXXW2 and set.lxxw2 mark the endpol.nt
of the "running" process. At its endpoint, the process becomes
an event of the type Accomplishment.
5.3.6. Interval change
I follow smith (1983), who agrees with Bennett and Partee
(1972), in considering an interval of time as a signifiant
part of the eventuality analysis. According to my analysis,
the interval of an eventuality may change: whether it extends
or is made narrower is subject to its environment. The factors
responsible for this

chang·~

are subj ects of the main and

embedded clauses and some Aspect verbs.
5.3.6.1

subject Argument of the Main and Embedded Clauses

Whether an interval of eventuality is long or short
depends on the identity or difference of subject arguments in
a main clause and a when-type clause.
Example (14a) shows that the subject of both clauses are
the same. The matrix verb watch is the Activity or process,
hence an interval of this eventuality should not be punctual.
The embedded verb fall asleep is the Achievement, and thus the
interval of this eventuality must be punctual. When both
clauses share the same subject, the interval of the Activity
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in the main clause is forced to be limited.
(14)a.
[s John-i was watching the TV while he-i fell asleep]

Here an interval of the "watching" eventuality e cannot extend
over that of the "falling asleep" e because John was not
watching the TV anymore. In fact, he fell asleep.
However, when the subjects of both clauses are different,
an interval of John's "watching TV" eventuality can extend
over an

interval

of Mary's

"falling asleep"

eventuality

(expressed by in a lower clause). This means that John still
continued watching TV while Mary was falling asleep. This is
shown in (14b) ,
(14)b.
[s John was watching the TV while Mary fell asleep]

This sentence comes from Dowty,

but he does not discuss

different subjects in two clauses.
To

sum

up,

the

interval

of

John's

"watching

TV"

eventuality as expressed by sentence (14a) is limited, while
that expressed by (14b) can extend indefinitely.
5.3.6.2.

Some Aspect Verbs

The Inchoative and Progressive Aspect verbs affect an
interval of Achievement.
5.3.6.2.1

"-

The Inchoative Verb "rEm"

When the Inchoative V rEm occurs with a Real Punctual
Achievement, the initial endpoint i of the Achievement extends
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backward, forming a nonpunctual interval. That is, the initial
and final endpoints of the eventuality are not the same now:
however, this interval is a very short one. An extenstion of
the initial endpoint is for the "starting" or "first" step in
doing something. An example is shown in (lSa).
(lS)a.

[s Dxng

Dang

"'"
rEm
Incho:BV-

sangkeet
notice

hong nfl]
room this

"Dang beginsj began to notice this room (and he is
supposed to notice more and see more things in this
room)"
When the Inchoative Aspect V r~m occurs with the Real
Achievement phop "find",

an interval of the "finding" e

extends in such a way that this e has an "iterative" meaning,
as illustrated in (16b).

'"
phop
(16) b. [s Dxng rEm
Dang InchoiBV- find

~........-: ya
'k ]
tOnmaal.
tree
giant

"Dang beginsj began to find a giant tree (and he is
supposed to find more than one giant tree) II
~

.

.

When the Aspect verb rEm "Inchoatl.ve" occurs wl.th the
cumUlative Achievement or the Unreal Punctual Achievement, an
extension of i of this Achievement type is somewhat bigger
than that of i of the Real Punctual Achievement. For example:
(16) c. [s Dxng rEm
chana nai kaanwing r6y meet]
Dang Incho:BV- win
in running 100 metres
"Dang begins to win the 100-metre running (this means
that he is leading in the running event) II

5.3.6.2.2. The Progressive

ve~b

"kam1ang"

When kamlang occurs with the Unreal Punctual Achievement
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...,

such as taai "die" and maath:Ing "arrive", i of the "dying" e
and i of the "arriving" e extend backward, forming a very
short

interval

of

these

two

eventualities.

In

this

circumstance, the Initial and Final endpoints of the two
eventuali ties are £lot the same, as shown in the following
interval structure:
Int.Fn
The cooccurence of the Aspect V kamlang and the Unreal
Punctual Achievement gives the pre-event meaning to this kind
of eventuality, as illustrated in (17a).
(17)a. [$

Dxng kamlang
Dang Prog

taai ]
die

"Dang is dying" (Dang has not yet died, but he is in
a process of dying, or in a stage immediately
preceding the eventuality denoted by V taai) "
As observed by Lehrer (pc), when the Aspect V kamlang
v

"Progressive" occurs with the Achievement maathlng "arrive",
i of the "arriving" eventuality can extend so much that this
e can become an Accomplishment instead of an Achievement-for instance, when we describe a person on an aeroplane trying
to land at the airport in half an hour.
( 17) b. [$ Dxng kaml.ang
Dang Prog

"
maathIng
arrive

thuusOOn]
Tucson

"Dang is arriving at Tucson (he is now on the plane
trying to land at the airport within half an hour)"
5•4•

Summary
Chapter 5 deals with an analysis of eventuaities in Thai
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with the purpose of providing an accurate interpretation of
tense and aspect in this language, which is presented in
Chapter 6. Seeing that State and Achievement do not behave
uniformly when cooccuring with the Future and Aspect verbs on
one hand, and assuming that there is a crucial interaction
between eventualities and these temporal verbs on the other
hand, I analyse States and Achievements.
Based on the works of some philosophers and linguists,
the four types of eventualities are defined. This is followed
by

discussions on the properties of eventualities,

the

factors that affect eventuality types, and finally the factors
that cause a change in intervals of certain eventualities.
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CHAPTER 6
TENSE XNTERPRETATXON

6.1.

~utroduction

This chapter demonstrates a semantic analysis of
temporal verbs in Thai. The focus is on the semantic behavior
of Future and

Aspect verbs in both simple and complex

sentences. The purpose of this investigation is to argue that
Thai is a tense language, and thereby establishing a tense
system for this language.
My tense

system in Thai

Tensedness and Reference Time R,

includes a

definition

of

a relation overlap, tense

assigner hierarchy, a semantic model of tense interpretation
and the truth conditions in sentences and clauses. The study
is based on the works by Reichenbach (1947), Montague (Dowty
et ale 1981).
6.2. The Problem

One interesting question in semantics is: Does tense
exist in Thai? If it does, what are the tense markers? And
what is the tense system like?
Scovel (1970, pages 26-27) points out that tense is not
a universal phenomenon. He follows Chaiyaratana (1961) on the
difficulty that Thai learners of English have with tense. He
also agrees with Charles Thompson who has remarked that the
notion of tense is difficult for a native speaker of Chinese
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(which, like Thai, is a "tenseless" language) to fathom when
learning a "tense" language like English. Lyons (1977, page
687) states that many languages do not have tense: he gives
Chinese,

Malay and Classical Hebrew as examples of such

languages.
Despite the statements made by Scovel and Lyons, and
despi te at least one characteristic that Chinese and Thai
share--that is, both are isolating languages-- I argue that
tense exists in Thai. My first motivation comes from Langacker
(1972), who states:
"Tense is often expressed by means of a verbal affix,
but it can also expressed by a separate word ••• for
example, ••• tense can be expressed as a separate word in
Samoan."
Also Steele (pc) points out that tense does not have to be
inflectional. In spite of a long-term controversy whether the
morpheme will is a tense marker or a modal in English, two
scholars, Reichenbach and Montague, show in their works that
the word will carries the future tense in English.
Another motivation for an existence of tense in Thai
comes from my observation of the data given in (1), which
contain

no

time

adverbials or time

expressions

such as

"yesterday" or "two days ago".
Sentence (la) has either the present or the past but not
the future meaning.
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.....

'V'

(1) a. [s Dxng khian
Dang write

~.

Jotmaa~]

letter

"Dang writes a letter" OR
"Dang wrote a letter"
*"Dang will write a letter"
Sentence (lb), which contains the string in (la), plus
the verb ja, has the future meaning.
(1) b.

[s Dxng

Dang

ja

khlan
write

Fut

jotmaal]
letter

"Dang will write a letter"
*"Dang writes a letter"
*"Dang wrote a letter"
This phenomenon indicates that Thai is a tense language.
It

is

possible

present or past.

to

wi th

sentence

C1a)

to

either

The "Progressive" Aspect V kamlaDg or the

"Perfect-Progressive"
associated

restrict

the

-

Aspect V yuu
present

are

found

meaning.

exclusively

Similarly,

the

"Perfective" Aspect V liiw2 or the "Experience" Aspect V khEy
are

found

Example
only.

exclusively

(lc)

associated

with

the

past

meaning.

shows S with the present progressive meaning

Notice that there is no equi valent meaning to the

English progressive past tense in a simple S in Thai.
(1) c. [s Dxng
Dang

kamlang
khlan
Asp:Prog write

jotmcial]
letter

"Dang is writing a letter"
*"Dang was writing a letter"
Example (ld) shows S with the past perfective meaning.

(1) d. [s Dxng khran
Dang write

-

jotmaa"i

lxxw2 ]

letter

Asp: Perfective
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"Dang wrote a letter"
To summarize, the evidence shows that tense exists in
Thai. A simple sentence without any temporal V carries the
non future meaning. The Future V ja serves to indicate the
future meaning. Aspect verbs provide the present and past as
well as aspectual meanings to non future sentences in which
they occur. This shows that the temporal interpretation in
Thai has as its characteristics a unification of tense and
the intrinsic meanings of temporal verbs.
6.3. Some Previous Analyses
This section presents two previous analyses of tense by
Reichenbach (1947) and Montague (Dowty et al.1981). Only the
points in Reichenbach's analysis which are crucially relevant
to my study are discussed.
6.3.1. Reichenbach (1947)
Reichenbach (1947) develops a tense system which applies
to English. It uses three points: the point of speech 5, the
point of event E and the point of reference R. These points
are ordered relative to each other by the relation

"~"

"earlier than or simultaneous with". Reichenbach chooses 5 as
the starting point. Relative to 5, R can be in the past, at
the same time, or in the future. As for E, E can be before,
simultaneous with or after R. Regarding a relation of 5 and
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E as irrelevant to this system, it arrives at nine possible
forms, which it takes as the nine fundamental forms. In this
system, R thus plays a crucial role in linking 5 to E or E to
5. There is no direct relation between 5 or E.
In a complex sentence, or a sentence with more than one
clause, R of all clauses can be either the same or different.
When R of all clauses coincide, Reichenbach (1947) states that
"the permanence of the reference point" principle is demanded.
However, the rule of the permanence of the reference point is
replaced by "the positional use of the reference point" rule
when a time determination, either temporal phrase or temporal
clause, is added. The reader is referred to Hu (1988) for more
discussion.
6.3.2. Discussion of Reichenbach (1947)
Reichenb~ch

(1947) shows his insight in handling tense

in English. It nicely distinguishes past simple from past
perfect by having E and R be identical for the former and
having 5 and R be identical for the latter. However, some
points are found to be unclear or questionable as pointed out
in the following.
1. The Reichenbach (1947) reference point R is not clear.
Every clause has its R, which directly relates to 5 and to R.
It thus functions to link 5 to E. However, this R does not
always relate to 5, hence it does not always link 5 to E. This
is shown on page 196 of Reichenbach (1947). It explains the
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sentence:

' I shall take your photograph when you come' as

follows.
"The form 'when you will come' would be more correct: but
we prefer to use here the present tense instead of the
future. This usage may be interpreted as follows. First,
the future tense is used in the first clause in the
meaning S-R,E: second, in the second clause the point
of speech is neglected. The neglect is possible because
the word 'when' refers the reference point of the second
clause clearly to a future event."
This explanation of the neglect of S in the (second) clause
"when you come" avoids the S,R2,E2 structure, which will cause
a problem of tense interpretation in this sentence. Here we
see that R of the "your coming" event is directly related to
the "my taking your photograph" event in the first clause, but
not to the speech point. This analysis shows that the function
of R of each clause to link its E to S is not complete.
2. The tense structures for the past perfect, present
perfect

and

future

perfect show that Reichenbach

(1947)

includes aspectual meaning in tense interpretation. However,
we

find

that

it

does

not

include

the

imperfective

or

progressive meaning as part of the tense system while it is
clear that the tense structures which result when Rand E are
identical do allow the occurrences of present progressive,
past progressive and future progressive.

In other words,

present progressive can share the E,R,S structure with simple
present: past progressive can share the E,R-S structure with
simple past:

and future progressive can share the S-R,E
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structure wi th simple
progressive

can

future.

share

the

Even more,

E-S,R

present perfect

structure

with

present

perfect.
3. R does not playa crucial role in a simple sentence
without time determiners such as time expressions or time
adverbials.

In

this

related

S

in

to

circumstance,

terms

of

E

is

precedence

clearly
or

directly

following

or

simultaneity. without an explicit reference point R, we can
locate R with either S or E without affecting the tense
interpretation.
In my view,

one way to make the SRE system easier or

clearer is to allow R to be identical with S (symbolized as
R=S) in a simple sentence without an explicit R. In this way,
we will have [E {=,<,>} R=S). Here [E = R=S) means that the
event time E is identical with the reference time R, which is
identical with the speech time S.

[E < R=S] means that the

event time precedes the reference time, which is identical
with the speech time. Last,

[E > R=S] means that the event

time follows the reference time, which is identical with the
speech time.
In a complex sentence where tense with the perfect or
progressive meaning holds, R shifts from R=S to be identical
with Ex (the x event), symbolized as R=Ex, to which Ey (the
y event) is directly related. In this manner, we do not need
to explain that S is neglected in a particular circumstance.
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The next point is how to explain or describe tense with
the progressive or perfect

meanin~.

As we have seen, there

are several Aspect verbs in Thai which hold the "imperfective"
meaning. The time of an event (let's say event y, or Ey) which
is

described

by

a

linguistic

expression

with

the

"imperfective" Aspect verb does overlap the time of reference
R, either R=S or R=Ex.
In my analysis of temporal interpretation, I propose that
overlap is a kind of relation between E and R=S (i.e., between
an event and the reference time which is identical with the
speech time), or between Ey and R=Ex (i.e. between an event
y and the reference time which is identical with the event x) .
Overlap is a set of different patterns of overlapping. It
varies according to the interaction between eventuality types
and Aspect verbs.
6.3.3. Montague (Dowty et a1.1981)
The Montague analysis of tense is based on the assumption
that the present tense can be taken as the starting point for
sentences in all tenses. That is, a "present" formula is just
a tenseless formula, and other tenses--specifically, past,
future, past perfect and future perfect--can be best explained
as the application of a tense operator to a tenseless (i.e.
present tense) formula. It has two operators: a future tense
operator, symbolized as F Cut), and a past tense operator,
symbolized as P.
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In this way of constructing pasts and futures out of
presents, the past and future tenses are construed as a means
for "shifting" the ordering truth conditions of a present
tense (tenseless) sentence to a different point in time. The
Montague analysis allows the P and F operators to apply
recursively to a tenseless S. Thus a formula PPO (where 0
stands for a formula) corresponds to an English sentence in
the past perfect tense, and a formula FPO corresponds to a
future perfect sentence.
6.4. The Analysis
In investigating tense in Thai, I focus my study on the
simple and complex sentences which contain only the Future
and Aspect verbs. To argue that these two temporal verb types
function as tense markers, time adverbials (e.g. "yesterday,
for five hours, in a few minutes, tomorrow" and etc.) are
ignored. One reason is to avoid any factor that affects or may
affect tense

interpretaion.

Sentences which

are generic,

factual, habitual and schedule-like are all put aside with the
reason that they hold true at all times.
This section presents my analysis on the Aspect verbs,
and

tense

in both

simple

and

complex

sentences.

Taking

temporal-connective clauses as a type of complex sentence,
the interaction of the Future and Aspect verbs, eventualities
and temproal connectives is examined. The purpose of this
analysis

is

to

provide

an

accurate

account

of

tense
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interpretation in Thai.
6.4.1. An Analysis of Aspect in Thai
Aspects are analysed as temporal verbs. Aspect is a set
of the following members.

-

-

{ltamlang "Progressive", lxxw1 "Perfect", yuu "PerfectProgressive", kamlang(j&), kl~ (ja), juan(ja)
"pre-inchoative", phEnq(ja) "Post-inchoative", 1m2
"Perfective", khEy "Experience", rEm "Inchoative",
too (pai) , pairxayrIay "Continuative", set, hOi
"Completive"}
These Aspect verbs occur in both simple and complex sentences.
They function differently in different

environments~

that is,

differently in a simple sentence, a matrix clause, a relative
clause, a complement clause, a clause preceded by a temporal
connective.
The Aspect verbs are classified into Aspect-Tense and
Aspect-Aspect

according

to

their

functions

and

the

environments in which they occur. Aspect-T(ense) is further
classified into the following four subtypes:
Ca) Aspect-Tense occurs in a non future-tense sentence
and provides either the present or past tense. Aspect-T is
further classified into four subtypes: Asp-T1, Asp-T2,
Asp-T3 and Asp-T4.
Asp-T1 includes kamlanq "Progressive", lXXw1 "Perfect",
yuu "Perfect-progressive", kamlanq(ja),

juan(ja), klal. (ja)
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"Pre-inchoative" ,

PhEnq_~~a)' "Post-inchoative".

and

These

Aspect verbs occur in a simple S, a matrix clause (CI), a
relative CI and an embedded CI. Asp-T1 verbs mark the present
tense to these sentences or clauses.
Asp-T2 includes 1m2 "Perfective" and khEy "Experience".
They occur in the same environments as Asp-Tl, but their
function is to indicate the past tense of S or CI in which
they occur.
Asp-T3 includes the temporal verbs we see in the Asp-Tl
and Asp-T4 sets. These verbs occur in a matrix CI which is
modified by a temporal-connective CI. Asp-T3 provides only
the past tense for a clause in which it occurs.
Asp-T4
tOO(pai),

-

includes

.

the Aspect verbs

"'"
pa1rJ:ayrJ:ay

"Continuative"

"'-

rEm

"Inchoative",

and

"Completive". When occurring in the same environments as AspTl and Asp-T2 verbs, Asp-T4 verbs do not provide a particular
tense, that is, present only or past only, as Asp-Tl and AspT2 verbs do. Instead, they give the nonfuture tense to S (i.e.
past or present tense).
(b)

Aspect-Aspect

Asp-A2 verbs occur in environments where they do not
give tense. Their function is to provide aspectual meanings
only. The environments where these Aspect verbs occur are:
(a) S or a CI where they cooccur with the future V
(b)

ja.

S or a CI where the Asp-A verbs of Inchoative,
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completive and continuative co occur with Asp-Tl, Asp-T2
including Asp-T3

which are verbs of non-Inchoative,

non-continuative and non-Completive.
(c) a tenseless S or Cl (this sentence or clause type
will be discussed shortly).
In

my

analysis,

represent a function

Aspect

verbs

and

the

Future

verb

which takes a tenseless S and gives

either a tensed or tenseless S as a result. The Aspect-T verbs
take a tenseless S and give tense with an aspectual meaning
to it. The Aspect-A verbs take a tenseless S and give only an
aspectual meaning to it.
To describe a nonfuture-meaning S which contains no
temporal verbs, I propose the abstract function Nonfut(ure).
This function takes a tenseless S and gives either a past or
present meaning to it.
6.4.2. Tense Analysis in simple sentences
Before stating whether S or Cl is tensed or tenseless,
I would like to give first my definition of "tensedness".
(5) Tensedness
A sentence S or a clause Cl is tensed iff an interval
of eventuality e expressed is directly related to R=i(u);
tenseless otherwise.
In this tense system (the detail is presented in section
6.5.), I allow the reference time R to shift (Oehrle, pc).
R can be identical with an interval i of utterance u, R=i(u),
or it can be identical with i of eventuality e, R=i(e). S or
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Cl is tensed if i

of e expressed by S or cl is directly

related to R=i (u) only. S or CI is tenseless if i of one
eventuality, let's say e-y, expressed by S or Cl is directly
related to R=i (e-x),

not R=i (u).

Here i (e-x)

means i

of

another eventuality, let's say e-x.
All simple sentences are tensed by means of the functions
Future, Aspect-T and the abstract function Nonfuture. Example
(6a) shows that the function Future ja takes a tenseless S to
give a future-tense S. Here i of the "climbing" eventuality
e, or i(e:climbing), is directly related to R=i(u). It follows
R=i (u) •
( 6 ) a. [5 Dxng
Dang

ja
Fut

phuukhaw ]
piin
climb mountain

"Dang will climb a mountain"
*"Dang climbs/ climbed a mountain"
Example (6b) shows a sentence without a temporal V. Here
the abstract function Nonfuture takes a tenseless S and gives
either the present or past tense to S. As a result, S in (6b)
has the present or past meaning. For the present meaning,
i(e:climbing)
i(e:climbing)

overlaps

R=i(u).

precedes R=i(u).

For

the

The types

past

meaning,

of Overlap are

discussed in 6.5.
( 6 ) b. [5 Dxng pl.l.n phuukhaw]
Dang climb mountain
"Dang climbs/ climbed a mountain"
*"Dang will climb a mountain"
In (7a) the function Asp-T1 kamlang "Progressive" takes
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a tenseless simple S and gives the present tense with the
progressive meaning to it. Notice that past tense with the
progressive meaning does not exist in a simple S in Thai. Here
i(e:climbing) overlaps R=i(u).
(7) a. [5 Dxng kamlang
Dang Asp-Tl:Progressive

piin
phuukhaw]
climb mountain

"Dang is climbing a mountain"
."Dang was climbing a mountain"
It is important to note that the future

V

ja and the

Aspect-T verbs do not and cannot cooccur, as shown in (7b).
(7)b • • [5

Dxng ji:
Dang Fut

kamlang
Asp-Tl:Prog

pu.n phuukhaw]
climb mountain

."Dang will be climbing a mountain"
with an Asp-T2 verb, a simple S has the past meaning, as

-

shown in (8a) where the function Asp-T2 lxxw2 "Perfective"
takes a tenseless simple S and gives the past tense with a
perfective meaning to it. i(e:climbing) precedes R=i(u).
(8)a. [5

Dxng piin
phuukhaw
Dang climb mountain

lxXw2]
Asp-T2:Pfective

"Dang climbed a mountain"
."Dang climbs a mountain"
Similar to

(7b),

(8b)

cooccur with the future V

shows that the Asp-T2

ja.

p~~n phuukhaw
(8)b • • [5 Dxng ja
Dang Fut climb mountain

cannot

-

lXXW2]
Asp-T2:Pfective

."Dang will have climbed a mountain"
."Dang would have climbed a mountain"

-

For S (8b) to be accepted, lxxw must have an emphatic, Dot a
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temporal meaning.
When the Asp-T4 verbs occur in a simple S, S has a
present or past meaning. In (9) the function Asp-T4 set takes
a tenseless S and gives the present or past tense with a
completive meaning to it. For the past meaning, i(e:climbing)
precedes R=i(u).

For the

present

meaning,

i(e:climbing)

overlaps R=i (u) •
Dxng
Dang

p~~n

phuukhaw set
yaangrew]
climb mountain Asp-T4:completive quickly

"Dung finishes climbing a mountain quickly" OR
"Dang finished climbing a mountain quickly"
*"Dang will finish climbing a mountain quickly"
Examples (lOa-c) show a simple S in which the Asp-A set
cooccurs with the Future V ja, the Asp-T1 kaml.anqja "Preinchoative" and the Asp-T2 1m2 "Perfective", respectively.
In (l.Oa) the function Future

ja gives

the future tense to S.

In (l.Ob) the function Asp-T1 kaml.angja provides the present
tense with a Pre-Inchoative meaning, and in (10c) the function
Asp-T2 l.iiw2 gives the past tense with a perfective meaning
to S. The Asp-A set does not provide tense to S; it gives only
a completive meaning to this S.
In (lOa), i(e:climbing) follows R=i(u) •

. ...

p~~n

phuukhaw set
yaangrew]
quickly
climb mountain Asp-A:
Completive
"Dang will finish climbing the mountain quickly"

(10)a. [s Dxng )&
Dang Fut

In (lOb), i(e:climbing) overlaps R=i(u).
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phuukhaw set
yaangrew]
b. [s Dxng kamlanqj a piin
Dang Asp-Tl:
climb mountain Asp-A: quickly
Comple
Pre-Incho
"Dang is going to finish climbing the mountain
quickly"
In (lOc), i(e:climbing) precedes R=i(u).
phuukhaw set
c. [s Dxng piin
Dang climb mountain Asp-A:
Comple

lXXw2
yaangrew]
Asp-T2:
quickly
Perfective

"Dang finished climbing a mountain quickly"
From the evidence, we see that the Future V and the AspT verbs can never cooccur, whereas the Asp-A can occur with
both. All the simple sentences are tensed by means of the
functions

Future and Aspect-T

and

the abstract

function

Nonfuture. And according to the definition of Tensedness, i
of e expressed in this 5 type is always directly to R=i(u).
6.4.3. Tense Analysis in Complex sentences
There are three types of Complex sentence:

relative

clauses, embedded clauses, and temporal-connecti ve clauses
(or when-type clauses).
In this analysis, a matrix Cl and a relati ve Cl are
always tensed by means of the functions Future, Aspect-T, or
Nonfuture.

According

to

the

definition

of

Tensedness,

intervals of the eventualities expressed by these two clause
types, like simple 5, are always directly related to R=i(u).
An embedded Cl
depending

on

can

the tense

be
in

either tensed
a

matrix

Cl

or
or

tenseless,
a

Cl

which
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immediately precedes it. If a matrix CI or an embedding CI
signals the future or presen-= tense,

then i ts successive

embedded clause is described as "tensed". That is, i of e
expressed by the embedded CI is directly related to R=i(u).
However, if a matrix CI or an embedding CI signals the past
tense, then its successive embedded CI is "tenseless". This
is because i of e expressed by this embedded CI is totally
dependent on, or directly related to, i of e expressed by its
embedding CI, not R=i(u).
Tenseless

clauses,

in

which

intervals

of

the

eventualities are always totally dependent on or directly
related to i of e expressed by their (immediately) embedding
clause, include (i) a temporal-connective Cl, (ii) CI
is subcategorized for by the Complementizer

which

( iii)

a

clausal complement of the causative verb tham, and (iv) a
clausal complement of perception verbs.
6.4.3.1. Relative Clause
Like a matrix Cl, a relative Cl is always tensed by means
of the function Future, Aspect-T, or Nonfuture. Intervals of
the eventualities expressed by both clauses are directly
related to R=i{u).
Shown in (11) is a complex S where a matrix CI (Sl) has
a future meaning, relative CI (S2) a present meaning, and
relative Cl (S3)
function Future

a past meaning, respectively. In 51, the

ja takes

a tenseless S and gives the future-
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tense 5. i(e:going) follows R=i(u). In 52, the function
Asp-T1 kamlang takes a tenseless Cl and gives the present
tense with a "progressive" meaning to the clause. i(e:liking)
overlaps R=i (u).

In 53,

the function Asp-T2 khEy takes a

tenseless Cl and gives the past tense with an "experience"
meaning to it. i(e:living) precedes R=i(u).
..A..

V

[s1 Phuuy~ng

(11)

[s'

""

th~~

woman

who

[s2

-.

cOOp]]
khun kamlang
you
Asp-T1:Prog like

ja pai yiirop [s' thfi [s3 khun khEy
yuU]]]
Fut go Europe
which
you Asp-T2:Exper live

"A woman [whom you like (Literally: whom you are
liking)] will go to Europe [where you lived]"

6.4.3.2. Embedded Clauses
As mentioned above, whether an embedded Cl is tensed or
tenseless depends on the tense in a matrix Cl. If a matrix Cl
marks

the

future

or

present

tense,

then

i ts

successive

embedded Cl is tensed. That is, an interval i of e expressed

in the embedded Cl is directly related to R=i(u).
However,

if a matrix Cl has the past tense,

then an

embedded Cl is tenseless. In this case, i of e expressed in
the embedded Cl is directly related to R=i(e expressed by a
matrix Cl), not R=i(u). For an embedded Cl to be tensed or
tenseless is crucial to the analysis of Aspect here.
Example (12a) shows that the matrix Cl, 51, is future.
Thus, its successive embedded Cl, 52, is tensed. This means
that 52 can have ei ther the future tense by means of the
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function Future ja, or the past tense by the function AspectT2 khEy,

or the present tense by the function Aspect-T1

kamlang.
Here i(e:telling), which is expressed by 51,

follows

R=i(u). i(e:climbing) expressed by 52 follows R=i(u) if the
Future ja is its function. i(e:climbing) precedes R=i(u) if
the Aspect-T2 khEy is its function, and it overlaps R=i(u) if

-

the Aspect-T1 kamlang is its function.
(12)a.

[s1

.....

"" [s' waa
........ [s2
Dxng Ja
bOOk mxx
Dang Fut tell mother that

nc51

ja /

Noi

Fut /
v

khEy/
kamlang
piin
phuukhaw]]]
Asp-T2:Exper/ Asp-T1:Prog
climb mountain
"Dang will tell mother that Noi will climb a
mountain" OR
"Dang will tell mother that Noi climbed a mountain"
OR
"Dang will tell mother that Noi is climbing a
mountain"
Example (12b) shows that when a matrix Cl, 51, has a past
meaning, the embedded Cl, 52, which is marked by the Future
V ja has a future-in-the-past meaning. In the same situation,
52 which is marked by the Progressive Aspect-A V kamlang has
the past tense with a progressive meaning, and 52 which is
marked by the Experience Aspect-A V khEy has the past tense
with an experience meaning, respectively. Here i(e:climbing)
is

totally

dependent

on,

or

directly

related

to,

R=i(e:telling), which is expressed by 51.
In 52, if the function is the Future ja, i(e:climbing)
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follows R=i(e:telling). If the function is the Aspect-A khEy,
i(e:climbing) precedes R=i(e:telling). And if the function is

-

the Aspect-A kamlang, i(e:climbing) overlaps i(e:telling).

-

.......
"'" [s2 noi
- .jal
(12)b. [s1 Dxng bOOk mxx
lXXW2 [s' waa
Dang tell mother Asp-T2:
that
Noi Fut/
Perfective

khEy/
Asp-A:
Experience

kamlanq
piin phuukhaw]] ]
Asp-A:
climb mountain
Progressive

"Dang told mother that Noi would/*will climb a
mountain" OR
"Dang told mother that Noi climbed a mountain" OR
"Dang told mother that Noi was/*is climbing a
mountain"
One interesting point from (12b) is that the Future V ja
in a tenseless CI does give its intrinsic future meaning to
a CI in which it occurs. Thus S2 with ja has a future-in-thepast meaning.
When there are two embedded clauses, let us call S2 and
S3 respectively, in S, i of e expressed by S3, the innermost
embedded CI,
R=i(e).

e

can be directly related to either R=i (u)

or

in the latter is expressed by its immediately

embedding CI, or S2.
For i of e expressed by S3 to be directly related to
R=i(u),

not

R=i(e

expressed

by

S2),

its

(immediately)

embedding CI, S2, must have a future or a present meaning.
Similarly, for i of e expressed by S2 to be directly related
to

R=i(u),

not

R=i(e

expressed by the

matrix

S1),

its
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embedding el or the matrix el must have a future or a present
meaning. However, if an embedding el has a past meaning, i of
e expressed by the successive embedded el must be directly
related to R=i(e expressed by its embedding el), not R=i(u).
In (12c) , two embedded clauses, 52 and 53, are in the
same 5. i(e:climbing) expressed by 53 is directly related to
R=i(u) because its embedding el, 52, has a present meaning.
In 52,

i(e:climbi~i).

overlaps R=i(u) when the Asp-Tl kamlanq

is the tense operator, but i(e:climbing) follows R=i(u) when

-

the Future ja is the operator.

--

... bOOk mxx
-. [5' waa
.-.. [52 noi kamlanq
(12)c. [51 Dxng ja
Dang Fut tell mother that
Noi Asp-Tl:
Prog

.

.......--...
"""""
......
. . phuukhaw]
'" ] ]] ]
phuut
(5' waa [53 phaa Ja
pl.l.n
say
that
Phaa Fut cli:b mountain

"Dang will tell mother that Noi is saying that Phaa
will climb a mountain"
*"Dang will tell mother that Noi is saying that Phaa
would climb a mountain"
Example (12d) shows that when 52 has a past meaning,
iCe: climbing) expressed by 53 must be directly related to,
or dependent

on,

i(e:saying)

which

is

expressed by

its

embedding 52. As a result, the future meaning of e expressed
by the innermost embedded el, 53, must be a future-in-the-past
meaning only. i(e:climbing) follows R=i(e:saying) , not R=i(u).
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"'"

....
.........
-"
-.
(12)d. [s1 Dxng ja
bOOk
mxx [s' waa
[S2 noi khEy
Dang Fut tell mother that
Noi Asp-T2:
Exper
phUtit [s' WH [s3 phaa ja p~~n phuukhaw]]]]]
say
that
Phaa Fut climb mountain
"Dang will tell mother that Noi said that Phaa would
climb a mountain"
*"Dang will tell mother that Noi said that Phaa
will climb a mountain"
Besides w~, two other complementizers which are commonly
used in Thai are th{! and hal. The Comp thfi is used with
verbs of emotion such as s~jai "sorry", tnnten "excited" and
etc. Tense in a thii clause is interpreted in the same way as
that in

waa

clause. For instance, (12e) shows that i of e in

a th~ clause is directly related to R=i(u) when its embedding
51 or the matrix Cl has the present tense. As a result, 52 has
a future meaning: i(e:climbing) follows R=i(u).
A.
A
(12) e. [s1 Dxng kamlang
tIInten
[s,th11
[s2
Dang Asp-T1:Prog excited
that

piin
climb

....-:

.....

Ja
Noi Fut

no~

~

phuukhaw]] ]
mountain

"Dang is excited (being excited) that Noi will climb
a mountain"
In (12f) i of e expressed by the thtl clause is directly
related to R=i(e expressed by 51) because its embedding 51,
the matrix Cl,

has the past tense.

As a result,

52 has a

future-in-the-past meaning: i(e:climbing) follows R=i(e:being
excited), not R=i(u).

( 12) f.

[s1

-
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......
"'" [s2
tllnten
[so th11
Dxng khEy
Dang Asp-T2: excited
that
Experience

piin
climb

...... . ...
noJ. Ja
Noi Fut

phuukhaw]] ]
mountain

"Dang was excited that Noi would climb a mountain"
*"Dang was excited that Noi will

climb a mountain"

The h~ clause behaves differently from the w~ clause
and the th!l clause in that i of e expressed by the hal Cl is
always directly related to, or totally dependent on, i of e
expressed by its embedding Cl regardless of the clause types.
Thus the embedding Cl can be either a matrix Cl or a nonmatrix
Cl.
A

Another significant point that distinguishes the ha1 cl
from the w~ and th£l clauses is that i of e expressed by the
A
ha1
Cl only follows or overlaps, but never precedes, i of e

expressed by its embedding Cl.
Due to its characteristics, e expressed by a ha1
'" Cl must
have a past meaning when its embedding Cl is past, a present
meaning when its embedding Cl is present, and a future meaning
when its embedding Cl is future. Because i of e expressed in
h~ Cl is never directly related to R=i(u), I describe the h~

Cl as an intrinsic-tenseless Cl.
Example (12g) shows that e expressed by the h~ Cl is
interpreted as past when it follows the past matrix Cl. Here
i(e:climbing) ,

""- Cl ,
which is expressed by the ha1

either
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follows or overlaps, but not precedes, i (e: ordering) expressed
by the matrix Cl. Notice that verbs of Future and Aspect-T do
not and cannot occur in the h~ Cl.
(12)g. [51 Dxng sang [5' h~ [52
Dang order
Comp

--

nol. pl.l.n
Noi climb

../

" ]
phuukhaw]
mountain

lXXW2]
Asp-T2:Pfective

"Dang ordered Noi to climb a mountain"
* [51

Dxng sang [5' hal. [52 n01 piin phuukhaw lxXw2]]]

*[51

Dxng sang [5' h~ [52 nOi ja

piin phuukhaw]]]

(with the future meaning)
In (12h), e expressed by h~ Cl is interpreted as present
when it follows Sl, the present matrix Cl. Here i(e:climbing)
overlaps or follows i (e: ordering), but never precedes the
latter. The Future or Asp-T verb cannot occur in the h'l Cl.
(12)h. [51 Dxng kam1anq
Dang Asp-T1:Prog
piin
climb

"
"" [52 nol.
~
sang
[s, ha1
order
comp
Noi

v

phuukhaw]]]
mountain

"Dang is ordering Noi to climb a mountain"
*[51

Dxnq

...
~
(kam1 anq) sang
[5' h""
al. [52 nolo

kam1anq/ ja
Asp-T / Fut

piin

v

phuukhaw] ]

In (12i), e expressed by the h~ cl is interpreted as
future when it follows the future matrix Cl. Similar to (12gh),

i(e:climbing), which is expressed by a h~ Cl, either

follows or overlaps, but not precedes, i(e:ordering) expressed
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by the matrix CI, or Sl.
(12) i. [s1 Dxng ja sang [S' h~ [s2
Comp
Dang Fut order

........

no~

p~~n

Noi

climb

v

phuukhaw] ] ]
mountain
"Dang will order Noi to climb a mountain"

* [s1

dxng ja sang [slh~ [s2 nOi ja piin phuukhaw]] ]

A sentential complement of perception verbs behaves like
A"
ha1
clauses in that i

of e expressed by this sentential

complement is directly related to, or totally dependent on,
i of e expressed by its embedding CI. Slightly different from
the h~ clause,

i

of e expressed by a CI complement of

perception verbs always overlaps i of e expressed by a CI
immediately preceding it regardless of tenses of the latter.
Example (12j) shows that i(e:climbing) expressed by the
sentential

CI,

S2,

is

directly

related to R=i (e: seeing)

expressed by the matrix CI, or Sl, but not R=i(u). In Sl, the
abstract function Nonfuture takes a tenseless S and gives the
present or past tense to it. i(e:seeing) thus precedes or
overlaps R=i (u). When Sl holds a present meaning, S2 must also
hold a present meaning. But when the former holds a past
meaning, the latter, being in the past scope, must also hold
a

past

meaning.

In

both

R=i(e:seeing), not R=i(u).

cases,

i(e:climbing)

overlaps
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(12)j.

v

piin
Dxng hen [s2 noi kamlang
Dang see
Noi Asp-A:Prog climb

[s1

v

phuukhaw] ]
mountain
"Dang sees Noi climbing a mountain (climbing at the
present time)" OR
"Dang saw Noi climbing a mountain (climbing in the
past time, but not at the present time)"
To summarize, in a complex S consisting of a matrix Cl

"

and an embedded Cl wi th the Comps th11 and waa,
""

i

of e

expressed by the latter Cl is directly dependent on i of e
expressed by the former when the former (matrix) Cl has a past
Meaning. But when the matrix Cl has a present or future
meaning,

i

of e expressed by an embedded Cl is directly

related only to R=i (u).

This sort of time dependency /

independency does apply in the same way to any two successive
embedded clauses in

s.

"'However, when an embedded Cl follows the Comp ha1,
i of

e expressed by this clause is directly related only to i of
e

expressed by

a

Cl

immediately preceding

it.

In

this

A

circumstance, i of e expressed by the ha1 Cl either follows
or overlaps,

but not precedes,

i

of e

expressed by its

embedding Cl.
More restricted than the hal Cl, i of e expressed by a
sentential complement of perception verbs only overlaps i of
e expressed by a Cl immediately preceding it irrespective of
tense in the latter.
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6.4.3.3.

Temporal connective Clause

To complete the study of tense and aspect in Thai, this
study presents an investigation of the semantic behavior of
the Future and Aspect verbs in temporal connective clauses,
which is considered as a type of complex 5.
Tense

interpretation

in

5

modified

by

a

temporal-

connective CI is different from tense interpretations in a
simple 5 and other clause types as discussed above. Tense
interpretation in the former environments is presented as
follows.
First,

when a matrix CI has the

future tense,

its

modifying temporal CI must fall within the future scope. 5
(13a) shows that i(e:drinking) must be directly related only
to R=i(e:reading) , which is expressed by the matrix CI. The
Aspect verbs in the temporal clauses are Aspect-A.

-

( 13 ) a. [s Dxng ja
Dang fut
1. kOOnthl1

before
v

aan nangsllphim
"
read newspaper
A

mxx
(ja)
mother Fut
A

._

A

dUm
drink

-

2. 1anq)aakth11 mxx
dllm kaafxx
after
mother drink coffee
......

A

A

3. khanath11 mxx (kamlanq)
while
mother Asp-A:Prog

kaafxx] /
coffee /

---

(lXXW2)] /
Asp-A:Pfective /
dllm kaafxx]
drink coffee

1."Dang will read a newspaper before mother drinks
coffee"
2."Danq will read a newspaper after mother has drunk
coffee"
3."Dang will read a newspaper while mother is drinking
coffee"
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Second, when a matrix CI is in the past tense, as marked
by the Asp-T2, a modifying temporal Cl must also be past, as
shown in (13b). Here the Aspect verbs in temporal clauses are
Aspect-A. i(e:drinking) expressed by the temporal connective
clauses

is

expressed

directly
by

the

related
main

i(e:drinking)

follows

i(e:drinking)

precedes

Cl,

to

R=i(e:reading)

not

R=i(u).

In

R=i(e:reading).
R=i(e:reading) ,

In

and

in

which

is

(13b.l),
(13b.2),
(13b.3),

i(e:drinking) overlaps R=i(e:reading).
(13)b. [5 Dxng khEy
aan nangsilphim
Dang Asp-T2:Experienced read newspaper

-

-..
1. koonth:i1 mxx
before
mother

dIIm kaafxx] /
drink coffee /

2. langj auth:i1 mfK
dilm kaafxx
after
mother drink coffee
-"
3. khanathll mxx
(kamlang)
while
mother Asp-A:Prog

..-

(lXXW2)] /
Asp-A:Pfective

-

dIIm kaafxx]
drink coffee

l."Dang read a newspaper before mother drank coffee"
2."Dang read a newspaper after mother drank coffee"
3."Dang read a newspaper while mother was drinking
coffee"
Third, when a matrix Cl, which is modified by a temporal-

is marked by the following Aspect verbs--

connective CI ,

kamlang "Progressive",
"Post-Inchoative",
inchoative",

-

YUu

"Perfect-Progressive", phEng(ja)

kamlangja,

lXXW1 "Perfect" I

"Pre-

.....

-

rEm "Inchoative",

-... (pa1)
. ,
too

.- ........
pair:Iayr:Iay
"Continuative" and set, haai "Completive"-- the

sentence can be

interpreted as present or past, depending on
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the context.
However, native speakers of Thai usually interpret such
a sentence as past. They interpret this kind of S as present
only when eventualities are described as special reports; for
instance, a report of a basketball game or the Miss Universe
contest on the radio or the television set.
My tense analysis of this sentence type follows the
normal way of temporal interpretation by natives speakers of
Thai. That is, I interpret a matrix Cl with the Aspect verbs
shown above as past when it is modified by a

temporal-

connective Cl. Thus those Aspect verbs are the function
Asp-T3. In this circumstance, i of e expressed by a temporal
Cl must be directly related only to i of e expressed by a
matrix Cl, not to R=i(u).
Exampl,e (13.:;) shows an occurrence of the Aspect-T3 verb
in a matrix Cl, with the result that i of e expressed in its
modifying temporal Cl is totally dependent on it. First the
function Asp-T3 kamlang takes a tenseless matrix S and gives
it the past tense with a progressive meaning. i(e:reading)
precedes R=i(u). Now R shifts from R=i(u) to R=i(e:reading).
In (13c.l), i(e:drinking) overlaps R=i(e:reading). In (13c.2),
i (e: drinking)

follows

R=i (e: reading) ,

and

in

(13c. 3) ,

i (e: drinking) precedes R=i (e: reading) • i ( e: drinking) expressed
by S in (13c.1-3) is not directly related to R=i(u).
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-

V'

nangsIlphim
a an
( 13 ) c. [s Dxng kamlang
Dang Asp-T3:Prog read newspaper
1. khanathii dxng/ mx:K
kamlang
dilm kaafxx]/
while
Dang/ mother Asp-A:Prog drink coffee
2. koonthii
before

dxng
Dang

.....

Ja
Fut

v
• -k
A
3. l angJaa
th11
dxng
after
Dang

-

dIIm kaafxx] /
drink coffee

dIrm kaafxx
drink coffee

-

-

set.lxxw2]
Asp-A. Asp-A
Comple.Pfective

1."Dang was reading a newspaper while Dang or Mother
was drinking coffee"
2."Dang was reading a newspaper before Dang drank
coffee"
3."Dang was reading a newspaper after Dang finished
drinking coffee"
In a restricted case, that is, when sentences are to
express eventualities as special reports,

thus having the

present tense, I treat the Aspect verbs under discussion as
Aspect-Tl for those with non-inchoative, non-continuative and
non-completive meanings,
inchoative ,
environment,

and as Aspect-T4

for those with

continuative and completive meanings.
i

of e expressed by a

In this

temporal Cl must be

directly related to R=i(u), thereby having either the past,
present, or future tense, depending on the intrinsic meanings
of the temporal connectives. For instance, koonth:G. "before"
indicates that e expressed by its Cl must be future; khanath:i1
"while" indicates that e expressed in its Cl must be present;

v._

"

and langJaaltth11 "after" indicates that e expressed by its Cl
must be present perfect or past.
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Example
matrix

CI,

(13d)

shows an occurrence of Aspect-T1 in a

with the

result

that

tense

in

its modifying

temporal clauses varies according to the inherent meanings of
the

temporal

connectives.

First,

the

function

Aspect-T1

kamlang takes a tenseless matrix S and gives the present with
the progressive meaning to it: i(e:reading) overlaps R=i(u).
In (13d.I), i(e:drinking) overlaps R=i(u), as a result of the
function Aspect-T1 kam1ang which takes S expressing it. In
,

~

A

(13d.2), the function Future ja takes a tenseless kOOnth11

-

clause, yielding the future tense to it: i(e:drinking) follows
R=i(u).

And

in

the

(13d.3),

...

function

set.1xxw2

takes

a

tenseless l~ngj&akthf1 clause, yielding to it the past tense
with

a

completive

and

perfective

meaning:

precedes R=i (u) •

-

......

i(e:drinking)

....

~

As for the temporal V compound set.lxxw2, set 1S Aspect-

. to Tense Assigner Hierarchy
A and lxxw2 Aspect-T2. Accord1ng
(TAH), which is proposed in section 6.4, it is the Aspect-T

-

-

lXXW2, which assigns tense to S or Cl in which it occurs.

-

aan nangsIIphim
(13)d. [s Dxng kamlang
Dang Asp-T1:Prog read newspaper
A.........
1.khinith11
dxng/ mxx
kamlang
dIIm
kaafxx]/
while
Dang/ mother Asp-T1:Prog drink coffee
A
2.koonth11
before

dxng
Dang

ja
Fut

-

dIIm
drink

kaafxx] /
coffee

3.1~gjaakth{l dxng dilm kaafxx
after
Dang drink coffee

...

-

se't.lxxw2]
Asp-A. Asp-T2
Comple.Pfective
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1."Dang is reading a newspaper while Dang or Mother was
drinking coffee"
~

2."Dang is reading a newspaper before Dang will drink
coffee"
3."Dang is reading a newspaper after Dang drank coffee"
To summarize, a temporal connective modifying el has the
same tense as a matrix el that it modifies. Thus, i of e
expressed by a temporal connective el must be directly related
to R=i(e expressed by a matrix ell.
6.4.4. xnteraction of Temporal Verbs, Eventualities and
Temporal connectives
In providing an accurate account of tense and aspect
interpretation

in

simple

and

complex

sentences,

a

consideration of only temporal verbs is not sufficient. We
need to consider an interaction

b~tween

temporal verbs and

eventuality types. For instance, while eventualities Activity,
-""
Accomplishment, and Achievement can take the Aspect V lxxwl
-""
"perfect" and the Aspect V lXXW2
"Perfective", state can take

-

-

only the Aspect V lxxwl, not lxxw2. Another example

.

1S

that

the relation OVerlap (to be discussed in detail shortly)
between the nonState eventuality and a temporal V is different
from that between the state and a temporal V.
To provide an accurate account of tense and aspect
interpretation in S modified by a temporal connective el, we
need to consider further the interaction of a temporal V, a
type of eventuality and a temporal connective, rather than a
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temporal verb only, or the interaction of a temporal V and a
type of eventuality only.
To interpret tense and aspect precisely in both simple
and complex sentences in Thai, the interactions of temporal
verbs,

eventuality

presented in

types

and

temporal

connectives

are

Tables 17-22.

There are six major temporal connectives (TCON) in Thai:
A
•
h
........
.
~
tOOnth11
"at the tl.me
wen",
khanath11
"whl.le",
mla
"when",

thanthiithl1 "as soon as", langjaakthfi "after", and koonthii
"before". TCON subcategorizes for S to form S [TCON]

or a

temporal adverbial Cl or a when-type Cl.
Though each TCON has its own inherent meaning, some share
certain semantic properties with others when occurring in S.
•

A

...

_

A

~

For l.nstance, toonth11, khanath11 and mla share a property of
••
A
v . - A and kOOnth11
A
being "durational". thanth11th11,
langJaakth11

share a property of being "punctual" or "nondurational".
Shown in Tables 17-22 are cooccurrences of TCONs with
eventualities and certain Aspect verbs. To make my analysis
understandable, the following points should be noted. First,
there are two lexical lXXws: lXXw1 and lXXw2. The former is
the Perfect Aspect V, and the latter the Perfective. The
States occur with liiw1 only, never with lXXw2.
Second, there are a few completive Aspect verbs in Thai.
The one for both Activities and Accomplishments is different
from those for States. For instance, set is used

for the
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first two eventuality types, while hail and kropwaara are for
the states.

Different verbs of states may take different

---: .
.
Completive Aspect verbs; for instance, haa1
1.S for "s1.ck,

angry" and khropwaara for "be a teacher". However, some of
them such as the Primary state pen khon "be human" and the
Secondary State khiwjai "understand" do not at all take the
Completive Aspect verbs.
Next, when the Achievements--Real Punctual and Unreal
A

Punctual--take the Continuitive Aspect V rEm, the former type
(Real Punctual) has the iterative meaning, while the latter
does not. But when they take the Progressive Aspect V kam1anq,
the latter type (Unreal Punctual) has the pre-event meaning,
while the former does not.
Lastly, the symbol "/" means that a certain e type in a
matrix Cl can occur with a certain Aspect V when it is
modified by a temporal Cl with a certain TCON as its head. In
contrast, the symbol "x" means that a certain e type in a
matrix Cl cannot occur with a certain Aspect V when it is
modified by a temporal Cl with a certain TCON as its head.
The symbol "?/" for the Secondary State means that not all
the Secondary States occur with a certain Future/Aspect V when
it is modified by a certain TCON. For other eventualities,
"?/" means that an co occurrence of the Future V or the Aspect
V with a certain e which is modified by a certain TCON is
questionable.
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Table 17
Co occurrence of toonthil, eventuality, and Aspect
tOonth:i:l "at time when" allows initial, final and noninitialfinal endpoints in interval i of almost all eventuality e
types it modifies.
e type of
matrix cl:

Act

Acc

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

state: state:
Ach
Primary Secondary

FutureLAs:eect V
in matrix cl:
ja:Fut
khEy:Experience
rEm: Inchoative
kamlanq:Progressive
yu1a:Perfect-Prog
l:Uw1:Perfect
s~haai:Completive

lXXW2:Perfective

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

:/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
x
/
x
/

Table 18
Cooccurrence of khanathil, eventuality, and Aspect
khinathG. "while" allows initial, final and noninitial-final
endpoints in interval i of some e types that it modifies.
e type of
matrix cl:
FutureLAs:eect
in matrix cl:

Act

Acc

state:
Primary

/
/
/
!
/
x
/
x

/
/
/
/
/
x
/
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

state:
Ach
Secondary

V

ja:Future
khEy:Experience
rim: Inchoative
kamlanq:Progressive

yu~:Perfect-Prog

lXXw1:perfect

s~hii1:completive

lXXW2:Perfective

:/
:/
/
/
/
x
x
x

/
/
/
/
x
x
x
/
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Table 19

--

Cooccurrence of mIa, eventuality, and Aspect
mu "when allows initial, final and noninitial-final endpoints
in i of almost all e types it modifies.
e type of
matrix Cl:

Act

Acc

/

/

/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/

state: State:
Ach
Primary Secondary

FutureLAs 12ect V
in matrix cl:
ja:Future
khEy:Experienced
rEm: Inchoative
kamlanq:Progressive
yu1a:perfect-Prog
lXXwl:Perfect
set/haai:Completive
lXXw2:Perfective

/

/

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/

x

/

x

/

Table 20
Cooccurrence of thanthiith{l, eventuality, and Aspect
thanthiit~1i "as soon as" allows only the initial and

final endpoints in i of some e types it modifies.
e types of
Matrix Cl:

Act

Acc

State: State:
Primary Secondary

Ach

FutureLAs12ect V
in Matrix Cl:
ja:Future
khEy:Experienced
rEin: Inchoative
kamlanq:Progressive
yuu:Perfect-Prog
lXXwl:Perfect
sit/ha1li:Completive
lxxw2:Perfective

-

/
/
/
x
x
x
/
x

/
/
/
x
x
x
/
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

?/
?/
/
x
x
x
?/
x

/
/

/
/
x
x
x
x
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Table 21
Co occurrence of l~qj&ikthil, eventuality, and Aspect
lanqja&kth:G. "after" allows only the initial and ?final
endpoints in i of some e types it modifies.
e type of
matrix cl:

Act

FuturelAs12ect V
in matrix cl:
.....
Ja: Future
khEy:Experienced
rEm: Inchoative
kamlanq:Progressive
yu'n:perfect-Prog
lXXw1:Perfect

Acc
ment

S~h&iLi:completive

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

/
/
/
x
x
x
?/
x

/
/
/
x
x
x
?/
x

lXXW2:Perfective

State: state:
Primary Secondary

?/
?/
/
x
x
x

Ach

/
/
/
x
x
x
x
x

?/

x

Table 22
A
Cooccurrence of koonth11,

•
eventual~ty,

and Aspect

koonthi1 "before" allows only the initial and final endpoints
in i of almost all e types it modifies.
e type of
matrix cl:
FuturelAs12ect
in matrix cl:

Act

Acc

State:
Primary

State:
Ach
Secondary

V

ja:Future
khEy:Experienced
ri'm:lnchoative
kamlanq:JProgressive
yu1a:perfect-Prog
lXXw1:Perfect
S~haa1:completive
1
2:Perfective

/

/
/
x
x
x
/
/

/
/
/
x
x
x

/
/

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

?/
?/
/
x
x
x
/
/

/
/
/
x
x
x
x
?/
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6.5. Tense Interpretation in Thai
Having argued that Thai is a tense language whose tense
operators are the Future V, the Aspect verbs, and the abstract
Non future , I propose a tense system in Thai. Presented in this
section are the notions or definitions of terms, a semantic
model for tense interpretation and the truth condi tion of
tensed sentences and clauses.
Considered as a significant factor in defining Tensedness
in Thai

is

a

relation

between

intervals

of

a

pair of

eventualities e and the reference time R. To locate e in time,
there must be a relation between intervals of a pair of
eventualities, and one of them must play a role as R for the
other. In my system, R can be identical with an interval i of
the utterance eventuality (or simply the utterance); that is
R=i (u).

Or R can be identical with i

of a non-utterance

eventuality (or simply an eventuality); that is R=i(e).
The relation between intervals of a pair of eventualities
can

be

"precede"

or

"follow"

or

"overlap".

When

i

of

eventuality x (or e-x) precedes R=i(u), we say that a sentence
5 expressing e-x has the past tense. When i of e-x follows
R=i(u), we say that 5 expressing e-x has the future tense. And
when i of e-x overlaps R=i(u), we say that 5 expressing e-x
has the present tense.
We have seen from the data and my argument that the
Aspect verbs in Thai play a significant role as the function
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which takes a tenseless S and gives a particular tense with
aspectual meaning to it. Based on the fact that temporal verbs
have their intrinsic temporal meanings, I describe tense in
Thai as a unification of tense and temporal meanings (e.g.
aspect,

future,

modal and mood).

To provide an accurate

account of tense and aspect interpretation for this language,
I propose a relation named overlap, which takes care of the
aspectual

meaning

carried

along

by

the

Aspect

V which

functions as a tense indicator in the S in which it occurs.
6.5.1. Notions and/or Definitions of Terms
This section provides the notions or definitions of
terms, a Tense Assigner Hierarchy, a semantic model for tense
interpretation and the truth conditions of a tensed sentence
or clause.
6.5.1.1. Reference Time (R)
R varies. That is, R can shift; it can be an interval of
the utterance,

R=i (u),

or an interval of a non-utterance

eventuality, R=i(e). i(u)

is the primary R, and iCe)

is a

nonprimary R. In case of a single e, i(u) is R, and there is
no R shift.
However,

in case that two or more eventualites are

expressed in S, we can have the primary R or nonprimary R,
depending on the tense in the matrix and nonmatrix embedding
clauses.
For instance, if a matrix Cl holds the present or future
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tense, the e expressed by its succeasive embedded Cl will have
the primary R, or R=i(u). However, if a matrix Cl holds the
past tense, the e expressed in its successive embedded Cl will
have the nonprimary R, or R=i(e in a matrix Cl), not R=i(u).
Intervals of eventuali ties expressed by a h~ Cl,

a

clausal complement of the causative V tham, and a temporal
connective Cl are totally dependent on or directly related to
R=i(e expressed by their embedding Cl) regardless of

~ense

in

the embedding Cl.
6.5.1.2. Tensedness
S or Cl is tensed iff i of e expressed by it is directly
related to R=i(u); tenseless otherwise.
6.5.1.3. The Tense Assigner Hierarchy (TAB)
FUTURE

<

ASPECT-TENSE

<

The function NONFUTURE

*FUTURE.ASPECT-TEN5E
Taking Future and Aspect-Tense as the function F, the TAH
reads:

When the Future V appears in 5, the function Future

takes a tenseless S to give the future tense to S. When an
Aspect-T V,

not the Future V, appears in 5, the function

Aspect-T takes a tenseless S to give it (5) either the present
tense only, or the past tense only, or the present/past (that
is nonfuture) tense, depending on the types of Aspect-T. When
neither the Future V nor an Aspect-T V appears in 5, it is the
abstract function Nonfuture which takes a tenseless S to give
the present or past meaning to it. The Future verb and the
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Aspect-T verbs do not and cannot cooccur.
6.5.1.4. Tense as Feature
Tense is a feature. Its values are shown as follows.
Feature

Value

TENSE

{PRESENT,PAST,FUTURE,O}

There are four values of the feature TENSE: PRESENT, PAST,
FUTURE and 0 (zero). The value 0 indicates that there is no
tense.
6.5.1.5. Relation of Intervals of Eventualities
An interval i

of e must be related to that of its R.

Relation relates intervals of a pair of eventualities and
indicates whether i of one e precedes «), or follows (», or
overlaps

i of the other e, which is its R. Relation thus

(0)

comprises three types: preceding, following, and overlapping.
(14) Overlap
The relation Overlap plays a significant role in my
analysis on temporal interpretion because there are several
"imperfective" Aspect verbs in Thai which, when interacting
with eventualities, give the results which are crucial for
this

kind

of

interpretation.

Overlap

is

a

relation

of

intervals of two eventualities: one is the i under discussion
(let's say e-x), the other is the i which precedes or follows
or is simUltaneous with the reference time R. The latter i is
either the i of an utterance eventuality, i(u), or the i of
a non-utterance eventuality (let's say e-y), or i(e-y). Thus
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either R=i(u) or R=i(e-y). Overlap is a relation of either
iCe-x) and R=i(u), or iCe-x) and R=i(e-y).
In my study, there are eleven types of overlap of the i
of an eventuality and its R (either R=i(u), or R=i(e-y»,
depending on the interaction of eventuality types and Aspect
verbs. Thus OVerlap is a set of eleven overlaps, 01-011. The
symbols used are explained as follows.
The symbol .. -------.. stands for time. "00" or "000000"
stands for an interval of time, which is short or long. In
describing

an

overlap

0

of two

intervals

of

the

(two)

eventualities in question, we need the term subinterval. From
this we can point out the initial subinterval or the final
subinterval of the interval being described.
The symbol ........ stands for an extension of i of e-x,
which can be either an extension of i up to R or an extension
of i over R. The symbol "/ ••• /" indicates a possible extension
of iCe-x) over its R. The symbol "===" is for the initial
subinterval of i of e-x which is implied to precede R.
(14a-k)

illustrate

eleven overlap

structures

of

an

interval i of eventuality x , or e-x, and its R. Here we have
R as either i{u) or i of eventuality y, i(e-y).
OVerlap 1 (01)
The initial subinterval of iCe-x) precedes its R, and
its final subinterval is simUltaneous with R. It is possible
for i of e-x to extend over its R, as marked by the symbol
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"/ ••• /", as shown below.
(14).a

-----------------------00------

R

iCe-x) =

000000000/ •••••• /

In this overlap, e-x is nonstate and non-achievement.

01

-

is

expressed by S with the Perfect-Progressive Aspect V yuu or
the

••

Cont~nuat~ve

Overlap

2

•

A

.......

Aspect V pa1rlayrlay.

(02)

The initial subinterval of i of e-x precedes R, while
its final subinterval is simultaneous with R. i of e-x extends
over R, as marked by" ••• ".
(14)b.

--------------------------00--------

R

iCe-x)=

00000000000 ••••••••

In this overlap, e-x is the Secondary State.
by

with the

S

Perfect-Progressive Aspect

.

-"

02
V

is expressed

-

yuu

or

the

/'\,

continuative Aspect V pa1rlayrlay.
Overlap

3

(03)

When e-x is Perfect, the final subinterval of i of e-x
precedes R, but the result of e-x extends to R. The extension
is shown by dots before R.
(14)c.

-----------------------00-------R
iCe-x)=

0000000 ••••••••

In this overlap, e-x is any type of eventuality except the
Primary State.
-"

V lxxw1.

03

is expressed by S with the Perfect Aspect
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OVerlap 4 (04)
The initial subinterval of i of e-x precedes and is close
to R. i

of e-x or the result of e-x extends to R. 04 is
",...

.'-

expressed by S with the Post-inchoative Aspect V phEnq()a).
(14)d. ----------------------00---------R

or

iCe-x)=

0000

iCe-x)=

o ...

In this overlap, e-x is any type of eventuality except the
Primary state.
Overlap 5 (05)
A

noninitial-final

subinterval

of

i

of

e-x

is

simultaneous with i of R. This i extends over R, as shown by
dots. The initial subinterval of this i implicitly precedes
R, as shown by the symbol n==n.

(14)e. -------------------00---------R

iCe-x)=

===00 •••••

05 occurs when e-x is the Secondary State, and it is expressed
by S with the Progresive Aspect V kamlanq.
Overlap 6 (06)
A noninitial-nonfinal

subinterval

of

i

of

e-x

is

simultaneous with R. It is possible for this i to extend over
R. The initial subinterval of i of e-x implicitly precedes R.

(14)f. -----------------00--------R

iCe-x)=

====00/ •.• /

06 occurs when e-x is nonstate and non-acheivement, and e-x
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is expressed by S with the progressive Aspect V kamlang.
Overlap 7 (07)
The.interval i of e-x whose initial and final endpoints
are the same is simultaneous with R. i of e-x does not extend
over R (except when it has the iterative reading).
(14)g. -------------------oo------R

(e-x)=
07

00

occurs when e-x is the Real Achievement,

and e-x is

expressed by S with the Progressive Aspect V kamlanq. 07 is
also for e-x which is causative.
Overlap S (oS)
The interval i of e-x whose initial and final endpoints
are the same follows R. i of e-x extends back to its R. This
\

temporal structure provides the "pre-event" meaning of e-x.
(14)h. -------------00---------R

i(e-x)=

••• 00

oS occurs when e-x which is the Unreal Achievement, and e-x
is expressed by S with the Progressive Aspect

V

kamlang.

Overlap 9 (09)
The initial subinterval of i of e-x is simultaneous with
R, and its successive sUbintervals extend over R.
(14) i.

---------------~oo---------

R

i(e-x)=
09

00 ••••

occurs when e-x is Secondary State, and it is expressed by

S with the Inchoative Aspect V rEm.
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Overlap 10 (010)
The initial subinterval of i of e-x is simUltaneous with
R,

and it is possible for its successive subintervals to

extend over R.
(14)j. ------------------00-----R

i(e-x)=

00/ ••. /

010 occurs when e-x is the Unreal Achievement, the Activity,
or the Accomplishment, and e-x is expressed by S with the

.

........

Inchoat1ve Aspect V rEm.
Overlap 11 (011)
The final subinterval of i of e-x is simUltaneous with
R. The nonfinal subintervals of this i implicitly precede R.
(14)k.

-----------------00---------R

i(e-x)=
011

occurs when e-x

===00
is the Secondary State,

and

it

is

expressed by S with the Completive Aspect V set or hail.
To summarize, there are eleven patterns of overlap,
01-011. The structures of overlap result from the interactions
between Aspect verbs and eventuality types.
6.5.1.6. Temporal Verbs as Functions
In this analysis of tense interpretation, the focus is
on the Future V and the Aspect Vf'rbs only,
including the Aspect-T and Aspect-A.

the

latter

These temporal verbs

are functions which take a tenseless S to give a particular
tense to S. Aspect is a set comprising five subsets:
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Aspect-Tl, Aspect-T2, Aspect-T3, Aspect-T4 and Aspect-A. The
five subsets with their members are shown as follows.
(15)

"Aspect" is a set of Asp-Tl, Asp-T2, Asp-T3, Asp-T4 and
Asp-A.

is a set of {kamlanq "Progressive",
lXZWl "Perfect", yuu "Perfect-Progressive",
kamlanq(j&), kl~(ja), juan(ja) "Pre-Inchoative",
phE'nq(ja) "Post-Inchoative"}

A~-Tl

Asp-Tl takes a tenseless S and gives it the present tense.
Asp-T2 is a set of {1m2 "Perfective",
khEy "Experienced"}
Asp-T2 takes a tenseless S and gives it the past tense.
is a set of {kamlanq "Profegressive",
lxzwl "Perfect", yuu "Perfect-Progressive",
kamlanq(ja), klu(ja), juan(ja) "Pre-Inchoative",
pJii'nq(ja) "Post-Inchoative", rj"m "Inchoative",
too (pai) , pairuyriay "Continuative", set, h~i
"Completive"}

A~-T3

Asp-T3 takes a tenseless S and gives it the past tense. AspT3 occurs only in a matrix CI which is modified by a temporal
connective clause.
A~-T4 is a set of {rEm "Inchoative",

too (pai), pairIayrIay "continuative", set, haai
"Completive"}

Asp-T4 takes a tenseless S and gives it either the present or
past tense.
Asp-A is a set of all Aspect verbs (kamlanq
"Progressive", lXXwl "Perfect", yu"U nPerfectProgressive", kamlanqja, kl~(ji), juan(ja) "PreInchoative", phibq(ja) "Post-Inchoative, l:iXw2
"Perfective", khEy"Experience, rim "Inchoative",
too (pai) , pairfiyrfiy "continuative, set/ hoi
"Completive"}
Asp-A takes a tenseless S and gives the value 0 of the feature
TENSE to it.
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The other two

"Tense" functions

are FUTURE and the

abstract NONFUTURE.
FUTURE takes a tenseless S and gives it the future tense.
NONFUTURE takes a tenseless S and gives it either the
present, or past tense (i.e. nonfuture).
6.5.2. A semantic Hodel for Tense Interpretation
The semantic model in this tense system is presented as
follows.
(16) Model M is a S-tuple <I, E, RL, W, F> such that
1.

~ is a set of intervals. An interval i of moments of
time is a convex subset of time T. That is, a subset of
T is closed under betweenness: if t1 < t2 < t3 and t1
and t3 are in i, then so is t2.
A closed i is defined as a set of moments such that
there are moments {t: t1 ~ to ~ t2}.
An open i is defined as a set of moments such that
there are moments {t: t1 < to < t3}.

2. E is a set of eventuali ties e: Activi ty ,
Accomplishment, Achievement, state [Primary] and
State[Secondary].
There is a relation between e and a linguistic
expression. I view e at three levels: at a single v,
VP, and S. I take e at the S level as the ultimate one,
at which temporal interpretation is made complete.
Hence, e must satisfy (1=) both predicate and a subject
of argument this predicate.
3. RL is a set of relations of the interval of a pair of
eventualities: linear ordering of i "<", ">", and
"0". ThUS, i1 < i2 means "il precedes i2"; il > i2
means "il follows i2"; il 0 12 means "il overlaps i2".
Overlap 0 is a subset of the set RL. 0 is a set of
{ol, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 010, oll}
4. W is a set of worlds: actual world and possible world.
W in this analysis (where temporal verbs are Future and
Aspect) is the actual world.
5. F is a set of functions:
Function F maps FUTURE, ASPECT, or NONFUTURE to a
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tenseless S, giving a value of Tense to S.
Function G maps interval i to eventuality of nonutterance e, giving iCe). It maps i to e of utterance
u, giving i(u).
Function H maps RL:= to a pair of Reference time Rand
i(u), giving R=i(u). It maps RL:= to a pair of Rand
iCe-x), giving R=i(e-x).
Function K maps RL to a pair of i(e-y) and R=i(u),
giving (i(e-y) RL R=i(u)}. This function also maps RL
to a pair of i(e-y) to R=i(e-x), giving (i(e-y) RL
R=i(e-x)}.
6.5.3.
6.5.3.1.

The Truth condition of Tensed Sentences/ Clauses
The truth condition of tensed sentences/ clauses in

Thai is presented in (17). "L" stands for "Lambda", and ","
for "or". step 1 is illustrated in (17a) , which is omitted in
(17b-g).
(17) a. ASP-T1(S) ---> S[TSE:Present] is true iff
Step 1: ( LXLy [G-> X(y)] (e-1) (I) ,
LZLw [G-> Z (w)] (u)
(I) ,
LQLr [G"';> Q(r)] (e-2) (I)}
-->

( I(e-1), I(u), I(e-2) }
For convenience, I will use (i(e-1), i(u), i(e-2) for
(I(e-1), I(u), I(e-2)} from now on.
( LxLy [RL:=(x,y)] (i(u» (R) }
-->

{ R=i (u) }
( LxLy [RL:=(x,y)]

(i(e-1»

(R)}

-->

( R=i(e-1) }
Step 2: ( LxLy [RL:

{ol-08,~}

(x,y)] (R=i(u»

(i(e-1»

}

-->

{ i (~-1) {01-08 ,~}
R=i (u) }
e sa~l ~fies the actual world w, a predicate and its
,~ject argument.
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b. ASP-T2(S) ---> S[TSE:Past] is true iff
{ LxLy [RL: < (x, y)] (R=i (u» (i (e-l»
}
-->

(i(e-l) <
e satisfies

W,

R=i(u»
a predicate and its subject argument.

c. ASP-T3(S) ---> S[TSE:Past] is true iff:
step 2.1: ( LxLy [RL:< (x,y)] (R=i(u»

(i(e-l»

}

-->

(i(e-1) <
R=i(u)}
e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject
argument.
step 2.2: ( LxLy [RL(x,y)] (R=i(e-l»

(i(e-2»}

-->

(i(e-2) RL
R=i(e-l)}
e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject
argument.
step 2.3: ( LxLy [RL(x,y)] (R=i(e-2»

(i(e-l»

}

-->

(i(e-1) RL
R=i(e-2)}
e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject
argument.
d. ASP-T4(S) --->

S [TSE:Present, Past] is true iff

(LxLy [RL: {ol-02,o9-11,<} (x,y)] (R=i(u»

(i(e-l»}

-->

(i(e-l) {ol-2,o9-11,<} R=i(u) }
e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
e. FUT(S)

--->

S[TSE:Future] is true iff

( LxLy [RL:>(x,y)] (R=i(u»

(i(e-l»

}

-->

(i(e-l) > R=i(u) }
e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
f. NONFUT(S)

-->

S[TSE:Present,Past] is true iff

{ LxLy [RL:<,>(x,y)] (R=i(u»

(i(e-l»

}

--->

(i(e-l»
{<,>} R=i(u) }
e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
g. ASP-A(S) -->

S[TSE:O]
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Aspect-A does not give tense.

It provides the aspectual

meaning only.
6.5.3.2.

Taking (17) as the core truth condition of tensed

sentences or clauses, I extend (17a-d) and (17e). An asterisk
"*" indicates that not all eventualities of the same e type
can occur with a certain Aspect V;

for

instance,

state:

Secondary* means "not all verbs of the Secondary state type".
The

two

asterisks

eventualities

have

"**"

serve

special

to

indicate

readings;

that

for

certain
instance,

Achievement: Real** with the Continuitive Aspect V pairIayr:ray
can have the iterative reading.
(18)

-

From (17a).

a. ASP-T1:yuu (S[Stat:Secondary],Ach:Real**]])
-->

S[TSE:Pres;Perfect-Progressive]) is true iff
(i(e[State:Secondary,Ach:Real**]) 01
R=i(u)
S which is a Secondary State, or a Real Achievement with
a special reading and which (S) contains the Aspect-T V yuu
signals the present tense with Perfect-progressive meaning iff
i of e expressed by this S overlaps R=i(u) in such a way that
the initial subinterval of iCe) precedes its R=i(u), and its
final subinterval is simultaneous with R=i(u). It is possible
for iCe) to extend over R=i(u). e satisfies the actual world

-

w, a predicate and its subject argument.
b. ASP-T1:yuu (S[Stat:Secondary*]
-->

S[TSE:Pres;Perfect-Progressive] is true iff
{i(e[Stat:Secondary*]) 02
R=i(u)}
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A Secondary State S (but not all the Secondary States)

-

. .
conta:Ln:Lng
the Aspect-Tl yuu has the present tense with
Perfect-Progressive meaning iff i of e expressed by this S
overlaps R=i(u) in such a way that the initial subinterval of
iCe)

precedes

simultaneous
satisfies

its R=i(u),
with

R=i(u).

and
iCe)

its

final

extends

subinterval
over

is

R=i(u).

e

w, a predicate and its subject argument.
~

c. ASP-Tl:lxxw1(S[Stat:Secondary,Ach,Acc,Act)
-->

S[TSE:Present;Perfect] is true iff
{i(e[Stat:Secondary,Ach,Acc,Act)
S

which

is

the

Secondary

03

R=i (u) }

state,

Achievement,

-

Accomplishment and Activity and which contains the Aspect-Tl
lxxw1 has the present tense with Perfect meaning iff i (e)
expressed by this S overlaps R=i(u) in such a way that the
final subinterval of iCe) precedes R=i(u), but the result of
e extends to R=i (u). e satisfies

w, a predicate and its

subject argument.
d. ASP-Tl:p~nq(ja)(S[Stat:Secondary,Ach,Acc,Act)
-->

S[TSE:Present;Post-Inchoative] is true iff
{i(e[stat:Secondary,Ach,Acc,Act]) 04
R=i(u)
S

which

is

the

Secondary

state,

Achievement,

Accomplishment and Activity and which contains the Aspect-Tl
phEnq(j&) has the present tense with Post-inchoative meaning
iff iCe) expressed by this S overlaps R=i(u) in such a way
that the initial subinterval of i of e precedes and is very
close to R=i(u). iCe) or the result of e extends to R=i(u).
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e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
e. ASP-Tl:kamlanq(S[stat:Secondary])
-->

S[TSE:Pres:Progressive] is true iff
{i(e[Stat:Secondary] 05 R=i(u) }
A Secondary State S containing the Aspect-T kamlanq has
the present tense with Progressive meaning iff iCe) expressed
by this S overlaps R=i(u) in such a way that a noninitialfinal subinterval of i of e is simultaneous with R=i(u), and
this i extends over R=i(u). The initial subinterval of this
i is implied to precede R=i(u). e satisfies w, a predicate and
its subject argument.
f. ASP-Tl:kamlanq(S[Act,Acc])
-->

S[TSE:Pres:Progressive] is true iff
{i(e[Act,Acc]) 06 R=i(u) }
An

Activity or Accomplishment S containing the Aspect-Tl

kamlanq has the present tense with Progressive meaning iff

iCe) expressed by this S overlaps R=i(u) in such a way that
a noninitial-final subinterval of iCe) is simultaneous with
R=i(u), and it is possible for this i to extend over R=i(u).
The initial subinterval of this i

is implied to precede

R=i(u). e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
g. ASP-Tl:kamlanq(S[Ach:Real])
-->

S[TSE:pres:progressive] is true iff
{i(e[Ach:Real]) 07 R=i(u) }
A Real Achievement S containing the Aspect-Tl kamlanq
has the present tense with Progressive meaning iff

i (e)
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expressed by this S overlaps R=i(u) in such a way its initial
and final endpoints which are the same is simultaneous with
R=i(u). iCe) does not extend over R=i(u). e satisfies w, a
predicate and its subject argument.
h. ASP-T1:kamlanq(S[Ach:Unreal])
-->

S[TSE:Present:Proqressive & Pre-event] is true iff
(i(e[Ach:Unreal]) 08 R=i(u) }
An Unreal Achievement S containing the Aspect-Tl kamlang

has the present tense with Progressive and pre-event meaning
iff i of e whose initial and final endpoints are the same
follows R=i(u), and iCe) extends back to R=i(u). e satisfies
w, a predicate and its subject argument.
i. ASP-T1:kam1angja(S[stat:secondary])
-->

S[TSE:Pres:Pre-Inchoative] is true iff
(i(e[Stat:Secondary]) ~
R=i(u)}
A Secondary State S containing the Aspect-Tl kam1angja
has the present tense with Pre-inchoative meaning iff the
initial subinterval of i of e expressed by this S is next to
the final subinterval of R=i(u). e satisfies w, a predicate
and its subject argument.
(19)

From (17b).

a. ASP-T2:1XXw2(S[Act,Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:Past:Perfective] is true iff
(i(e[Act,Acc,ACh]) <
R=i(u)}
A nonstate S

(that

is Activity,

Accomplishment,

or

Achievement) has the past tense with Perfective meaning iff
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the initial and final subintervals of i of e expressed by this
S precedes R=i(u), and no result is stretched to R=i(u). e
satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
b. ASP-T2:khEy(S[Stat:secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:Past:Experienced] is true iff
(i(e[Stat:Secondary,Acc,Act,Ach]) <

R=i(u) }

S which is the Secondary state, Accomplishment, Activity,
or Achievement has the past tense with Experience meaning iff
the initial and final subintervals of i of e expressed by this
S precedes

R=i(u),

and

no

result

extends

to

R=i(u).

e

satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
Some

examples

from

(17c) ,

where

there

are

two

eventualities, are shown in (20).
(20)
a. ASP-T3:kamlang(S[Stat:Secondary])
-->

S[TSE:Past:Progressive] is true iff
( [i(e-1[Stat:Secondary]) 05 R=i(e-2)]

<

R=i(u) }

A Secondary State S holds the past tense with Progressive
meaning iff the noninitial-final subinterval of i of e-1 is
simultaneous with R=i(e-2: expressed by a temporal connective
Cl). i(e-I) extends over R=i(e-2). The initial subinterval of
i(e-I)

implicitly precedes R=i(e-2). Both i(e-1) and i(e-2)

precede R=i(u). e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject
argument.
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b. ASP-T3:yuu(S[Act,Acc])
-->

S[TSE:Past:Perfect-Progressive] is true iff
R=i (u) }
{[i(e-1[Act,Acc]) 01 R=i(e-2)] <
An

Activity or Accomplishment S has the past tense with

Perfect-progressive meaning iff the initial subinterval of i
of

e-1

precedes

R=i(e-2).

Its

nonfinal

subinterval

is

simultaneous with R=i(e-2). i of e-1 can extend over
R=i(e-2). Both i(e-1) and i(e-2) precede R=i(u). e satisfies
w, a predicate and its subject argument.
(21) From (17d).
a. ASP-T4:rEm(S[Ach:Real**,Act,ACC])
""
-->

S[TSE:Pres,Past:Inchoative] is true iff
(i(e[Ach:Real**,Act,Acc) {<,o10}
R=i (u) }
S has the present or past tense with Inchoative meaning
when it is a Real Achievement with iterative meaning, an
Activity, or an Accomplishment and it contains the Aspect-T4

"" It has the present tense when the initial subinterval of
rEm.
i of e expressed by this S is simultaneous with R=i(u) and
this i can extend over R=i(u).
It has the past meaning when the emphasized initial
subinterval, together with the successive subintervals, of
i of e expressed by this S precedes R=i(u). e satisfies w,
a predicate and its subject argument •
.A.
"'"
b. ASP-T4: pairlayrlay(S[Ach**,Acc**,Act,stat:Secondary])

-->

S[TSE:Present/Past:continuitive] is true iff
(i(e[Ach**,Acc**,Act,Stat:Secondary]) {<,ol-02}

R=i(u)}
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S which contains the Aspect-T4 pairIayrIiy has the past
or present tense with continuitive meaning when it (S) is an
Achievement with a special reading, or an Accomplishment with
a special reading, or an Activity, or a Secondary state. It
has

present meaning

iff

the

emphasized

noninitial-final

subinterval of i of e expressed by this S is simultaneous with
R=i(u). Its initial subinterval implicitly precedes R=i(u).
This i can extend over R=i (u) when e is nonstate, but it
extends over R=i(u) when e is the Secondary State.
It has past meaning iff i (e) expressed by this S precedes
R=i(u). In both cases, e satisfies w, a predicate and its
subject argument •

...

~

c. ASP-T4:set/haa1(S[Ach:Real**,Stat:Secondary,Acc,Act])
-->

S[TSE:Pres/Past;Completive] is true iff
{i(e[Ach:Real**,Stat:Secondary,Acc,Act])

011

R=i(u)}

S containing the completive Asp-T4 set or h~i has the
present or past tense with completive meaning when it
is a Real Achievement wi th a special meaning, a Secondary
state,

an Accomplishment,

or an Activity.

meaning iff the emphasized final

It has present

subinterval of

expressed by this S is simultaneous with R=i (u),
nonfinal

subintervals of i

of this e

i

of e

and the

implicitly precede

R=i(u).
It

has

the

past

meaning

iff

the

emphasized

final

subinterval, together with its nonfinal subintervals, of
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e expressed by this S, precedes R=i (u). In both cases, e
satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
(22) From (17e).
FUT:j&(S[stat:secondary,Act,ACC,ACh]}
-->

S[TSE:Future] is true iff
{i(e[Stat:Secondary,Acc,Act,Ach])

>

R=i(u) }

S which is a Secondary State, an Accomplishment,

an

Activity, or an Achievement which contains the Future V ja
has the future tense iff i of e expressed by this S follows
R=i(u). e satisfies w, a predicate and its subject argument.
(23) From (17f).
NONFUTURE(S[State:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:Pres/Past] is true iff
{i(e[Stat:Secondary,Acc,Act,Ach]

{<,>}

R=i(u) }

S which is a Secondary State, an Accomplishment,

an

Activity, or an Achievement and which does not contain the
Future verb or an Aspect verb has the present or past meaning
iff i of e expressed by this S overlaps R=i(u) or precedes
R=i (u). S has the present tense when its i (e) overlaps R=i (u) ;
it has the past tense when its iCe) precedes R=i(u).
6.6. rllustrations
This

section

illustrates

some

examples

of

tense

interpretation in Thai based on my tense system. The section
begins with simple sentences and ends with complex sentences.
6.6.1. Tense rnterpretation in Simple Sentence
In a simple S in Thai, iCe) is always directly related
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to R=i(u). Example (24) shows S containing the Aspect-Tl V

'"
...
phEnq(ja).
~

pliBDq(ja)
(24) [5 Mxx
mother Asp-Tl:Post-Incho

tham
make

"Mother has just cooked food"
ASP-Tl:phBnq(ja) (S[State:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:Present;Post-Inchoative] is true iff
(i(e[State:Second,Act,Acc,Ach])
04
R=i(u)}
(i(e:m~ tham kapkhaaw»}

(LxLy [RL:04(x,y)] (R=i(u»
-->

( i(e:mXX tham kapkhaaw)
In

(24),

e

04

R=i(u)}
........

is expressed by the Activi ty S mxx tham

kipkh~W "mother cook food". The function Aspect-Tl phEnq(ja)

"Post-Inchoative" takes a tenseless S
argument

mXX tham kapkhuw as its

and gives S the present tense with post-Inchoative

~
"......
-' tham kapkhaaw
......
~
meaning: mxx
phEnq()a)
"mother has just cooked

food".
Here

.

~

........ phEnq()a)
"'.... tham kapkhaaw
....
"'" overlaps
of e: mxx

"()
R=~

u

in such a way that the initial subinterval of i of this e
precedes and is very close to R=i(u). iCe) extends to R=i(u).
e satisfies w, its predicate tham kapkhaaw and its argument

"'"

lDXX.

--

(25) shows S containing the Aspect-T2 V lxxw2.
(25)

~

mother

tham
make

"Mother cooked food"

-

lXXW2]

Asp-T2:Perfective

-
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ASP-T2:1XXW2(S[Act,Acc,ACh])
-->

S[TSE:Past:Perfective) is true iff
{i(e[Act,Acc,Ach)
< R=i(u) }
{ LxLy [RL:«x,y») (R=i(u) (i(e:mx~ tham kapkhaaw»
.
~
"
( 1(e:mxx
tham kapkhaaw)
< R=i(u) }

}

-->

............

""" tham
In this S, e is expressed by the Activity S mxx
kapkhUW. The function Aspect-T2 V 1m2 "Perfective" takes
a tenseless S

.xx tham kapkhaaw as its argument,

giving S the
-"""".
......./'....
.......
past tense with Perfective meaning: mxx tham kapkhaaw 1xxw2 .
./'0.

.....-...._

of e expressed by S mxx tham kapkhaaw 1xxw2

Here i

precedes R=i (u),
satisfies w,

and no result is stretched to R=i (u).

e

the predicate tham kapkhaaw and its subject

argument mxx.
"""
(26) illustrates S with the Future V

.....

"'"
(26) [5 Mxx
Ja
mother Future

ja.

tham
make

"Mother will cook food"
FUTURE:ja(S[stat:secondary,Act,AcC,ACh])
-->

S[TSE:Future]) is true iff
(i(e[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,ACh)

>

R=i(u)}

( LxLy [RL:>(x,y») (R=i(u) (i(e:mxx tham kapkhaaw»

.

-->

-""

.....

~

( 1(e:mxx tham kapkhaaw)

>

R=i(u) }

In this S, the function Future V j

a takes

as its argument

a tenseless S ~ tham kapkh~w, yielding S with the future
tense

"""'"
.,
".A
mxx
Ja
tham kapkhaaw
"mother will cook food".

Here i of e expressed by S

mXX ja

tham kapkhaaw follows
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R=i(u). e satisfies w, the predicate tham kapkhaaw and its

"'"
subject argument mxx.
6.6.2. Tense Interpretation in complex sentences
In interpreting tense in a complex sentence,

i

of e

expressed by a main CI which is not modified by a temporalconnective CI is always directly related to R=i(u). i of e
which is not expressed by a main CI is directly related to
either R=i(u)

or R=i(e-x), depending on the tense in its

embedding CI. Like i of e expressed by a matrix CI, i of e
expressed by a relative CI is directly related to R=i(u).
Example

(27)

shows tense interpretation in S with a

relative clause.
(27)

[s

""'" Y
PhuuYl.ng
woman

piin
climb

[rel

A
khun khEy
rak)
thl.l.
who
you
Asp-2:Experience love

phuukhaw
mountain

-

lXXW2)

Asp-T2:Perfective

"The woman whom you loved climbed a mountain"
Intervals of eventualities expresssed by the relative
and matrix clauses are

directly

related to

R=i (u).

The

temporal analysis in both clauses are as follows.
(i) The relative Cl

ASP-T2:khEy(S[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach)
-->

S[TSE:Past;Experience) is true iff
(i(e-2[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach)
( LxLy [PL:«x,y») (R=i(u»
(phuuYlng) » }

R=i(u)

<

(i(e-2:thii khun khEy rak

-->

( i(e-2:thii khun khEy rak (phuuying»

<

R=i(u) }
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In this Cl,

the function

Aspect-T2 V khEy takes a

A
I'\.
...
-" v
tenseless Secondary state th11
Cl th11
khun rak
phuuY1nq
as

its argument and gives the Cl the past tense with Experience
meaning:

A
....
'" y
th11
khun khEy riLk
phuuY1nq
"that you loved the

woman".
The Secondary State Cl has the past tense with Experience
meaning iff i (e-2) precedes R=i (u). e-2 satisfies w, predicate
rik (ph~yrnq) and its subject argument khun.
(ii) The matrix Cl

-

ASP-T2:1xxw2(S[Act.Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:past;Perfective] is true iff
(i(e-l[Act,Acc,Ach])
<
R=i(u)}
{ LxL}jRL: < (x, y)]
phutikhaw» }

(R=i (u) )

(i (e-I: phlltiying piin

-->

( i(e-l:phuuyYng piin phuukhaw)

<

R=i(u) }

The function Aspect-T2 V lXXw2 takes as its argument the
Activity

S

~v

phuuY1nq

pi in

v

phuukhaw

"the

~icman

climb

a

mountain", giving s the past tense with Perfective meaning
......... v
••
.
.
p h uUy1nq
p11n
phuukh"......
aw lxxw2 "the woman cll.robed
a mountal.n".

The Activity S has the past tense with Perfective meaning
iff i(e-I) precedes R=i(u). e-l satisfies w, predicate pi in
phuukh~w and its subject argument phuuy1nq.

The linear ordering of intervals of e-I and e-2 is not
specified. The temporal structure of S this is shown in (27).
To make my analysis readable, I use a rightward arrow
" __ >" to indicate that i of one e is directly related to its
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R. R=i(u) stands for the primary reference time. The head of
the arrow points at R only.

">"

"<"

stands for "precedes", and

for "follows".

(iii) The temporal structure of (28)

---------------------------------00----R=i(u)
iCe-I)=
00
L----______~ _________f.
00
i(e-2)=

l_____ ~ ______ _

or

----------------------------------00---R=i(u)
i(e-I)=
00
L_____ ~ ____ _
00
i(e-2)=
L_________ ~ ___________ _

r

The temporal structure reads: i(e-I) is directly related to
R=i(u). And so is i(e-2). In this complex S, whether iCe-I)
precedes i (e-2)

or vice versa is not specified, but both

intervals precede their R=i(u).
(28)

illustrates

tense

interpretation

in

a

complex

sentence consisting of a matrix Cl and two embedded clauses.
Since the matrix Cl has the past meaning via the Past operator
Aspect-T2 V lXXw2, its successive embedded phlrtit "say" Cl must
be tenseless by the definition of Tensedness. And so must the
innermost embedded piin "climb" Cl.

-
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-

-"
""' [s nolo
.......
mxx
lxxw2 [s' waa
khEy
Dang tell mother Asp-T2:
that
Noi Asp-A2:
Perfective
Exper

(28)

[s Dxng bOOk

phuut [s' waa [s phaa
say
that
Phaa

ja
Fut

pl.l.n phuukh~w] ]] ] ]
climb mountain

"Dang told mother that Noi said that Phaa would climb
a mountain"
Tense interpretation in each Cl is illustrated as follows.

(i) The matrix clause

-

ASP-T2:1xxw2(S[Act,Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:Past;Perfective] is true iff
(i(e-l[Act,Acc,Ach])
<
R=i(u)

-

( LxLy [RL:< (x,y)] (R=i(u»

--:-( l.(e-l:dxng

........

bOOk mxx)

<

(i(e-l: dxng bOOk mxx»

}

R=i(u) }

The function Asp-T2 V lXXw2 takes the Activity S dxnq
bOOk

m:D

"Dang tell mother" as its argument,

.

past-tense S with Perfective meanl.ng:

-

yielding the

-

.........
dxnq bOOk mxx
lxxw2

"Dang told mother".
This 5 has the past tense with Perfective meaning iff i
of e-l precedes R=i(u). e-l satisfies w, the predicate bOOk

mXX

and its subject argument dxnq.

(ii) The first embedded Cl
ASP-A: khEy(S[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])
-->
S[TSE:O : Experienced] is true iff
(i(e-2[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach]) <
R=i(e-l[TSE:Past;Experienced] }

-.

........

( LxLy [RL:«x,y)] (R=i(e-l»
(i(e-2: nolo phuut»
-->
.......
( 1.(e-2:nol. phuut) < R=i(e-l) }

.

-.

}
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The function Aspect-A V khEy takes as its argument the
Activity S nol phuut "Noi say" and gives back a tenseless S
with Experience meaning: noi khEy phuut.
'"
This S is tenseless and has Experience meaning iff i of
e-2

precedes R=i(e-l), which has past meaning. e-2 satisfies

w, a predicate and its argument subject.
(iii) The second embedded Cl or the innermost Cl
FUTURE:j&(S[stat:secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:O:Future] is true iff
{i(e-3[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])
R=i(e-2[TSE:o:perfective]) }

>

{ LxLy [RL:>(x,y)] (R=i(e-2»
(i(e-3:phaa piin
phuukhaw»
}
-->
( i(e-3:phaa piin phuukhaw) > R=i(e-2) }
The

function

Future V j

a

takes as

its

argument the

Activity S phaa piin phuukhaw "Phaa climb a mountain" and
yields

a

tenseless

S

with

Future meaning:

phaa

ja piin

v

phuukhaw "Phaa would climb a mountain".
This
follows

S has

Future-in-the-past meaning

R=i(e-2),

which

is tenseless.

e-3

iff

i

of

e-3

satisfies w,

a

predicate and its subject argument.
(iv) The temporal structure of (28)
To make

(28. iv)

readable,

in addition to the bolded

R=i(u), which is taken as the primary R, the unbolded R in
parentheses,

(R=),

stands

for

a

nonprimary

identical with i of a non-utterance eventuality.

R

which

is
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---------------------------------------00-------------R=i(u)

l____~ __ j+

(R=)i(e-I)=

00

(R=)i(e-2)=

00

!

L___ ~ ____ _

i(e-3)=

00

__ ~ ___ J

00

00

>

>

The temporal structure reads:
(a)

i(e-I)

is directly relat")d to R=i(u). The former

precedes the latter.
(b) i(e-2) is directly related to i(e-I) as its R, or
(R=)i(e-l). The former precedes the latter.
(c) i(e-3) is directly related to i(e-2) as its R, or
(R=)i(e-2). The former follows the latter whether it
(i(e-3»

occurs before or after i(e-l), or before or after

R=i(u).

(29)

illustrates tense interpretation in a complex S

comprising a matrix Cl and a temporal connective Cl. This
interpretation is a complicated one. Let us take the matrix
e as e-I, and e expressed by the temporal Cl e-2 respectively.
Recall that in my analysis, I interpret this type of complex
S as that having past meanin0 only.
The tense interpretation works this way.

First,

the

function Aspect-T3 V kamlanq takes the matrix Cl and gives
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the past tense with Progressive meaning to it. Thus
i(e-I), which is internally related to i(e-2) expressed by
S[TCON], is directly related to R=i(u); i(e-I) follows R=i(u).
By the definition of Tensedlless, the temporal Cl must be
tenseless. That is, R now shifts from R=i(u) to (R)=i(e-I),
and i(e-2) is directly related to its (R=)i(e-I), not R=i(u).
Then R shifts again from i(e-I) to i(e-2), yielding

(R~)i(e-

2) as a result. Now i(e-I) is directly related to (R=)i(e-2),
which (the latter)
scope.

aspectually fixes the e-I in its past

In this manner, the time of occurrence of e-I is

specified

by

its

(R=)i(e-2).

Both

eventualities

precede

R=i (u) •
_

........

(29) [s Dxng kamlanq
kroot [so mIa [s
Dang Asp-AI:Prog angry
when

-.

v

maathlng]]]
Noi arrive

no~

"Dang was being angry when Noi arrived"
The tense interpretation of each Cl is as follows.
(i) The matrix Cl
ASP-T3: kamlanq(S[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])
-->

S[TSE:Past;Progressive] is true iff:
{i(e-I[Stat:Secondary,Act,Acc,Ach])

<

R=i(u) }

{ LxLy [RL:< (x,y)] (R=i(u» (i(e-I:dxng kroot» }
-->

{ i(e-I:dxng kroot)

<

R=i(u) }

The function Aspect-T3 V kamIanq takes as its argument

-

the Secondary State S dxnq kroot "Dang be angry", giving the
past tense with Progressive meaning to it: dxnq kamlanq kroot
"Dang was angry".
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This clause has the past tense with progressive meaning
iff i

of e-l

(which has an internal relation with i(e-2»

precedes R=i(u). e-l satisfies w, its predicate kroot and its
subject argument dxDq.
(ii) The temporal connective Cl.
S[Ach:Unreal]
-->

S[TSE:O] is true iff
(i(e-2[Ach:Unreal)
(LxLy.... [RL(x,y)]
maathIng»}
-->
•

.-.

RL

(R)=i(e-l) }
kro~t)

(R)=i(e-l:dxng

V'

(1(e-2:no1 maathIng)

RL

.

.-

(1(e-2:no1

(R)=i(e-l:dxng kroot)}
_

v

The Unreal Achievement Cl nOi maathlnq "Noi arrive" is
tenseless iff its e-2 is directly related to (R}=i(e-l), which
(the

latter)

is

expressed

Progressive meaning:

dxng

by

the

kamlanq

past-tense

kroot

"Dang

Cl
was

with
being

angry".
This cl is true iff i(e-2) is within the past scope of
its (R)=i(e-l). e-2 satisfies w, its predicate maathxng and

.

-.

its SUbJect argument n01.
(iii)

The matrix and temporal connective clauses
(i(e-l[Stat:Secondary])
is true iff

05
•

(R)=i(e-2) }
--:

v

{ LxLy [RL:05 (x,y)] «R)=1(e-2:n01 maathIng»
(i(e-l: dxng kroot»
}
-->
( i(e-l:dxng kro~t) 05
R=i(e-2:noi maathlng)
The Secondary State S dxnq kroot, which has the past
tense with progressive meaning, has the time of occurrence of
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its eventuality specified iff i(e-l) overlaps

R=i(e-2)

in

such a way that the noninitial-final subinterval of i of e-l
is simultaneous with R=i(e-2)
connective el).

i(e-l)

(or e expressed by a temporal

extends over R=i(e-2).

The initial

subinterval of i of e-l is implied to precede R=i(e-2). Both
i(e-l) and i(e-2) precede R=i(u). Both eventualities satisfy
w, their predicates and their subject arguments.
(ivj
a.

Temporal structure of (29)

__

---------------------------------00--------

l_____J,

~~~~~~~_~

(R=)i(e-l)=

r=i(UJ

00

(R=)i(e-2)=

===00 ••.

i(e-l)=

<

~~

L_______ ~ __ J

(29.iv) reads:
(a)

i (e-l)

is directly related to R=i (u).

The former

precedes the latter.
(b)

i (e-2)

is directly related to R=i (e-l),

becoming

tenseless in the temporal scope of i(e-l). Being indirectly
related to R=i(u) , i(e-2) precedes R=i(u) via its (R)=i(e-l).
(c) i(e-l) is directly related to R=i(e-2) in such a way
that the former overlaps-5 the latter.
6 • 7. Summc;ory

I have argued that Thai is a tense language. Within the
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scope of my study, two temporal verb types, Future and Aspect,
function as tense operators. The evidence shows that when the
Future V or an Aspect-T V provide tense, they always carry
along their future or aspectual meanings. According to this
phenomenon, I describe tense indicated by these temporal verbs
as a unification of tense and temporal meanings (Future and
Aspect).
Based on the analyses of Future and Aspect verbs in
simple and complex sentences,

eventualities and temporal

connectives, I propose a tense system in Thai with definitions
of Tensedness, Reference Time and relation Overlap; the Tense
Assigner Hierarcy; types of Aspect verbs; a semantic model for
temporal interpretation, and the truth condition of sentences
and clauses. To support my tense system, I have illustrated
some examples of both simple and complex sentences.
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Footnote

Past perfect and future perfect tenses are not
expressed by simple sentences in Thai. Example (1) shows S
which has the past tense wi th perfective meaning, not the past
tense with perfect meaning.
1

(1) [5 Dxng p~~n phuukhaw lx&W2
Dang climb mountain Asp-T2:Perfective

""

-.

mlawaann~~]

yesterday

"Dang climbed a mountain yesterday"
*"Dang had climbed a mountain yesterday"
To have a past perfect meaning, S (1) must be modified
by a temporal connective clause or specified temporal adverbs.
An example of the latter is illustrated in
(2) •

(2) [5 Dxng
Dang

v

-"

.......

~

piin phuukhaw lxxw2
mlawaann~~
climb mountainn Asp-T2:Pftive yesterday

tOOnyen]
evening
"Dang had climbed a mountain yesterday in the evening"
Similarly, example (3) shows that the future perfect
tense cannot be expressed by a simple S •

-

...
(3) * [5 Dxng ja p~~n phuukhaw set.1XXW2]
Dang Fut climb mountain Asp-A2 : Compl.
Asp-A2:Perfective
*"Dang will have finished climbing the mountain"
To express future perfect meaning, (3) must be modified
by a temporal connective clause or specified temporal adverbs.
The former is shown in (3a) and the latter in (3b).
(3)a. [5 Dxng ja piin phuukhaw set. 1m2
Dang Fut climb mountain Asp-A2:Comp1e.
Asp-A2:Pftive

"

[5' tOOnth~~ [s

when

khun
you

v

maathlng] ] ]
arrive

"Dang will have finished climbing a mountain when
you arrive"

.,

v

(3)b. [5 Dxng J& pl.l.n phuukhaw
Dang Fut climb mountain
phrungnii
tomorrow

-
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...
set.lxxw2
Asp-A2:Compl.
Asp-A2:Pftive

weela hok mOOng
yen]
time six o'clock evening

"Dang will have finished climbing a mountain tomorrow
at six p.m."
However, we have S expressed in (4) in Thai,' where lXXw
occurs with ja. Here lXXw does not carry any aspect meaning
at all; instead, it serves to emphasize the future eventuality
described. Thus lXXw here is neither lXXw1 or lXXw2.
(4)

[5 Dxng

Dang

....

J&

Fut

v

pl.l.n phuukhaw 1m]
climb mountain Emphasis

"Dang will climb a mountain"
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates an analysis of temporal verbs in
Thai

in

three

linguistic

areas:

morphology,

syntax

and

semantics (tense interpretation).

.,

From my investigation of the morphological properties of

what have been called "auxiliaries" or "auxiliary verbs" in
Thai, I argue that these elements belong to the grammatical
category Verb, which I call "temporal verbs". These verbs
occur in two positions: before a regular verb phrase and after
a regular verb phrase. Some occur before a regular VP only,
others occur after a regular VP only, and some others in both
posi tions under particular circumstances. Never before has the
fact that some auxiliaries can occur in both positions been
noticed. Nor has the behavior of the future verb ja been
captured. These points are crucial in my analysis.
In my morphological analysis, this verb type occurs in
two forms:

single and compound.

Again,

never before have

auxiliaries or temporal verbs been analysed as compounds.
Despite the fact that two or more than two temporal verbs can
cooccur in the same simple sentence or in the same clause, I
describe them as a

temporal verb compound,

following my

definition of "Compound" in Thai. To form them as a lexical
temporal V compound, I propose a "Compounding Rule" for them.
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To describe their occurrences in different positions in
the same simple sentence,

I

propose the intrinsic feature

[BACKWARD-INVERTED(BV)] with the three values {+,-,
UNSP(ECIFIED)}. This means that each single temporal V has as
its

intrinsic

feature

value:

either

[BV+]

or

[BV-]

or

[BV:UNSP]. In my analysis, there are two forms of temporal V
compounds:

continuous

and

discontinuous;

the

forms

are

indicated by the value of the feature [BV] of each temporal
verb which constitutes a compound.To capture discontinuities
of temporal verb compounds, we need to associate the intrinsic
feature

values

[BV:+,-,UNSP]

of

these

verbs

with

some

syntactic mechanisms that will be discussed shortly.
Using

HPSG

theory

(Pollard

&

Sag

1987),

I

propose

V[SC<VP,NP>] as a grammatical category of temporal verbs, in
opposed of V[SC< ••• ,NP>] which is a grammatical category of
regular verbs.
For syntax, the syntactic behavior of temporal verbs is
investigated.

Using

HPSG,

I

construct a

sentence

with a

temporal V head by Grammar Rules and Linear Precedence Rules
in association with the intrinsic feature values [BV:+,-,UNSP]
of temporal verbs. Together with GR 2, LP 1 accounts for the
position

of

grammatically

a

[BV-,UNSP]
locates,.a

temporal

[BV+]

V

temporal

head,

while

V head

LP

after

3
its

regular VP complement.
However, there is a problem with HPSG T:lhen a

-.~BV-,

UNSP]
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verb combines with its inverted VP complement. At least two
elements of the temporal VP head, a string of [V[BV-,UNSP]
V[INV+], must precede its subject complement, leaving the rest
pa~

of this VP head after the subject complement. P&S (1987)

do not use Head Wrapping Operation in HPSG. However, one way
to construct a sentence under discussion that I

can see

possible, so far, is to apply the Pollard (1984) Head Wrapping
operation to my analysis. using Right-Left Head Wrapping, or
GR 3, a grammatical inverted sentence is generated.
To

captu~~

an interruption of a [BV+] temporal V head in

its VP complement, I modify the Bach (1984) Right Wrap, shown
as GR 4. This grammar rule allows a [BV+] V head to interrupt
its VP complement and locates it before the

S[~]

which is

part of this VP complement.
To construct a grammatical sentence when temporal V is
the V head, we need to extend the Head Feature Principle of
HPSG. My proposed Extended Bead Feature Principle for Thai
allows the feature values [INV+,-] of a subcategorized-for
regular VP in the complement daughter "node to "flow up" to
its temporal VP mother node together with the head features
from the temporal head daughter node.

This extension is

possible since unification is a significant characteristics
of HPSG theory. The feature [BV] of a temporal V and the
feature [INV] of a regular V can be unified because both
features do not conflict. In this way, the feature [INV] of
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a regular V can percolate up to the S node to indicate a
sentence type, either inverted or noninverted.
In

the

semantic

analysis,

the

focus

is

on

tense

interpretation by the Future and Aspect verbs in simple
sentences

and all

types

of complex

sentences.

From the

evidence, I argue that Thai is a tense language. To propose
a tense system in this language, I analyse Aspect, which is
classified

into Aspect-Tense

and

Aspect-Aspect.

Aspect-T

includes four subtypes: Asp-Tl, Asp-T2, Asp-T3 and Asp-T4. In
this study Aspect-T verbs are functions which take a tenseless
S and give tense to it. The resulting tense depends on the
subtypes of Aspect-T. Aspect-A does not provide tense to S:
it provides only an aspectual meaning to it.
To interpret tense in Thai, I define the terms Tensedness
and Reference Time R; I propose the Tense Assigner Hierarchy
(TAR)

and a

Overlap.

relation of intervals of eventualities named

This relation is significant in my tense system

because the tense indicated by Aspect in Thai is accompanied
by the aspectual meaning. Along with the notions of terms, I
construct a semantic model for tense interpretation and the
truth condition of tensed sentences and clauses.
My tense system offers one further step in the tense
analysis.

By means of my proposed relation overlap, which

finds a way to describe a significant interaction between
Aspect verbs and eventualities, all imperfective eventualities
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can be captured. This is not handled by the Reichenbach (1947)
system.
To provide an accurate account of tense interpretation,
I analyse eventualities in Thai. I propose two types of states
and two types of Achievements. My study has shown that the
interaction of eventualities, Aspect verbs, time connectives
and a subj ect of a sentence is essential for an accurate
account of tense interpretation in this language.
There are several points in this study that can be
further

researched both in Thai and

in

other isolating

languages in the Sino-tibethan and Astro-Tai families. For
instance,

morphological

and

syntactic

"auxiliaries" or "auxiliary verbs" in relating

analyses

on

languages~

an

analysis of compound following my definition of "Compound"
and "Compounding Rule". My analysis of Aspect and tense system
can be typologically tested.
In terms of theories, my study has shown that HPSG (1987)
works fine

in Thai if some extension or modification is

allowed. The Pollard (1984) Head Wrapping Operation and the
Bach (1984) wrapping rules are called for in association with
HPSG when describing temporal

inverted

sentences and an

interruption of a [BV+] temporal verb in its VP complement,
respectively.
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